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ABSTRACT
This dissertation provides a quantitative analysis of
cultural ecology and social structure in a rural parish in-'
Northwest Portugal.

There is greater economic inequality,

and greater social stratification than most ethnographers of
Iberia have described.

Chapter 1 introduces some of the

material indications of wealth and land inequality in the
community.

Some households are shown to have much more land

and dairy cattle than others.

Chapter 2 discusses nickname

behavior as a set of socio-cultural symbols for expressing an
ideal of equality, which in some sense runs counter to
material differences within the community.

Chapter 3

analyses contemporary farming systems; showing that having
different amounts of land determines each household's choice
of technology.

Each household operates its farm in a unique

natural and economic environment, because of different
access to the factors of production, especially land, but
including labor and capital.

Chapter 4 shows that patterns

of technical change also depend on land supply.

Larger

farmers are the first to adopt new innovations, especially
labor-saving devices.

Chapter 5 demonstrates that, counter

to common assumptions, land fragmentation is more pronounced
on large farms than on smaller farms, but that for no farms
xi

xii
is land fragmentation a barrier to agrioultural produotion.
Chapter 6 is a brief history of recent ohanges of land use.
It shows that the most oommon land-use types, fields and
forests, are somewhat interohangeable.

Fields are oonverted

to forest, and forest to field, depending on the eoonomio
environment of the owning household, and the natural
environment of the land itself.

Eoologioally marginal land

that is owned by large farmers is the most likely to be
changed from field to forest, or from forest to field.

CHAPTER 1
SOCIAL HIERARCHY AND CULTURAL EGALITARIANISM
This dissertation is an ethnographic description and
analysis of a parish (freguesia) in Northwest Portugal.
Redfield defined peasantry as rural agriculturalists, who do
not farm for profit, but who are linked to market towns and
urban centers as a class segment of a larger society
(Redfield 1960: 18-19).

By Redfield's definition, the

parish was a peasant community until the mid-1960s.

I have

tried to characterize the defining elements of the
agricultural system (land, labor and capital) as they enter
into a distinctive local ecosystem and as ·they change
through time.

I attempt

~o

account for regular variation

within the community as a function of the different access
to resources of large and small farmers.
After 1964, so many men emigrated to France, and took
other off-farm jobs, that the parish became a suburbanized
community of

~orker-peasants

(Holmes 1983), only partly

dependent on agriculture for their livelihood, but more
firmly attached to Portuguese national society through the
sale of labor off-farm, the formation of capital as emigrant
savings, and the sale of agricultural products (primarily
I

milk) for profit.

My use of the term "suburban" .implies

1

that many of the parish's residents now work outside of the
parish, but commute home every evening, or, in the case of
foreign migrants, once a year for a summer visit.

As of

yet, no urban people have moved to the parish to build
country homes and commute to work in the true suburban
sense.

There has been rapid growth in the agricultural and

non-agricultural sectors, so that while agriculture makes up
a smaller percentage of the total local economy in the 1980s
than in the 1960s, agricultural production is much higher.
While I discuss change in chapter 4, much of the
dissertation deals with a synchronic analysis of socioeconomic inequality, based on a quantitative analysis of
inequality in land and cattle, that allows me to stratify
the community in objective terms.
split ideology of social structure.

Community members have a
They simultaneously

hold notions of social egalitarianism and social hierarchy,
both of which are expressed in ritual and symbolic contexts.
Cultural notions of egalitarianism are consistent with a
relatively uniform set of items of cultural knowledge.
Portuguese villagers are equally endowed with knowledge
about how to exploit their environment.

Conflicting notions

of social stratification, and tension between rural groups,
are consistent with the different behavior of different
households; for instance, large farmers often have tractors,
but small farmers rarely do.

3

Debate about the Nature of the Little Community
Ethnographic desc~iptions of Iberia disagree on
whether rural communities are egalitarian, with collective,
cooperative styles of social organization, or whether rural
townships are marked by social hierarchy, with significant·
wealth and status differences among peasants.

The issue of

whether the little community is egalitarian/cooperative or
hierarchical/contentious is not limited to Spain and
Portugal, but is part of a longstanding debate in
anthropology. The tradition goes back to LePlay and T8nnies'
nostalgia for the rural community (Nisbet 1966, chapter 3).
Redfield's (1930) description of Tepoztlan as a
harmonious peasant village was thoroughly contested by Oscar
Lewis (1951).

Kluckhohn's (1944) Navaho Witchcraft

describes the tensions and conflicts of Navajo society,
while Witherspoon (1977) characterizes the Navajo as living
in total harmony with each other and with the cosmic forces
of the universe.

Hammel (1969) characterized the

Montenegrin patrilineage as ecologically adaptive, yet
flexible enough to adapt to changing economic conditions.
Denish (1977) observed that the Montenegrin patrilineage
isolates women from their kin, forces them into subordinate
status, and formally denies their existence.
Harmony, and cooperativeness is emphasized in
anthropological discussions of kin relationships, and the

4

cohesiveness of social groups.

Traditional anthropological

topics of gossip, witchcraft, and factionalism, reflect the
contrasting notion of tension and disharmony. One camp of
ethnographers expresses Rousseauian ideals of harmony and
cohesiveness in the Redfieldian little community.

Their ...

ideas are consistent with Tonnies notions of gemeinscha£t,
and Durkheimian mechanical solidarity.

The contrasting

school of thought stresses dissension, conflict,
exploitation and the culture of poverty.

Their ideas

encompass notions of gesellschart ar-d organic solidarity.
The Iberian ethnographies equate social
egalitarianism with the harmony of the little community,
while social hierarchy is seen as exploitative and
disharmonious.

Usually this difference is seen as regional,

with socially stratified communities in the southern,
mediterranean provinces, (Cutileiro 1971, Gilmore 1983,
1984) and egalitarian communities in the northern, atlantic
regions (Brandes 1975a, Christian 1972, Freeman 1970,
Oliveira, Galanho, and Pereira 1983, Dias 1981), including
Pitt-Rivers' (1961) classic description of a relatively
egalitarian community ,in the mountains of Andalusia.
Davis (1977) lamments that of 45 to 50 studies
of stratification in the Mediterranean, only five give
enough economic details to accurately measure
stratificati~n

in quantitative, economic terms.

One of

5

best studies is Cutileirois (1971) description of socioeconomic stratification in Southern Portugal.
Cutileiro (1971) demonstrates that Vila Velha,
in Portugal's Alentejo province, is characterized by gross
wealth and status differences.

Land for wheat production

is owned by relatively few large land owners, with some
land being owned by a larger number of small farmers, but
most of the people are landless laborers.

Cutileiro paints

a picture of rural misery, as the landless are totally
dependent on the wealthy for under-paid, seasonal jobs.
There is virtually no personal social contact between
members of the different classes.

Wealthy women may chat

with their maids to learn village gossip, and upper class
men exploit their workers' wives for sexual favors, with
little other social contact between the two groups.
Jorge Dias, for many years the dean of Portuguese
anthropologists, is best known for his monograph of Rio de
Onor, a little village in the northeastern province of Trasos-Montes (Dias 1981, originally 1953). Dias describes a
community where people were simple and polite, governed by a
sense of Christian propriety, but with a "dionysian"
affinity for wine, dancing, and
worked together in the

f~elds,

parti~s.

Men and women

trading labor and festive

meals for the return labor of fellow villagers.

A village

council, composed of a man from each household, governed the

6

use of common lands and other village property, including
woods, pasture, mills, ovens, and a bull.
W~ile

Dias' ethnography i3 impressively

d~tailed,

beautifully written, his rhetoric is notably romantic.

and
Dias

goes beyond Redfieldian appreciation of the little
community.

Ao contrario de muitas povoagoes nossas, que
dgo uma triste sensagio de abandono, Rio de Onor
uma aldeia animada e viva. Os seus habitantes
irmandados por uma vida de permanente cOlaboraqso,
sem direrengas notaveis de rortuna, pouco
acicatados pela ambiqao, ingenuos e simples,
manirestam excepcional cordialidade uns para com os
outros, e s~o invulgarmente joviais (Dias 1981:
54).
.

e

(In contrast to many of our communities, which
give a sad sense of abandonment, Rio de Onor is an
animated and lively village. Its inhabitants are
made brothers by 8 life ~f permanent collaboration,
without notable wealth differences, little spurred
by ambition, ingenuous and simple, they show
exceptional cordiality one for another, and are
rarely crudely jovial.)
Few other ethnographers'have described Northern
Iberia as such an extreme stereotype of

~he

little

community; but most have described the north as egalitarian
(Brandes 1975, Kenny 1961, Christian 1972, Freeman 1970).
Often the notion of egalitarianism is given only a
superficial economic description, as when Christian states.
that in Northern Spain "a man with 70 cattle lives, to all
outward appearances, in precisely the same fashion as the
man who has eight" (Christian 1972: 19).

7

One of the reasons for the egalitarian/stratified
split is that' Redfield-type, ethnographers went by what
people said and never questioned the emic view.

To question

this position requires measurement and quantification of
population, land, labor, and money, plus a historical time
frame to see how these factors correlate with behavior
diachronically.
Douglass (1969), is an exception to the trend of
egalitarian descriptions of the north.

Impartible

inheritance among the Spanish Basque insures the maintenance
of viable farms, but disenfranchises most offspring.
Disinherited siblings may remain at home as celibate
workers, or they may migrate to Spanish cities or to the
sheep camps of North America.

Iturra (1980, 1983) describes

the systematic disinheritance of most of the siblings in a
Galician community.
O'Neill (1984) offers the most serious challenge to
the Dias perspective of the egalitarian little community.
In a carefully documented study of a small village in Trasos-Montes--very much like the one studied in the 1940s by
Dias--O'Neill demonstrates vast socio-economic differences
within the community.

O'Neill links wealth and status

differences to land ownership, social groups, cooperative
labor, kinship and inheritance.

Villagers recognize three

social groups: l)propriet~ios, 2)lavradores, and

8

3) Jornaleiras and pequenos agricultores.

Propriet'rios (large owners), with 30 to 50 heotares
of land form an elite group of four households.

There are

21 households of lavradores (farmers), with six to 30
hectares of land.

There are 31 households of pequenos

agricultores (small farmers) and Jornaleiras (day laborers).
with no land to six heotares.

Most of them own only small

garden plots.
While membership in one of the hierarohically
arranged sooial groups is determined by amount of land owned
and rented-in. O'Neill demonstrates that social rank entails
a whole range of other behavioral distinotions.

Dias saw

labor exohange as an example of oommunitarianism. or
communalism (comunitarismo) and collectivism (colectivismo).
because labor was exchanged for labor.

As villagers moved

from farm to farm threshing rye, each farm couple took turns
being laborers for their neighbors, and then boss (patrao,

patroa) of the neighbors, as the villagers came to work at
their farm.

Bosses and workers worked and ate side by side.

O'Neill's (1984: chapter 4) detailed analysis of labor
exchange for rye threshing demonstrates institutionalized
inequities. Each household exchanges the work on one task at
one farm for reciprocal work at one task on their own farm.
It ruay take two days to thresh the rye of a large owner, but
only half a day to thresh the rye of a small farmer.

So a
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small farmer spends two days threshing rye for a large
owner, and the large owner reciprocates by threshing rye for
the small farmer, but only for half a day.

People who own

no rye fields at all may work the rye threshings just for
the meals and for small gifts of food.
At the bottom of the social hierarchy is the group of
female day laborers.

They have very little land, and poorer

chances for marriage than wealthier women.

They are often

bastards, and the mothers of illegitimate children.

Their

children are usually fathered by men who do not have the
economic means to marry,the sons of Jornaleiras, or the
disinherited. siblings of larger farmers.

Permanently cut

off from land--the basis of wealth--the day laborers form a
pool of poorly paid, exploited workers, caught in a cycle of
self-perpetuating bastardy.
Socio-Economic Status Differences
and Cultural Egalitarianism
There are obvious parallel contrasts between O'Neill
and Dias, and Lewis and Redfield.

One difference is that

O'Neill and Dias are separated by much more time, about 40
years, than were Lewis and Redfield.

I believe there are

three reasons why the Dias-perspective was for so long
unchallenged.

One is the north-south contrast.

Wealth and

status differences are much greater in southern Iberia than
in the north, so by comparison, the north is egalitarian.
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Another is the presence of communal (village) property in
parts of the North.

Dias unfortunately assumes that

communal land in Rio-de-Onor is a historic survival from
Visigothic times.

O'Neill is quick to point out that

communal land tenure is related to contemporary aspects of
economy.

Communal lands are land that cannot be exploited

intensively, especially forest and brush land.

Arable

fields, meadows (lameiros) , and vineyards are privately
owned.
The third reason that economic distinctions have been
so long ignored in northern Iberia is that the economic and
social distinctions of rural life are balanced--or
mystified--by some cultural and symbolic egalitarianism.
Certain cultural symbols of egalitarianism fly in the face
of social hierarchy.

Dias and O'Neill presented contrasting

portraits because they paid attention

t~

different aspects

of life.
Dias was well aware of socio-economic differences in
Rio-de-Onor.

He stated that disinherited children sometimes

married in spite of not having the land resources to do so.
The 14 households they formed could not be represented on
the village council and lived-in extreme poverty (Dias 1981:
80). He observed that some families did not own enough land
to support themselves by farming.

They supported themselves

by share-cropping, and by agricultural wage work.

Some
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people were deep in debt (Dias 1981: 96-97).
One revealing paragraph presents a frank description
of socio-economic differences, in tones that foreshadowed
O'Neill's later depiction of social groups.
Bm Rio de Onor de Baixo ha, hoje, UllIas seis.· - ".
famflias que vivem bem, com boa mesa e sem gran des
preocupafoes. Sete colhem 0 suficiente e nao vivem
mal, mas em anos piores ja sentem a diferenga.
Umas vinte famflias nao colhem 0 suficiente e
de comprar aos mais ricos 0 pao que lhes falta para
gasto. S~o obrigados a pagar esse pao em jeiras,
ou com dinheiro ganho com a venda de carvao.
Finalmente, ha umas sete fam[lias que chegam a
passar fome de p~o em certas ocasi~es, sobretudo
nos anos maus, e quando ha escassez do trabalho
(Dias 1981: 96).

tam

(In Lower Rio de Onor there are, today,
some six families that live well, with a good table
and without great worries. Seven harvest enough and
do not live badly, but in poorer years they feel
the difference. Some 20 families do not harvest
enough and have to buy the bread they need from the
wealthier ones. They are obliged to pay for this
bread in days of work, or with money earned from
the sale of charcoal. Finally, there ·are some
seven families that feel hunger at certain times,
especially in bad years, and when there is a
scarcity of work.)
Dias referred to six wealthy households, seven midlevel households, 20 that could not support themselves on
their own land, and seven hungry families.

The numbers

suggest a comparison with O'Netll's four large owners, 21
farmers, and 31 small farmers and jornaleiras.

Dias and

O'Neill described very similar communities.
Dias saw socio-economic differences, but emphasized
cultural and symbolic aspects of life.

He was fascinated by
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music and games.

He described the dances and parties in

which all community members participated, and enjoyed each
other's company.

Villagers played games together on Sunday,

ancient European. forerunners of bowling, apparently without
distinction by economic class.

Most households belonged to

the village council (conselho de vezinhos), where they
democratically discussed matters of mutual interest.

The

wealthy households had better diets than the others, but
they worked hard, and did not shirk community labor
assignments.

The wealthy peasants of Tras-os-Montes are not

separated from the poor by vast wealth differences, as are
the great land owners of the Alentejo.

The wealthy northern

peasants are also careful not to act lordly, and to minimize
the appearance of wealth differences.
An anecdote from my own field work illustrates how an
ideal of cultural-symbolic egalitarianism is maintained in a
social environment of real economic differences.

A wealthy

peasant household that owned two farms rented one to
sharecroppers, but retained the right to harvest some of the
wine grapes on the rented farm.
houses, one where the

The rented farm had two

-sharecroppe~s

lived, and an empty one

that the owners had recently remodeled for the future use of
their children.

In October of 1983 the owner traveled to

the rented farm for the grape harvest.

He brought most of

his household members, and a number of other people who owed
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him favors.

Although the farmer already had a large group,

about 17 people, the sharecropper spent the day helping the
farmer with the harvest.

Lunch was served in the farmer's

remodeled house, prepared and served by his daughter.

The

farmer, his household members, and his workers (amigos, in
the local rhetorio) washed together in a common basin, and
all ate at the same table.

There were not enough wine bowls

for everyone, so every four people were given a bowl to
share and were assigned to be socios da malga (bowl
partners).

Both wearing patched work clothes, the farmer

and the sharecropper sat side by side, and drank from the
same bowl.

After serving 'himself, the farmer would turn to

the sharecropper and politely say "would you like some of
this, Senhor Jose?".

The wealthy farmer and his

sharecropper attempted to minimize overt display of their
wealth and status differences.
Much of social life in northern Iberia is like this
interaction: wealth and status differences are ignored by
cultural symbols of interpersonal interaction.

Cultural

symbols of equality are expressed publicly, in Goffmanesque
rituals of deference and demeanor (Goffman 1959, 1967).
Symbols of inequality are often expressed oovertly, by
gossip~

innuendo and

baok~biting.

The northern rural folk are at once egalitarian, and
socially stratified.

Even though they are aware of socio-
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economic differences that affect individual status, they
hold contradictory ideals of cultural equality and socioeconomic status differences.

The statement heard so often

in the north "aqui somos todos iguais" (here we are all
equal), refers to cultural equality, not socio-economic
parity.

Cultural equality means that all adults are worthy

of respect (merecem respeito) , and that they have personal
autonomy to enter into and leave contracts.

I observed a

farmer ask two women if they wanted to come work for her ·one
day.

Instead of asking directly, which might have insulted

their autonomy, she said "we will be planting potatoes on.
Monday" implying that she wanted them to come to work on
Monday.

The workers replied that they are too busy.

The

farmer persisted by mentioning other days when they· needed
workers.

One woman finally ended the discussion by· saying

"eu tamb'm tenho a minha vida" (I have my own life too).
This dissertation is an attempt to contribute to the
debate over whether peasant communities are egalitarian or
stratified.

I present a case of a community that balances

significant and measurable socio-economic differences with
cultural symbols of egalitarianism.

I discuss these themes

with examples from nicknaming behavior, agrarian ecology,
agricultural technology, land fragmentation, and land use
changes.

This work goes beyond earlier studies of conflict

and inequality by demonstrating these differences in
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quantified, economic and ecological terms, especially in
land

tenur~,

milk production, and technology.

The remainder of this chapter outlines the natural
and social environment of "Penabranca" (pseudonym), a parish
(freguesia) in the Entre Douro e Minho (the Minho) province

of northwestern Portugal.

The social environment is

characterized by great differences in land tenure, household
composition, and occupation.
Chapter 2 is a description of nicknaming.

Previous

ethnographers have seen nicknames as a means of social
control in peasant communities.

My analysis describes

nicknames as cultural symbols of egalitarianism in the daily
interaction rituals of members of the same parish.
The last four chapters show that the fundamental
distinction between large and small farmers is reflected in
their agricultural behavior.

All community members share a

common culture of knowledge about agricultural techniques
and agricultural innovations, but their behavior is a
reflection of their economic differences. Chapter 3
describes the agrarian ecology of Penabranca.

Most

community members possess comparable cultural knowledge
about farming techniques.

They chose different techniques

according to their own resources of land, labor, and capital
(factors of production).

The different availability of the

factors of production affect which techniques are best
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suited to that farm.

Community members are culturally equal

in terms of knowledge, but socially stratified in terms of
choice of technology and

~trategy

of land use.

,

Chapter 4 is a history of recent technological change
in Penabranca's agriculture.

Rate and priority of adoption

of new techniques is shown to correspond to socio-economic
status, as reflected by farm size.

Larger farmers are the

first to adopt innovations, while smaller farmers often
adopt the same items after a lag of several years.
Chapter 5 discusses land fragmentation, showing that
land fragmentation is not-a serious detriment to
agriculture, as has been assumed in the geographic and
economic literature.

Degree of land fragmentation depends

on farm size, so that the larger farms are the most
fragmented, and larger farmers are the only ones to complain
about land fragmentation as a problem.
Chapter 6 is an analysis of the changing ecology of
land use; of field to forest and forest to field changes.
Larger farmers are most likely to make land use changes,
because they have more land, and less labor than other land
owners.

Natural and Social Environment
Penabranca occupies about 10 square kilometers of
hilly woods and cropland on the eastern edge of a plateau
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above the Cavado River Valley.

Most of the land lies

between 300 and 400 meters above sea level.

The parish is

15 kilometers from a regional city oC 70,000 inhabitants.
In 1984 the population of the parish was 1109 people living
in 261 households.
Major commodities produced in the parish are dairy
products, corn, wine, rye, grass, and potatoes.

Minor crops

of olive and fruit trees, beans and vegetables are also
grown.

In addition to Frisian dairy cows, a local variety

of work cow (barros~o), horses, sheep, goats, chickens,
pigs, and rabbits are also raised.

The dominant forest

plants are pine (pinheiro bravo; Pinus pinaster)
eucalyptus, oak, chestnut, gorse, ivy, blackberry, broom,
heather, and ferns.
firewood.

The trees are used for lumber and

The brush plants (gorse, broom, heather, ferns,

and others) are used for stall bedding for animals.
Rainfall of about 2000 mm per year falls mainly in
the winter.

Precipitation varies little from year to year

(Stanislawski 1959: 39).

Water for summer crops must be

supplied through irrigation from springs, wells and a
stream.
Because Penabranca is so. close to the city, people
can live in Penabranca and commute to work in town.

Two bus

lines make several trips daily from the parish to the urban
center.

Many people, especially young men, ride motorcycles
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to work.

Penabranca is not unusually close to a city,

compared with other rural Minhoto parishes. The entire
region is densely populated, with over 250 people per square
kilometer in the central Minho (Guichard 1982).
Minho is completely suburbanized.

The central

Agriculture now makes up

an important minority fraction of its total economy.
Agriculture is important for economic security; it is easier
to lose one's job than to lose one's land.
Land is unevenly distributed in Penabranca.

As in Tras-

os-Montes, land is crucial to social group ascription.

The

number of social groups, and their names, vary from
community to community.

O'Neill (1984) lists propriet;rios,

lavradores and jornaleiras.

Guerriero (1981) mentions

lavradores (farmers) and cabaneiros (cottagers) in the Serra

de Barroso, in Tras-os-Montes, near the upper Minho.
'Penabrancans state that in a neighboring parish there were
two social 'groups before the 19608: proprietarios (land
owners) and cabaneiros.

The three proprietarios owned all

the land, and the cabaneiros owned none. After the 1960s the
cabaneiros bought out the land owners with money they had
e~rned

abroad as emigrant workers, eliminating the highest

ranked group.
In the early twentieth century there were three
social groups in Penabranca: proprietarios, lavradores, and
pobres (land owners, farmers, and the poor).

Proprietarios
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owned several farms, which were worked by 'sharecroppers or
hired workers.
own farms.
owners.

The farmers owned less land than the large land

Some of the land might be worked by sharecroppers,

but the
land.

The large land owners did not work on their

farmer~

generally worked at least some of their own

Most of the people were landless, or nearly landless.

They worked as sharecroppers (caseiros), as agricultural day
laborers (Jornaleiros), and as servants (criados) for the
farmers and large land owners.
Olde~ people say that the propriet'rios sold their

large estates by the

19~Os,

l~aving

(lavradores) and the poor (pobres).

only farmers
In the mid 1960s France

opened its doors to emigrant workers, and men from
Penabranca poured across the border.
emigration was largely clandestine.

I'n the early years
Portuguese and Spanish

authorities arrested men attempting to emigrate, but once in
France they could "walk into the arms of the gendarme
without danger".
Many of the workers who went to France were pobres,
sharecroppers and day laborers.

Traditional patterns of

labor use and social relations changed dramatically.
Between the 1960s and the 1980s the number of sharecroppers
declined from 20 to six, similar to the pattern that Caldas
(1981) observed for another Minhoto community.
Villagers speak of two times; antes da emigragao
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(before emigration, i.e. before the mid 1960s), and depois
da emigra~'o, after emigration.

All people agree that

emigration brought great change to the region.

After

emigration a new social group emergedi emigrantes
(emigr~nts)

(Brettel 1979, 1983).

the wealthier villagers.
Portugal.

Emigrants are now among

Many of the emigrants never 'visit

They are bitter about the poverty of their youth,

and wish to live in France until they die, saying Portugal
comeu-me a oarne, mas n'o me oomera os ossos (Portugal ate
my flesh, but will not eat my bones).
Other emigrants return to Penabranca each August.
They live abroad eleven months of the year with their entire
households, and return to a large, modern house that stands
empty most of the year.

Most of them hope to retire in

Penabranca, although their children have no desire to ever
leave Paris or Marseilles permanently.
Other emigrants are married men, who do not take
their families with them to France.
st~y

•

The wives of these men

in Penabranca to tend their small farms or fields,

seeing their husbands once a year.

One elderly woman

recalls not seeing her husband at all for 17 years because
he used his august vacation to work a second job in France.
The separation was particularly painful because both are
illiterate, so they could not even write to each other.
After

emigr~tion,

the relationship between the social groups
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changed.

While their were now three socIal groups (farmers,

emigrants, and the poor), the boundaries blurred.

The poor

largely left agricultural work. Those who found local offfarm work in the expanding economy were still poor, but not
as poor as they had been.

Some emigrants stayed abroad for

many years, and saved a great deal of money, while others
stayed for a few years and did not save enough money to
build large houses.

Some emigrants saved enough money to

buy land, and'became farmers.

Some emigrants were already

farmers when they left.
No one agrees on exactly what constitutes membership
in any of the groups.
cows was a farmer.
means. "plower".

Before emigration a person with two

The word lavrador (farmer), literally

Two beasts form a plow team.

After 1978

most of the work cows were replaced with dairy cows.

Now

most plowing is done by tractors, and the cows are 'used for
dairy production.

A household with even one cow can join

the local dairy cooperative and sell liquid milk.

Some

people with only one cow will claim to be farmers, albeit
poor farmers (pobres lavradores). Others claim that having
one cow is not enough to make one a farmer. The parish
priest expressed this sentiment, declaring that there were
only 30 farms in the parish, and that "h~ muitos que dizem
~

~

~

que sao lavradores, mas nao sao" (there are many who say
they are

farme~s,

but they are not).
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Villagers commonly distinguish between large farmers

(grandes lavradores) and poor farmers (pobres lavradores) ,
although there is little consensus as to what
the two groups.

distingu~shes

When asked what a large farm is, people

usually define the class by example, citing one of the two
or three largest farms in Penabranca.

As Eleanor Rosch

(1978: 35-40) observes, it is often easier to define the
prototypical member of a category than the category
•

boundaries.

Native categories of social groups overlap and are
difficult to define.

There is however, a consensus that the

more land and cattle a household has, the wealthier and more
prestigious it is.

Wealth and status differences are a

continuum •.
Table 1.1. shows the unequal
cattle in Penabranca.

distributi~n

of land and

I have arbitrarily divided land

holdings into six categories: those with no land, those with
less than half a hectare, one half to one

hectar~,

one to

two hectares, two to four hectares, and more than four
hectares.

Land size includes land that is owned, and land

that is rented-in.

This specific division was an attempt to

be consistent with Portuguese writers.
(1979~

For example, Pereira

divides farms into below a hectare, one to four

hectares, four.to twenty hectares, and larger categories.
My categories could be aggregated to Pereira's categories of
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TABLE 1.1.
Distribution of Crop Land and Cattle by Household
farm
class
no land
below .5 ha
.5 to 1 ha
1 to 2 ha
2 to 4 ha
4 to 7.5 ha
Total

number of
households
95
84
28
22
16
8 a)
253 b)

average
herd size
0
.060
1.321
3.091
5.750
13.375
1.221

average size of
holding in hectares
0
.164
.750
1.406
3.043
5.712
.619

a) One farm in the parish is owned and managed by a man who
was born in the parish, and inherited the farm. He lives in
the nearby city, but visits the farm daily. This farm is
included in this table, in chapter 5, and in other
discussions of agriculture. The farm has no resident
household members, and so is excluded from the remaining
tables in this chapter, and from other sociological
discussions of the parish's 261 households.
b) Nine households deleted from sample because of'
insufficient data
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land holdings.
The etic categories have the advantage of. clear
boundaries, while the emic categories have fuzzy boundaries.
These five arbitrary, etic categories correspond roughly to
the emic categories of social groups.
first two categories.
the third

catego~y.

The pobres are in the

The pobres lavradores are included in
The fourth category is composed of

households that are undeniably lavradores, while the grandes
lavradores are all in the fifth category.

Emigrants are

included in all categories.
\

Table 1.1. shows the distribution of crop land
(includes fields but not forest) and cattle by household.
Distribution of cattle corresponds closely to distribution
of land (see chapter 5).
extremely unequal.
half a hectare.

Land distribution in Penabranca is

Of 262 holdings, 179 (68%) are below

Figure 1.1. shows that the upper 10% of the

households farm 60% of the farmland.

While all farms in

Penabranca are small; some are much smaller than others.
The remaining tables illustrate sociological
implications of uneven land distribution.

The remaining

tables in this chapter use herd size (instead of land size)
as a proxy variable for farm size.
land has several advantages.

Using cattle instead of

Cattle represent the

relationship of the household to the market economy, since
milk is the main cash crop.

Using the number of cattle also
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accounts for differences in land quality, since farms with
more land in heavy soil can support more cattle than farms
with more land in light soil. Although there is insufficient
land data for nine holdings, I have exact data for number of
cattle (work cows and dairy cows) for each household.
Because the cattle data is complete, and because numbers of
cattle correspond closely to amount of land (the correlation
,

.

coefficient is 0.81176), all households in the parish can be
included in the discussion by substituting cattle for land
in this overview.
One implication of the unequal distribution of land
is that a few households have enough land to support all
household members as full-time farmers, but most households
do not.

Most households make their living by a mixed

economic

st~ategy.

Some members of the household work off-

farm, while others work at home on the farm or garden.

The

less land a household has, the more of its labor must be
sent off-farm, either locally or abroad.
Off-farm wages are much lower for women than for men
(see chapter 4).

Women are also denied eccess to the most

highly paid off-farm work, which is in the construction
trade.

A household with. some land, and male and female

members, maximizes the value of household labor by sending
males to work off-farm, while the women work on-farm.
Household members pool their salaries and farm produce,
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sharing equally in the consumption of household resources.
Households with emigrant male members usually spend their
savings on items that all household members can use, such as
a new house, or indoor plumbing.
Men and women--especially husband and wife--form
close and long lasting economic bonds.

Generally neither a

man nor a woman could survive without the other.

Men

employed in local construction work earn just over a hundred
dollars (1984) a month, not a living wage.

The men depend

on the garden produce that their female kin produce, and on
their domestic services, in order to supplement their wages.
The women depend on their male kin to bring home cash to buy
consumer goods and agricultural inputs (seeds, fertilizer
etc.) and to help with the farming on Saturdays, holidays,
and in the evenings.

The villagers express the inter-

dependence of the sexes by comparing each sex to the wheel

so

. of a cart,

"uma roda

na'o ands" (, one wheel by itself does

not roll).

The villagers have evolved a sexual division of

labor as an adaptation to the wider economic environment of
rural agricultural holdings and urban wage labor, in which
men work off-farm and women work on-farm.
Table 1.2. shows that the sexual division of labor is
different for each 'farm size.

The few females involved in

off-farm work come almost entirely from households without
cattle.

These are the poorest, smallest holdings, with the
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TABLB 1.2.
Off-Farm and On-Farm Workers, Male and Female
Average Number of Workers per Household,
by Sex and Location
number of
households

herd
size
0
1
3
5
8

to
to
to
to

2
4
7
33

total

females
off-farm

males
off-farm

189
33
18
14
7

.249
.182
.167
.143

.730
1.030
.667
.571
0

261

.218

.736

0

females
on-farm

males
on-farm

.307
1.2273
1.722
1.786
2.143

.101
.455
.778
1.571
2.286

.655

.330

Absolute Number of Workers per Farm Size, by Sex and
Location
number
of households

herd
size
0
1
3
5
8

to
to
to
to

total

2

4
7
33

females
off-farm

males
off-farm

females
on-farm

males
on-farm·

0

58
42
31
25
15

19
15
14
22
16

192

171

86

189
33
18
14
7

47
6
3
0
1

138
34
12
8

261

57
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lowest on-farm labor requirements.

Women usually work off-

farm only when they have the least opportunity to work onfarm.

Almost four times as many men have looal offo-farm

jobs as women. Like the women, the men are more likely to
work off-farm when they come from households with the
smallest land holdings.

The smallest size of holding has a

lower average number of off-farm males than does the second
smallest size.

This is because the smallest holdings have

the smallest average household size Idiscussed in more
detail below).
The pattern of on-farm workers is the reverse image
of the pattern of off-farm work o•
as men work on the household farm.

Three times as many women
A woman oommonly gets up

at five in the morning to pack a hot lunch for her husband
to take to his oonstruction job in town, then makes his
breakfast.

After sending the ohildren to school she works

in her fields, interrupting her day to wash olothes, olean
the house, and oook meals. She may take her smallest
ohildren with her to the fields, or leave them at home with
an elderly household member.

In larger households, with

several adult women, the women over the age of 60 generally
prefer to stay home and perform domestic tasks, while
younger women take on the farming responsibilities. Women
tend to work longer days than men, and their work is often
divided between domestio and agricultural tasks.
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The larger the farm size, the greater the number of
women and men who work on the family farm.

However, while

the average number of female workers per farm 'increases
slightly with farm size, the average number of male workers
increases tremendously as farm size increases.

Households

wi th at least one cow ke·ep female members at home on the
farm, where their labor earns higher returns in the
household enterprise than they would earn selling their
labor in town.

A household must have about five cows before

the opportunity cost of sending males off-farm equals the
value of their work on-farm.

Many of the men who work on-

farm on the smallest holdings are retired emigrants.
Households with no cattle employ an average of .307
women on-farm, and

~249

women off-farm, for a total of only

.556. : Many of the women in this category listed their
occupation on the census as "housekeeper" (domestics), and
so are not coded as off-farm workers or on-farm workers.
Many of these women spend much of their time working a small
garden and tending

sm~ll

animals, essentially agricultural

activities, but on such a small scale that even they do not
consider themselves to be farmers.
Men work on-farm generally on the· largest farms,
because off-farm jobs compete with the small farms for the
labor of male household members.

Women work off-farm only

when they have very little land, because their labor is not
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as well paid off-farm, because they do not have good offfarm,job opportunities, and because they are burdened with
young children and elderly dependents.

While men will do

any agricultural or gardening task, and will work with the
animals, men will not perform housekeeping tasks.

This

rigidly observed cultural ideal creates an added demand for
female labor at home, where they are available for
agricultural work but not for off-farm jobs.
Chapters 3 through 6, describe different agricultural
behavior for large and small farmers.

This large-small

distinction is also a gender difference, with large farms
managed and worked by men and women teams, and small farms
managed and worked by women, with part-time help from men.
Table 1.3. shows emigration experience both for
different sized farms, and for males and females.
absent as emigrants for far less time than' men.

Women are
The

community average for emigration is just over a year for
women, but nearly seven years for men.

As with local off-

farm work, women are discriminated against in highly paid
blue collar jobs, so men often emigrate without their wives.
Men from Penabranca have worked abroad in large numbers,
generally as construction workers in France.
emigrate join husbands already abroad.

Women who

It is common for men

to work abroad, leaving women in Portugal to tend the tiny
land holdings.
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TABLE 1.3.
Average Number of Years of Emigration per Household

number
of households

herd
size
0
1
3
5
8

to
to
to
to

total

2
4
7
33

average
years
of female
emigration

average
years
of male
emigration

189
33
18
14
7

1.593
.667
.778
0
.286

5.952
9.182
13.167
7.143
6.000

261

1.299

6.923

% of
emigrant
households a)
.13
.15
.33
.07
0

a) Percent of households in each category with at least one
member currently emigrated.
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There is not a lot of difference in average number of
years of male emigration per household by farm size.
categori'es have had men absent for six to 10 years.

Most
The

exceptionally large figure of 13.167 years for the 3 to 4
cow farm

catego~y

reflects the extremely long emigration

experience of one man, who was absent for 57 years (1922 to
1979).

When his years are subtracted, the average number of

years of male emigration for the category of 3-4 cows is
only 10.000.
There is only a slight tendency for middle sized
farmers to have more emigration experience than either large
farmers or households with little or no land.
farmers do emigrate sometimes.

Larger

A number of the current

large farmers emigrated for several years in the mid 1960s,
to avoid military service in the African colonial wars.
Other large farmers emigrated to save money for agricultural
investment.
Other men emigrated and used their savings to buy
land, acquiring the status of small farmers.

This is

reflected in the slightly higher emigration experience of
the one to two, and three to four cow farms.
Emigration experience is lowest in the group of
households without cattle, because that category includes a
higher proportion of solitary elderly people, retired
couples, and very young couples, who have not had the
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opportunity to emigrate.

Men born after 1955 have not had

the opportunity to emigrate, due to the world recession
after 1973.

Also, many of the people with no land at all

emigrated permanently, or else the husband and wife
emigrated together, returning only to visit in August.
Female emigration is highest in the non-farm category,
because landless women have the least reason to remain in
Portugal, and are more free to join their husbands in
France.
Like women who work off-farm locally, women who work
abroad generally work in the service sector--often as
oleaning women--where their labor is paid less than men.
The women who aooompany their husbands to Franoe supplement
the household inoome there, but they also increase expenses.
Since the men who go abroad live in barracks or in
apartments with other men, men with wives must find more
expensive housing.
Emigration from Penabranca has been high.

Nothing

has transformed the social landscape as emigration has,
bringing more money into the community, allowing landless
laborers to leave farm work, and encouraging farmers to buy
labor saving saving machinery.

Farmers once depended on

sharecroppers, household servants, and day laborers to
provide labor at extremely low wages.

Their relationships

often lasted for a life ,time, and were important as social
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relationships, as well as economic ones.

There are now far

fewer shareoropper, household servants, and day laborers
than there were before emigration.

In the mid 1960s many

people took the opportunity to escape these social and
eoonomio relationships by emigrating.
Table 1.4. demonstrates the different household sizes
of each farm size.

Generally, the larger holdings have the

most household members.
marital

residenc~

This reflects different post-

patterns for large and small holdings.

Large farmers form stem family households.

One son or

daughter (the major heir), marries and brings his spouse to
live in his parents' household, while poor people are
neolocal.

These results are compatible with Netting's

(1982) cross-oultural, and historioal survey, which found
that greater labor requirements, and greater capital
resources of wealthy households led to larger household size
among the wealthy than among poorer households in the same
communities.

Stem family households are prevalent in the

Mediterranean and middle-European region.

Laslett (1984)

lists the Mediterrranean as high joint, low stem, but the
historian Rowland and his colleagues see a band of stem
families across the Northern Iberian peninsula--from at
least the

eigh~eenth

century to the twentieth century--

differentiating it from,the neolocal latifundia areas to the
south (Rowland 1986).
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TABLE 1.4.
Average Household Size by Farm Size
-'

number of
households

herd
size
0

1
3
5
8

to
to
to
to

total

2
4
7
33

mean
size

189
33
18
14
7

3.831
4.788
5.500
6.214
5.857

261

4.249
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Landless households in Penabranca include solitaries,'
elderly couples, and very young couples.

The larger farm

households include more three generation households, more
resident celibate siblings, and some household servants-generally elderly servants who have been with the family
since childhood.
In this chapter I have suggested that Penabranca is
not an egalitarian peasant community.

So much of the work

force now works off-farm, both locally and abroad, that the
community may be characterized as a worker-peasant
community.

•

The parish has important, traditional socio-

economic differences, related directly to access to land.
The following chapter shows that economic differences are
ignored in the use of nicknames, local rituals of
interaction that stress the ideal of cultural
egalitarianism.

Chapter 2

THE USE OF NICKNAMES:
SYMBOLIC EGALITARIANISM IN A RANK-STRATIFIED COMMUNITY

As discussed in chapter 1, Penabranca is a socioeconomically diverse oommunity.

Although all community

members are workers, some households have a great deal more
land and wealth than others.

There is no coherent ideology

of socio-economic stratification; wealth and status
differences are sometimes expressed, and sometimes denied.
Rank differences are expressed in marriage
patterns--amounting to economic endogamy--and through
gossip.

People complain endlessly about their neighbors.

The wealthy farmers are accused of being stingy, and of
having been even more miserly before the mid 1960s.

The

farmers accuse other community members of being lazy and of
not wanting to work.
Rank differences are denied through most forms of
formal worship, and through interaction rituals, including
the use of·nicknames.

Nicknames are cultural

express an ethic of egalitarianism.

symbol~

that

They are also a part of

a rural community's unique lore, and a sign of community
membership.

As a kind of "story that people tell themselves

about themselves" (Geertz 1973: 448), nicknames comment on
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the morality, and the humor of the people that use them.
Pina-Cabral defines nicknames in European peasant
communities as "unwritten and unsystematically derived names
which are given by the community to the individual, the
household or the family, usually independently of their
stated choice.

Their perishability and the lack of a strict

system of application are central features (Pina-Cabral
1984: 150).

Nicknames are widely used in rural communities

from Scotland to Turkey (Dorian 1970, Spencer 1961).
Soon after arriving, in the field, I realized that
in order to talk aboyt villagers-who were not present I had
to know their nicknames.

If I were to ask for a villager by

his full, legal name, villagers would look at each other and
ask "who?". After a moment of reciting genealogies under
their breaths

someon~

would think of the man's nickname,

look at the others and say "ah, its

Jo~ozinho

das Eiras!".

At this point the others would smile and all would begin to
give me directions.

They knew the individual quite well,

but they did not know his real name (cf. Barrett 1978,
Brandes 1975: 140).

As this anecdote illustrates, nicknames

in rural Europe provide a unique identifying label for each
community~ember.

They are arrived at by informal community

consensus and are part of community lore, often in a spirit
of good humor, but seldom out of malice (Cohen 1977,
Christian 1972: 26-27 Bernard 1969: 73, Dorian 1970: 314,
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Foster 1964: 119). Nicknames have been described as a means
of exerting social control; first expressed mildly by PittRivers (1961: Chapter 11), then more forcefully by others
(Cutileiro 1971: 135, Kenny. 1961: 87-89, Gilmore 1982).
According to the social control hypothesis, community
members adhere to community standards in order to avoid
being given an unflattering nickname.

The notion that

nicknames are social control mechanisms only accounts for
individual nicknames, ignoring the more common household
nicknames, which are inherited, not ascribed to each
individual.
My perspective is that nicknames are used so as to
identify community members, and to connote a moral
equivalence of all community members (albeit an equivalence
which is denied by certain other behavior, like marriage
patterns).

My view is close to Pitt-River's early

discussion of nicknames.

Although he briefly mentions the

issue of social control, his main point is that nicknames
define people as members of a community of moral equals
(Pitt-Rivers 1961: Chapter 11).
Nicknames are necessary identifying

l~bels

for

individuals when a community has few given names and few
surnames (Dorian 1970, Bernard 1969: 67, Breen 1982: 707,
Collier and Bricker 1970: 299, Gilmore 1982: 688).

Although

Barrett (1978) counters this argument by saying that many of
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'the nicknames in his Spanish community are more common than
the surnames, nicknames are important as identifying labels
in Penabranca.

Most people in Northwest Portugal have a

common given name.

Forty seven percent of all the females

in Penabranca share five given names (Maria, Rosa, Teresa,
G16ria, Emilia), while 60% of the males share five given
names (Jose, Manuel, Antonio, Fernando, Joso).

Although

there are also a limited number of surnames, only two adults
in 1984 shared the same legal name.
Current practice is to give a child one or two given
names, followed by the mother's surname (matronym), followed
by the father's surname (patronym).

The given name(s) and

surnames constitute an individual's legal name, known as the
"baptismal name" (0 nome do bautismo), or the "real name" (0
mesmo nome).

Perhaps only the Catholic Priest and the

postmistress know the legal name of everyone in the
community.
The Formation of Apelidos
While most individuals have a unique baptismal name,
most families do not have a unique surname.

While there are

few surnames, the custom of women retaining their own
surname after marriage means that all household members do
not share the same surname.

The communityJ s nickname

praotices give every individual and most households a unique
name.

Nicknames may be inherited, or original.
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nicknames include parental nicknames and family nicknames.
Parental Nicknames
Some people are known by their own given name plus
the first name of one of their. parents (with the parent's
given name usually in diminutive form).

"Nelinho da Mim!~

(Mimi's Nelinho, that is, Maria's Manuel) is the adult son
of a (deceased) woman named Maria.

Similarly, in one

household of five celibate siblings, all the siblings are
known by their own name plus the diminutive of their
mother's name (Clara da Carminha, Nelinho da Carminha,
etc.).

Parental nicknames in Scotland also frequently

associate an individual with a female relative (Dorian
1970).
Family Nicknames
Many names have been associated with a certain
house, and the family that lives there, for many
generations.

These names are sometimes described as "house

names" (nome da casal.

Qften the names were the real name

of some early resident (Lopes, Cortes). Others are place
names (toponyms) (Vilanova,. Casa do Rio).

Most people

inherit a version of their family nickname, with the entire
household having different versions of the same nickname.
This same pattern has also been reported for Spain (Barrett
1978, Gilmore 1982, Pitt-Rivers 1961: 164), Ireland (Breen
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1982), Highland Chiapas (Collier and Bricker 1970), and for
the Spanish Basques (Douglass 1969: 87-90).
The inhabitants of "Cssa de Lages" (House of Lages)
are all called "So-and-so de Lages", although Lages is the
matronym of the elderly household head and his celibate· .--'
brother.

For example,

Domingos Antunes, who lives in the

Lages house is called "Minguinhos de Lages".

In those rare

cases where a house has been inherited only through males; a
farm family's house name, and spelido, may be t.he same as
the real last name of the current male and his children.
For example, David Antunes now lives in the "Casa de
Antunes", and so his real surname is also his spelido.

The

in-marrying spouse is usually called by his or her spouse's
househo·ld nickname.
Some inherited family nicknames are not house names.
Rosa "Cavanelas" gets her nickname from her mother's
surname.

Other inherited family nicknames were originally

coined as individual nicknames in the past, but have been
passed on to family members (Antoun 1968, Barrett 1978,
Bernard 1969, Breen 1982: 708, Collier and Bricker 1978,
Dorian 1970: 310, Gilmore 1982: 689, Pitt-Rivers 1961:
Chapter 11).

Jo;o "Manco" (Cripple) is not crippled--the

name was coined for a crippled ancestor.

Ant6'nio "Po~as"

(Irrigation Ponds) had a grandfather who lived in a house
next to several irrigation ponds.

The 'house was called
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"Casa das POrBS", a name which stuck to the family two
generations after they moved from that house.
Other families have inherited nicknames which were

..

probably onoe the individual nickname of an ancestor, like
"Lobos" (wolves) or "Tropas" (armies).

Severi (1980)

describes a nickname
system for Italy in which the
I
distinguishing characteristic is individual nicknames which
are inherited for several generations, so that several
households share a single nickname.

This process seems to

occur in Penabranca as well, for there are several nicknames
which are shared by several households.

Apelidos may undergo phonological deformation
through time (Barrett 1978).

The apelido "Cizilio" [s,,"-

z{lyu] was derived from the first name (Cecilia) [s(silya)
of the current Cizilio's father's mother.

A family

currently known as "Molejide" [mllfzi~e] had an ancestor
named Herman Gil [£rman zil].

This name was transformed

through the generations into "Manejide" [manflile),
"Molejilde" [m'lt:zilde] , and finally "Molejide".
The rules for inheriting nicknames, as in most other
European and Mediterranean communities, are quite flexible
(Bernard 1969: 70, Brandes 1975: 140, Dorian 1970, Gilmore
1982:

69~,

Kenny 1961: 87-89, -Pitt-Rivers 1961: Chapter 11).

Apelidos can be passed through women or men.

Parents say

they never know what apelido their children will inherit.
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Their nicknames are given by informal community consensus.
That is, as children grow up and acquire public
personalities, community members gradually start to call
them by a particular nickname.

As one woman explained, "we

just wait to see what people will start calling the
children".

After marriage some people receive a version of

their spouse's apelido, with appropriate morpho-syntactic
gender transformations (Barrett 1978: 78, Bernard 1969: 70,
Pitt-Rivers 1961: 165).
dubbed "A

Chouri~a"

A woman in a neighboring parish was

after marrying a man nicknamed "0

Chouricso" (The Sausage).

Fifty years later her friends

still commented on how unfair it was for "such a nice girl
to get such an awful nickname".

This is an example of how

nicknames are not effective measures of social control. It
is not likely that a woman would avoid marrying a man of the
appropriate economic status to avoid inheriting his amusing
nickname.
Nicknames are important linguistic symbols of
household membership, and family identity.

One woman who

married into the parish brought her young niece to live with
her, in a household with the family nickname of "Maganante"
(meaning unclear).

The niece became "Ana do Maganante", ion

recognition of her new household membership.
A dominant member (especially a male) of a household
is often referred to simply by the nickname of the household
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(Antoun 1968: 160, Barrett 1978, Severi 1980).

When people

refer
to "0 Maganante",
or "0 Vilanova", they are referring
.
.
specifically to the man of the house.

If they wanted to

refer to the entire household they might say "os do

Maganante", or "as do Vilanova" (those of Maganante, or
those of Vilanova).
A nickname may persist for several generations and
have

man~strategies

of inheritance (Severi 1980).

Two

generations ago there was a household of women who lived in
the village of Eiras. A new nickname was coined for the
household: "As Mulherers das Eiras" (The Women of Eiras),
because there were only women in the household.

One of the

women married a man named David, who inherited the nickname
coined for his wife's household--"David das Mulheres" (David
of the Women).

The couple's daughter inherited the nickname

from her parents, "Teresa das Mulheres" (Teresa of the
Women) •
Individual Nicknames
Nicknames in Penabranca coined for an unusual
physical or behavioral characteristic, an occupati~n, or an
unusual event in an individual's life are not as common as
Bernard (1968/69) reports for Greece, Cohen (1977) for
Italy, and Brandes (1975) for Spain; but they are more
common than Douglass (1969) reports for the Spanish Basques,
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and Barrett (1978) for Spain.

Individual nicknames in

Penabranca generallY,are not nearly as derogatory as the
nioknames reported in other Mediterranean studies (ex: Kenny
1969: 87-89).

Even in a nearby Northern Portuguese

community, nicknames are reported to be generally
derogatory, whether they are inherited or individual
nicknames. Examples are "cabecsa" (head), "porco" (pig),
"pingueiro" (wino) (Guerreiro 1981: 65).

Occupational

apelidos in Penabranca are straightforward and few: "A
Sardinheira" (the sardine seller), for a woman who used to
sell sardines; Fernanda "Padeira" (baker, bread seller), for
a woman who sells bread, etc. apelidos taken from physical
characteristics are similarly straightforward; Armando
"Grande" (Big) for a tall man.

Other apelidos are coined

for behavioral characteristics or life events; "0 Espanhol"
(the Spaniard) is a man who spent several years in Spain.

A

man with a reputation for laziness was called "Inclino"
(leaning).

A stone cutter was called "Trinta", in imitation

of the high-pitched clinking sound of steel striking
granite.
Occasionally a new nickname comes to replace an old
established house name, and is then passed on' to the next
generation (cf. Severi 1980, Douglass 1969: 162).

Years ago

a young man from a neighboring parish married into the house
of Pisca (pisca is a type of native cattle).

The resident
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son-in-law was dubbed "0 Bandalho", a name which called
attention to his profanity.
the man, it

~as

The nickname not only stuck to

gradually extended to his wife, and

eventually to his children and grandchildren, and even to
the house.

The man never changed his creative use of

.

vocabulary, even though the humorous nickname spread to his
entire household.

Rather than exerting "social control"

over the manp the nickname now seems funny even to his own
family and friends.

The coining of derogatory nicknames

does not control the individual,·. although it may remind the
community of what it considers good and bad behavioral
traits (Bernard 1969: 74).
People without Nicknames
There are several people in the Parish with very
unusual given or surnames.

These people do not have

apelidos per see Their unusual real name is unique to them,
so they do not need a nickname to identify them.
1982: 707, Dorian 1970: 312).

Breen

A man with the unusual

surname of Galito was known (behind his back) simply as "0
Gala'o" , while his wife was known as Rosa "Galao".

Since

Portuguese rural women usually retain their maiden names,
she had acquired her husband's real surname as her nickname.
A person with an unusual first name, like Calisto or
Anastacia will often be known only by their given name.

For

example, although Calisto has inherited the family nickname
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of "Figueira", pebple hardly ever says "Calisto Figueira".
Because there is only one Calisto in Penabranca, it would be
redundant to add "Figueira" to his given name.

Unusual real

names are like nicknames because they can be inherited by
. close kin.

One person's unusual real name is the potential

nickname of other household members. Gilmore (1982: 688)
reports that the few families without nicknames in his
Spanish town were people with unusual real names, while
Spanish villagers Freeman (1970: 118-19) studied did not use
nicknames because there were so few of them that their real
names were ali unique.

Nicknames are coined to give
1

everyone in the community a unique label.

When a person's

real name is unique, a nickname is not necessarily given to
them.
Inherited apelidos in Penabranca may be parental
names, or more commonly, family (or house) names.
Individual nicknames may be newly coined.
Penabranca are insulting or rude.

Few nicknames in

Inherited nicknames are

more common than coining original nicknames.

Women and men

may retain their separate apelidos after marriage, or one
may inherit the other's nickname, with children being able
to inherit either parent's nickname.
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The Sociolinguistics of Nicknames
Nickname Avoidance
Wealthy and poor alike have nicknames, while the
only people without nicknames are those who are identified'·
by unusual real names.

Avoiding the use of a person's

nickname in face to face interaction is a token of respect
which is given to all adults in the community, regardless of
socio-economic position.
Villagers are familiar, but seldom intimate with
each other, in a pattern that I call "familiarity without
intimacy".

It is expressed sociolinguistically in a number

of ways, including the use of the second person pronoun.
Portuguese has three second person pronouns; a formal, a
polite, and an intimate.

Villa~ers

reserve the formal

second person pronoun--O Senhor (A Senhors)--for the Doctor,
the Priest, and strangers.

The intimate second person

pronoun--tu--is only used for children, animals, and close
kin of the same or descending generations.

Most other

adults are addressed by the polite second person pronoun-voce--even one's employees and best friends.

Older close

kin are usually addressed by a kin term, "Pai" (father),

"mite" (mother), "tio" (uncle), "tis" (aunt), with the verbs
conjugated as for the polite second person voce.
Nicknames are avoided in address, not because the
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nickname is derogatory, but because its use indicates
excessive familiarity (cf. Antoun 1978, Bernard 1969: 71,
Gilmore 1982: 693, Kenny 1961: 87-89).

Children, animals,

and siblings, spouse, occasionally other close kin, and
rarely a close friend, are addressed by their given name.
only.

All other adults, including close friends, are called

by Senhor (or Senhora) plus one of their real names--usually
a first name (Senhor Manuel, Senhora Maria)--but sometimes a
surname (SenhorRodrigues).

The women who operate the small

taverns are addressed only by their first

name~

although

they are not called by the familiar tu.
In contrast to the very respectful way in which most
people are addressed, behind a person's back they are
usually called by some diminutive of their given name, plus
a nickname (Fernandinho Marques, Joaozinho do Ricardo,
Nelinho da Mim!).

The use of a diminutive, "baby name"

implies no disrespect.

The most popular, respected men and

women are referred to by diminutive names, especially by
their closest allies,

(but only in their absence) (cf.

Gilmore 1982, Pitt-Rivers 1961: 165).

The use of respect

terms to a person's face communicates respect, while the use
of diminutive names and nicknames behind his or her back
communicates familiarity.
The use of nicknames softens the economic
differences between farmers and non-farmers.

Although
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farmers and non-farmers are separate in many ways--the two
groups do not marry each other, and there is a good deal of
resentment of the farmers' relative wealth on the part of
the non-farmers--a certain amount of respect and good will
is communicated through rituals of interaction, especially-"
the use of the Senhor/Senhora title.

Nicknames are used to

express familiarity behind their backs (Christian 1972: 2627).

This is not unlike the indirect way in which conflicts

are resolved and expressed.

People are reluctant to argue

or criticise each other openly.

If two people cannot

resolve a conflict they say "we don't talk" (n6"s nS-o

falamos) and they ignore each other in public.

If one

person has a complaint about someone or a group of people
the complaint is usually aired to a third party.

A person

usually avoids making a request directly of another; someone
else will be sent instead to talk for him.
Farmers and non-farmers, wealthy and poor are
treated without distinction in the use.of names and
nicknames.

This expresses values of equality and respect

for the individual. Rural egalitarianism is an ethic of
social conduct, which contrast with economic differences
within the community.
Face to Face Use of Nicknames
Brandes (1975) found that men in Navanogal, Spain,
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could call close friends by their nicknames, and that this
served to show closeness and to solidify economic and social
ties.

Because they can be offensive, the use of a nickname

is an index of social solidarity between the person named
and the user (Dorian 1970: 313, Barrett 1978).

People in

Penabranca
rarely address each other by their apelidos.
,
People are addressed by their nickname only among
close friends and only when the referent does not mind being
called by his or her nickname, but this is quite rare. A
close friend trying to get Maria "Cunha's" attention in a
work party where there was another Maria present addressed
her as "Maria Cunha". Families sometimes inscribe their
house name on their house, on their gate, or on a tombstone
in the family cemetery plot, but they rarely allow
themselves to be addressed by that name.
Using a nickname as address can be part of an
attempt to ridicule someone.

A 12 year old son of a popular

farmer appeared at the birthday dinner of one of his young
friends, standing in the doorway self-consciously smoking a
cigarette.

A family friend, a man in his late twenties,

eyed the lad· with an expansive grin, and loudly

addre~sed

him by his household nickname, "Look at Vilanova, smoking
like a toad",· (Olha para

0

VilanovlJ.,

a fumar como um sapo) •

•

The boy looked helplessly at the floor as people laughed at
his expense. His attempt to look grown-up had failed
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completely, for only a child could be addressed by a
nickname, even though in his case the nickname is merely a
toponym, the house name of a respected farm family.
This case shows that nicknames are insulting when
used as a form of address, even though few nicknames are
actually derogatory.

Many in fact derive from an ancestor's

real name and are a source of pride or good humor, even to
the people called by that name.

When I raised the topic of

nicknames, villagers would often say "Oh yes, do you know
what they call us here? They call us so-and-so!"

They could

often relate how the nickname arose, and narrate the story
with a great deal of pleasure.
Gender in Nicknames
In Penabranca, women may retain a family nickname,
inherited from their father or mother, even after they
marry.

This is especiallY true if they establish a neolocal

household.
mothers.

Men can inherit nicknames from their wives and
A woman's given name may become the nickname of

her children or other household members.

Women can have

original, individual nicknames, especially when they have a
pU,blic occupation, like the sardine seller called "A
Sardinheira".

Women are often referred to by one of their

real names (as though it were a nickname) instead of using
some form of their husband's nickname.

Since property

divisions do not favor men over women, daughters often
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inherit the farm house.

Their husbands move in with them to

form a stem family household, and often the in-marrying man
takes the nickname of his wife's family (cf. Douglass 1969:
87-90, Dias 1981: 79 and Le Roy Ladurie 1978: 34).

Because

women retain their own surname after marriage, the only name
they are likely to share with their husband is a nickname
which one of them inherits from the other.

A shared

nickname is part of the identity of a woman and her husband.
In some communities women rarely receive a nickname
of their own, being known by a feminized version of their
husband or father's nickname (Antoun 1968, Barrett 1978,
Brandes 1975, Gilmore 1982: 687, Foster 1964, Bernard
1968/69).

I

In Scotland (Dorian

1~70)

and Italy (Cohen 1977),

women are commonly given nicknames of their own.

In some

communities a man's nickname may be inherited through his
mother, as in Ireland (Breen 1982), Scotland (Dorian 1970),
medieval France (Le Roy Ladurie 1978: 34).
Bernard (1968/69: 72) observes that women in
Kalymnos, Greece, are occasionally given original nicknames,
while in most of rural Greece women are never given original
nickn~mes.

Bernard claims that the

~ocal

sponge fishing

industry requires that men be absent for six months of each
year, so that ordinary male activities are often performed
by women.

Antoun reports that Arab women do not have public

lives, and their family's honor would be offended if they
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were referred to by a nickname (Antoun 1968: 166, cf. Foster

1964: 121).
Penabrancan women have nicknames because they have
public personalities of their own.

This is not to say that

women in rural Portugal are completely autonomous.

They are

for example, limited to lower paying jobs in the nearby
cities.

However, women are accorded a certain public

status, especially in their rural community.

They can own

land, hire male or female workers, and purchase seeds and
fertilizers.

Women opexate farms, with some assistance from

their husbands, when the men take local off-farm jobs.

When

husbands emigrate to France, sometimes for 20 or 30 years,
the women assume management of farm and household.
Nicknames of New Residents
People who 'move into Penabranca often keep the

apelido they had in their native parish.

Although he moved

to Penabranca as a young boy, a certain Antonio brought his
nickname with him.

Known as "0 Rocha" (meaning obscure), he

even passed his nickname on to his wife, a local woman.
Although she had been known as Glbria "Caramba"
uncle~r),

(meaning

she gradually became "Gldria Rocha", or simply "A

Rocha" •
New residents are commonly given a nickname which
associates them with an existing household, like the young
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man given a parental nic.kname after his mother-in-law, or
Ana "do Maganante", named for her new uncle's household.
One new resident who did not take his new
household's nickname was the son of a large farmer of a
neighboring parish who married the daughter of one of
Penabranca's largest farm households.

One villager

explained that the man was called by his own surname because
his family was very important in his home parish.

Another

reason may be that the man earned a strong individual
identity in Penabranca because of his reputation for being
intelligent, hard~working, and a leader in adopting new
agricultural technology.

Penabrancans accept new community

members, and weave them into the local web of nicknames just
as they would a native son or daughter.
Colorful Nicknames
Original nicknames tend to be colorful, creative,
and often obscene or derogatory (typical examples from other
studies are "Barrigon" (Fatso) (Brandes 1975); "He Who Lacks
Something", about an impotent man, (Cohen 1977); "El Peo"
(The Fart), (Pitt-Rivers 1961».

Generally nicknames are

awarded in honor of some outstanding physical or behavioral
characteristic or in humorous recognition of an embarrassing
or unusual event in a person's life.

Because nicknames in

other ethnographic studies have been reported to be
insulting, imaginative commentaries on an individual's

----------------.---------~.--<
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appearance or actions, it has been suggested that nicknames
are a form of social control (Cutileiro 1971: 135, Campbell
1964: 300, Kenny 1969: 87-89, Pitt-Rivers 1961: Chapter 11).
Gilmore goes so far as to say that nicknames are an assault
on one's self, one's identity and on family honor "a kind--of
symbolic castration" (Gilmore 1982: 697).
Most of the nicknames in Gilmore's study are
inherited, family nicknames.

It seems odd to argue that

society controls or "castrates" an individual by calling him
by an informal ancestral name.

Inherited nicknames are

usually reported to have no stigma, even though the original
meaning may have been derogatory (Barrett 1978, Bernard
1969: 71, Collier and Bricker 1970, Dorian 1970: 314).

Even

when the community gives a person an individual nickname,
the name may be given because of an unusual, but not deviant
characteristic.

For example, one man in Penabranca was

called "Macoa" after his childhood pronunciation of the
phrase "uma erDa" (a small coin, literally "a crown").
In Penabranca nicknames are not mechanisms for
\

social control because they are acquired early in life
(usually inherited), and later deeds rarely change the
nickname.

Mature adults do not receive new nicknames even

for serious breaches of local morality, such as murder, or
adultery.
Nicknames are a tool of social integration.

Their
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use is essential for everyday communication, and knowledge
of the community naming sy~tem "implies that one is an
insider rather than an outsider" (Cohen 1977: 109).

This

shared knowledge leads to social cohesion and defines group
membership (Cohen 1977: 112, Brandes 1975: 145, Breen 19·82:
701, Antoun 1968, Bernard 11969: 73).

Furthermore, as the

knowledge of Penabranca's apelidos seldom extends beyond the
boundary of the parish, that cultural knowledge helps define
Penabranca as a community.

Penabrancans are therefore able

to see themselves as a unique group, separate from
neighboring parishes.

The most important aspect of

nicknaming is that every social group is treated alike.
Rich and poor alike are referred to by familiarizing
nicknames behind their back.

The use of respect titles in

face to face contact with all adults (except for intimates)
is an interaction ritual that expresses a cultural ethic of
egalitarianism, in spite of socio-economic distinctions.
Some apelidos are reflections of community humor and
sarcasm (such as the allegedly lazy man named "Leaning").
Nicknames are given in a spirit of fun (Christian 1972: 2627, Barrett 1978, Bernard 1969: 73.

Nicknames are a social

satire (Gilmore 1982:' 695, Kenny 196L: 87-89), a type of
running joke the community tells itself.
people play with nicknames.

Occasionally

While helping some neighbors

w'i th their farm work one day, the stone cutter ("Trinta")
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heard the church bell chime the half hour and asked what
time it was.

Instead of replying with the usual frame--

"half past one" (uma e meia)--the neighbor's adolescent son
replied "uma e trinta" (one thirty), to the anger of the
stone cutter and the amusement of the others.

One reason·it

occurred to me to examine nicknames was that local people
took so much pleasure in repeating and explaining them.
They smiled and laughed as they related how various
community members had acquired their nicknames.
The collective nicknames of a community are part of
its unique lore. No two communities have the same set of
nicknames. Knowing the nicknames of fellow community members
is part of the knowledge of who belongs to the community and
who does not.

This knowledge helps tie individuals to their

households and their farms.

Nicknames mark community

boundaries; as new residents are incorporated into the
community community they are given a nickname which
associates them with an existing household, or with a unique
identity.

Apelidos help define household or kin group

identity.

When household members share their land, labor,

and farm produce, as in the large farm houses,

househo~d

members, are more likely to share a single apelido with
their house, and with each other.
Sometimes close kin in different households share
the same family nickname.

People who move out of their
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natal household may keep their family nickname, especially
when they establish a new, neolocal household.

Even when a

person's nickname changes after marriage, other villagers
remember their old nickname.

Kinsmen in different

households who share a nickname have a. linguistic symbol. of
their kinship, even if they have inherited a spouse's
nickname which is becoming more current than their original
nickname.
Conclusion

Apelidos in Penabranca reflect a cultural ideal of
personal equality.
else knows and uses.
everyone

~lse,

Everyone has an apelido that everyone
The fact that everyone can refer to

even the wealthy, by a diminutive plus a

nickname serves to downplay status and wealth differences,
and to state that everyone is symbolically equal, in spite
of real economic differences between farmers and nonfarmers, emigrants and non-emigrants, wealthy farmers and
poor farmers.
Nicknames also serve to define the social
boundaries of the parish by distinguishing who shares the
cultural knowledge of Penabranca nicknames and who does not.
They confer an insider status among the people who are privy
to this knowledge.

Through inheritance, nicknames stress

household identity and kin ties.

Nicknames also provide a
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colorful, but pragmatic identification of people.

Nicknames"

are also a source of humor and fun.
Nicknames are also linguistic symbols of social
structure. New community members are given nicknames, and
are accepted into the community as members.

Women can have

unique nicknames which can be inherited, just as women can
own and inherit land.

The farm households have a common

nickname identity, as well as a
and farm produce.

sha~ed

use of land, labor,

The pattern of' land inheritance is

mirrored in the inheritance of nicknames (see also chapter
5).

Farm households have housa names as their inherited

family nickname; nickname, house and land are inherited by
succeeding generations who have a strong identity with
preceding generations of that house.
respect for all

othe~

The community value of

adults, familiarity without intimacy,

is expressed by avoidance of using their nickname to their .
face.

Notions of symbolic equality are expressed in the use

of nicknames behind everyone's back.

Nicknames are a part

of the strategy for managing an ideology of local democracy
and equality in spite of the great differences in wealth and
income that separate the different households.
Competing notions of social inequality are also
expressed in this community, and are clearly seen in the
following chapters on agriculture.· Yet some of the distance
between Dias and O'Neill's perspectives of the little
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community's sooial life can be resolved by seeing nickname
use as an example of social egalitarianism that runs counter
to distributions of wealth and land.

CHAPTER 3
AGRARIAN ECOLOGY:
CULTURAL HOMOGENEITY AND BEHAVIORAL DIVERSITY
Like the pattern of niokname use, the looal
agricultural technology is part of every community member's
cultural heritage, farmers and non-farmers alike.

While on

tour, the folk dance troupe from Penabranca, composed
largely of non-farmers, displays agricultural implements of
the past generation, as symbols of the farm heritage of the
entire community.

Although most villagers are non-farmers,

all are familiar with the local crops and domesticated
animals.

Virtually everyone has worked in agrioulture from

time to time, if not as paid workers, then as a favor to a
friend, kinsman, or neighbor who is a farmer.

Many of the

agricultural tasks of the large farmers are replicated in
the household gardens.

A non-farmer with half a hectare of

land may grow potatoes, wine grapes, grass (for rabbits),
beans, fruit trees, and sometimes corn (for chickens, or
bread), in addition to garden vegetables.

Forest produots,

especially firewood, are important for most non-farmers as
well as for farmers.
Men and women share essentially the same
agricultural knowledge.

Unlike washing, cooking, and other
64
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"domestic" chores, which are considered women's work, all
agricultural tasks are seen as honorable work for both
sexes.

Although

wo~en

tend to perform gardening tasks and

animal care (those tasks closest to home), men do not murmur
about having to feed the rabbits or work in the garden.
Women avoid climbing the tall, thin, unstable ladders to
prune grape vines or to make haystacks, although they will
climb ladders to harvest grapes.
Even the returning.emigrant, who symbolizes his new
status and relative wealth by constructing a tile-covered,
French-style suburban house, often spends his first spring
back home planting potatoes, kale, and vegetables in the
household garden.
While agricultural techniques are part of the
cultural knowledge that is shared by the vast majority of
community members, most operations have two or more
alternative techniques.

The choice of technique is not

random or idiosyncratic, but is conditioned by socioeconomic differences, especially household supplies of land,
labor, and capital (outlined in Chapter 1).
Local variation in agricultural technology is
conditioned by household supplies of land, labor and
capital, which vary widely

wi~hin.the

community.

While

there is an attempt to adjust household labor to the supply
of land (e.g. by hiring labor, or by taking off-farm jobs),
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the households with lOess land tend to have less capital and
more labor per unit of land.

The larger the farm, the more

use is made of labor-saving machinery and purchased inputs •.
For example, all farmers must control weed growth in corn
fields.

Small farmers chop weeds with a hoe, while the

larger farmers may apply chemical herbicides.

Farmers with

holdings of all sizes may use a horse-drawn cultivator to
cut weeds, if they have access to a horse •. Mere knowledge
is not a factor in intra-community agricultural variation
(Cancian 1972: 125-27).

Everyone knows how to use a hoe and

an animal-drawn cultivator.

Herbicides are newer, and less

well known, but knowledge of herbicide use is not the most
critical factor in its adoption.

Everyone knows that

herbicides kill weeds, where they can be purchased, and who
can explain their use.

Small farmers do not buy herbicides

because they have much labor relative to land.

They can

more easily afford the time it takes to perform hand
weeding.
Thus, agricultural techniques are part of communitywide cultural knowledge, while agricultural behavior varies
according to socio-economic factors.

Cultural homogeneity

provides a shared grounding for a range of behavioral
differences which. are related to wealth and status
differences.

-----------------------.----.--...
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Appropriate Technoiogy and Rational Farmers
Regardless of the particular methods a farmer
choses, all contemporary agrioultural techniques are
appropriate for the farms on which they are used.

Each farm

household carefully adapts its technology to its own, unique
natural and eoonomic environment.

This in some ways

contradicts the popular view that Portuguese agriculture is
baokwards.

Portuguese agronomists invariable told me "we

have two problems, our farms are too small and our farmers
are too dumb" (as nossas exploraioes sao muito pequenas e os
nossos lavradores sao muito burros).

A recent cover story

from The Economist, based on an interview with the
I

Portuguese minister of agriculture, olaimed that "the
oountry's agrioultural ineffioienoy is rooted in the past.
Its northern estates were divided into smallholdings, ,many
no bigger than an acre or two, as a result of the Catholic
custom of sharing property equally among children.

In the

Alentejo region in the south, by oontrast, a few absentee
landlords owned large estates, some of 2,500 acres.

Both

regions were farmed badly" (The Eoonomist 1984: 20).
My contention is that Minhoto farmers are good'
farmers.

The techniques described in this chapter are

economically rational and ecologically adaptive.
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Forest and Field
Figure 3.1 diagrams the cycling of nutrients from
forest to field, a unique aspect of Northwest Portuguese
agrarian ecology (cf. Stanislawski 1970: 45).

Gorse, broom,

heather, fern, and other plants of the forest floor, are
known oollectively as mato (brush). Brush is cut from the
forest with hoes. It may be cut as often as every four
years, although in the 1980s people usually do not cut brush
that often (Caldas 1981).

It may be cut at any time of the

year, although more is cut in the early spring to mix with
manure in the fields.

The brush is stored at the farmstead,

where every few days a new layer is spread on the floor of
the cattle stall.

This cama ds vaca (cow bed) keeps the

cows clean when they lie down and helps to soak up the urine
and feces.

The brush composts with the manure, so that when

the stalls are cleaned out in early spring the brush is
carried out to the fields with the manure.
While the brush for cattle beds can be cut at any
time during the year, a special trip is made to the forest
in the early spring to cut brush.

In a grass field that is

not allowed to go to seed, and can be cleared of grass
early, the farmer makes a large mound of manure and green
brush in the field.

A layer of manure.is covered with a

layer of brush, covered with a layer of manure, covered by a
layer of brush etc. until a mound is built about one to two
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Figure 3.1.
Material Exchanges between Major Componants of
the Managed Ecosystem

FOREST t--brush---t) FIELD

f--

kale
seedlings

firewood,
timber,
stone

\~
i--~---a

HOUSE It---milk (money)---I CATTLE
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meters tall.

,Completely covered over in manure like an iced

layer cake, the square mound (moreia) rots the green brush,
so that in a few weeks it is ready to be plowed into the
field.
Farmers say that a generation ago the brush was also
used as a pesticide.

When fields became infested with bicho

do milho (a segmented corn "worm" that eats the roots), they
would cut a large load of brush, and plow as much as they
could into the soil, allowing the heat of the rotting green
brush to burn out the pests.

Pinheiro bravo (Pinus pinaster), is the dominant forest
plant.

Economically, it is also the most important native

plant.

It grows on all but the stoniest exposed outcrops,

from the coast to the uplands.
years.

It matures in 25 to 30

While in other parts of Spain and Portugal the pine

tree ia tapped for resin (Aceves 1971), in this region the
trees are cut for lumber.
Any forest owner can sell trees.

He contracts with

a local timber cutter to cut and stack the trees, and sell
them to an outside timber company.

The two local timber

cutters are both owners of large farms, with at least two
tractors and at least one grown, resident son to work
alongside and direct the hired labor.

The timber cutters

pay the farmer 2400$00 per ton for pine and 1100$00 per ton
for eucalyptus.

Forest yields vary, but 1000 tons per
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hectare for pine and 2500 tons per hectare for eucalyptus
are about average.
The exotic eucalyptus grows well in Portugal. It is
usually hand planted and grows to maturity in 15 to 20
years.

Because eucalyptus wood is so wet, it warps and

cracks at it dries, so it is used locally for the
construction of light roofs or commercially for light
objects like popsicle sticks.
Any forest owner who needs lumber for a home
improvement project is likely to cut a few trees himself
with a chain saw, and haul the logs himself to a sawmill in
a neighboring parish.

He pays a fee at the sawmill
t6 have
,

his trees cut up, and then hauls the lumber home.

If he

does not own a tractor and a wagon he can hire a tractor and
a driver.
ton.

Each log can be. several meters long, and weigh a

The difficulty of finding four to six healthy, adult

males to help load the logs demands that the work be done at
slack times.

Robust young men are the most difficult

laborers to recruit, 'since most work off-farm, and the rest
work full time on their own farms.

A construction worker

will go logging for a farmer to repay a favor or to maintain
a favor-exchange relationship, but cash is seldom exchanged
for these heavy, irregular tasks.

Home-style logging

operations usually take place after work, in the
agricultural off-season, which means it gets dark before the
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job is finished.

Accidents 'can happen as the tired men

labor in the twilight to.load heavy, slippery logs onto a
small tractor wagon in the confining space of a dense
forest. Evening logging is an adaptation to the economic
environment and new machines, although it is potentially
dangerous for the loggers.
Timber cutting leaves the branches, pinecones., and tree
tops in the forest.

These are usually left to dry in the

woods and then gathered for firewood.

Villagers claim that

firewood was in much more demand before bottled gas became
popular in the 1960s. "Now no one even talks about stealing
firewood" they say.

Oak, chestnut, pine and eucalyptus

trees are also cut and split for firewood.

Ashes from the

kitchen fires are saved and used to fertilize the winter and
spring vegetable gardens.
Recycling of farm products (manure, corn stalks
etc., is important to maintain the fertility of the soil in
the face of excessive rainfall, which leaches the soil of
nutrients.

The loss of soil nutrients through leaching is

also countered by the one-way cycling of forest products
from forest to field, either directly, as brush is cut in
the spring and composted in the fields, or in a more complex
relationship, as the brush which is first used as cattle
beds is applied to the fields, or the wood which is first
transformed to ash in the kitchen is applied to the
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household garden (cf. Stanislawski 1959: 43-48, Oliveira et
al 1983: 18).

Alpine Swiss farmers gather leaves, moss and

forest humus fo.r similar purposes (Netting 1981: 46-47).
While the forest is less intensively exploited than
the fields, forest lands are part of the managed ecosystem.
Forest (monte) plots are known by three different terms,
depending on their size and boundary.

Small plots

surrounded by stone walls are called (bouiss); very large
forest tracts, of several hectares or more are (coutsdss),
and small, unwalled strips in the forest are labeled

(leirss).

Construction of a stone wall represents an

intensification of forest use, because a wall not only marks
a property boundary, it consolidates the rocks, freeing the
forest floor of stones and allowing greater brush growth.
People also make small piles of stone (montes de pedrs) in
the forest, so that they will not chip their hoe blades on
the stone when they cut brush.

Another type of forest

intensification is tree planting.

Eucalyptus is generally

planted, and pine is sometimes planted as well, to speed up
the forest growth.
people and sold to

Acorns were once collected by poor
~armers

as pig feed.

activity was abandoned in the 1960s.

This marginal

Since the destruction

of most of the chestnut trees in the nineteenth century,
gathering chestnuts has not been a major economic activity.
Chestnuts are still collected in small amounts, and roasted
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at home on winter evenings as a pastime.

This leads

Portela (1981: 223) to note that the Portuguese villager
plays all the major evolutionary roles simultaneously;
industrial worker, farmer, hunter and gatherer.
The least liked native plant is the blackberry bush

(silva).

.

Although it is a wild plant, its preference for

wet, stony soil makes it especially adapted to growing on
field walls and canal banks.

It propagates by sending out

branches, which take root, so that it spreads as a
thorn-filled woody mass.

solid~

Blackberry bushes are cut up with

hoes and long-handled sickles, left to dry, and then burned.
The ashes are plowed into the field.

No farmer is more

severely criticized by his neighbors than one who allows
blackberry bushes to take over parts of the farm.
Another forest product is stone. 'While stone is
arguably not an agricultural product,.Elldn points out that
it- is important for an ecological model not to focus
exclusively on food and energy, and to include such items as
stone (Ellen 1982: 100).

Stone is used for a number of

agricultural structures and implements.

The predominant

rock, granite, is cut with hand tools (hammers, star-drills,
wedges, chisels, crow-bars etc.) and used for building
blocks and steios (ramada postg).

The impressive ability to

cut a piece of solid granite from a rock outcrop into a
straight 20 by 20 centimeter sliver five meters long, using
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no machines, illustrates the skills of the villagers in
utilizing their abiotic environment.
The close relationship between people and stone is
manifested by the use of stone for the construction of
virtually everything before the mid 1960s.
made of granite blocks.

House walls were

Lintels and door jams were sculpted

from granite, often in elaborate scrolls.

Fences, houses,

churches, barns, threshing floors, and flour mills, were
made of rough or cut stone blocks.

Village lanes and farm

roads are paved with stream cobbles or cut blocks of
granite.

Floors are made of wood, but a large section of

the kitchen floor is made of stone so that a fire may be
built directly on the floor for cooking and heating.

The

ashes are stored in a stone box behind the lareira (hearth),
and the smoke escapes through the tile roof. Hams and
sausages hang above the hearth, curing in the dense smoke.
The stone hearth is the focal point of the household, and
the household is the focal point of social life.

Just as a

household may be referred to as a fogo or lume (fire), the
word lareira comes from the word lar, household (lar-eira,
to make a household)

(Figueiredo 1978).

The use of stone as a building material has deep
roots in local history.

Medieval sarcophagi, still visible

at the ruins of two ancient parish chapels, were delicately
carved to conform to the shape of the body.

A three meter
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tall stone statue of a man, the only one in Iberia, and
probably of prehistoric origin, was found on the mountain
orest above the parish, and is now in a museum in Guimaraes.
While the intimate relationship with stone has a
long past, it does not necessarily have a long future.
Cement block, brick, and multi-colored tile have become
popular since the mid-1960s.

Those emigrants who were the

impoverished children of the landless are anxious to show
that they have "made it" in the outside world.

They

demonstrate their new economic status by returning to their
home community--where people remember their poverty-stricken
youth--and building a large, expensive house without native
materials (cf. Rhoades 1979, 1980, Lucas 1983: 166-68).
While the farmers have begun to use cement blocks for
building cubertos (barns), they still prefer native stone
for house construction, in symbolic contrast to the
manufactured materials used by returning emigrants.
Settlement
Parish settlement patterns are influenced by the
location of fields and forests.

The center of the Parish is

a field area of about 35 ha, with no buildings.
regarded as' the best farmland in the parish.

This is

Most of the

lugares (named local areas, in this sense "villages", or
"hamlets") of the parish surround this field area.
Immediately around the villages are more small fields and
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gardens.

The forests are the furthest from the parish

center.
Houses surround the best agricultural land to
minimize distances from farmstead to fields.

Houses are

often built on non-agricultural land, or on poor
agricultural land.

Several villages are named for non-

agrarian ecological features (Souto "grove", Monte "forest",
Code~osa

"full of broom", Outeiro "hill"), suggesting that

they were not built on

a~able

land.

Some villages stand at

the edge of the forest, where the soil is steep and dry.
Others are built in areas where large boulders protrude
above the ground.

Some barns and threshing floors

incorporate exposed bedrock in their structure.
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Farming SYstems
The use of forest land was discussed above because
of the unique inter-relationship of field and forest.
Minhoto cropping technologies are also unique and complex,
and have not been described in English.

Portuguese authors

have described these systems, although not from an
ecological perspective.

The economists Louren?o and Alves

(1968) study of time in agric,ulture provides an extensive
list of agricultural routines, with the amount of time each
task requires to perform.

Ethnographers Oliveira, Galanho

and Pereira (1983: 17-52) describe Northwest farming
systems, but the bulk of their fieldwork was conducted
before 1947, to document an essentially neolithic technology
before it disappeared under the influence of tecnologia

invasora (invading technology) (Oliveira et al 1983: 7).
While the tractor may seem like an invader to
romantic anthropologists, farmers

se~

it more as a

liberator, freeing them from labor constraints and from
tedious tasks.

Many of the techniques described by Oliveira

et al (1983) have not disappeared in the past four decades.
The pre-existing farming system has gradually evolved,
incorporating machinery without completely eliminating
earlier technologies. Some of the older techniques have been
modified, or have become less common (ie. more specialized),
but most of the agricultural tasks that Oliveira et a1
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discuss for the 1940s are still practiced in the 1980s,
although new tasks have been added.

This chapter describes

the agrarian technology of 1983-84, with no attempt to
reconstruct an earlier technological system.
Corn is characterized by much technological
variation, which is determined by the relative endowment of
the economic factors of land, labor and capital of each
household, and by the ecological adaptation of each farm
household to a particular combination of micro-environmental
factors. Personal, or psychological factors are also
important; some farmers prefer large work groups with their
festive air, while other farmers prefer working only with
household members and 'avoid engaging any more outside labor
than is absolutely essential.

Corn is the dominant species

in the managed plant community, and provides a central
reference point for other crops.
intercropped with corn.
space with corn.

Beans and squash are

Potatoes and kale compete for field

Wine grapes are grown around corn.

Grass

and rye are grown in the winter, in the same fields where
corn grows in the summer.
the plant products.

Domesticated animals are fed on

Most households grow a small garden,

which represents a different plarit community from the field.
Figure 3.2 is a schematic

~iagram

of the spatial and

temporal relationships of the field plants.
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Figure 3.2.
Schematic Time and Space Relationships of Plants
in the Managed Field Community

Summer

wine grapes

corn
(beans and squash)

potatoes
(kale)

Winter

dormant grape vines

grass
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Corn
The agrarian cycle of maize (milho) dominates
Northwest agriculture.

It occupies most of the field space,

and it seems to occupy most of the farmer's mind as well.
Minhotos refer to corn as pao (bread), just as villagers in
Tras-os-montes refer to their dominant cereal--rye--as bread
(Dias 1981).

Land that is in field crops .is said to "andar

a p~o" (to be in bread).
More religious symbolism is associated with corn
than with the other crops.

Crosses are sometimes carved on

a stone in the wall of a field.

Crosses are always carved

on the front of the granite corn crib, on the lintel of the
old stone mills, and on the stone doors of the household
ovens.

When a woman prepares corn meal for baking she

scratches a cross in the dough as it sits in the masseira
(dough bin).

Later, as she places the last loaf in the oven

she makes the sign of the cross with the bread paddle (p~ do

forno) over the open oven door.

If a child walks under the

bread paddle when it is in the oven, it is thought that the
child will stop growing.
Corn is also associated with non-religious, but
emotionally important ideas.

It is considered bad manners

to eat a meal without eating bread, and one cannot complain
about the food if there is plenty of bread (cf. Dias 1981).
People often summed up their experience in Portugal before
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the emigration movement of the mid 1960s with the terse
statement "antes da emigraiBo nao havia pao" (before
emigration there was no bread).

Bread not made from corn is

not pao; white bread is called "trigo" (wheat).
Minhoto farmers use three major planting styles for
corn: milho basto (forage corn, literally "dense corn", also
known as milharada in some regions), milho para graO (corn
for grain), and silagem (silage).

Three major corn seed

types (hybrid seed and two local varieties) partially
correspond to the three planting styles (see Table 3.1.).
There are many varieties of hybrid corn seed,
ranging from 90 to 120 day growth cycles.

Hybrid seed is

usually purchased at the milk cooperative. Hybrid seed is
used for corn silage and sometimes for corn grain
production.

Some farmers save second generation (or third

or fourth •••• ) hybrid seed (milho hfbrido do segundo ano)
for. grain production.

Second generation hybrid corn has a

higher yield than local varieties, although its yield
declines with each year as its genetic heterozygocity
decreases.
There are two named varieties of milho regional .
(lqcal corn).

Temprao is a 100 day variety that is planted

early, in grass fields that can be cut and plowed in the
early spring, without waiting for the grass to go to seed
and be cut as hay. Resteva (restiva, Oliveira et al 1983:

._._--------------------
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Table 3.1.
Corn Seed Types and Planting Styles

planting style

seed types

milbo basto

corn for grain

temprS'o
(local)

X

X

resteva
(local)

X

X

hybrid
second
generation
hybrid

X
X

X

silage

X
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22; restivo, Louren?o and Alves 1968: 170) is an 80 day
variety, planted later, in fields that must be left in rye
or in hay until early summer.
Broadcast Forage Corn (Milho Basto).

Milho basto is

the least common, least important style of planting.

It is

any corn that is broadcast, instead of sown in rows.

As its

name implies, it is planted in very thick stands.

Some

farmers scatter corn seed under the grape arbor, or in a
field with no irrigation water.

Broadcast corn is a means

of making moderately intensive use of marginal agricultural
land.
Broadcast forage corn seldom reaches maturity,
either because its habitat is not well suited to corn, or
because the farmers pull it up before it matures.

Milho

basto is pulled up by the roots in mid summer, and the whole
corn plant is fed -to cattle. 'It fills a critical gap,
because forage is most difficult to come by in summer, when
most of the fields are planted in corn and potatoes instead
of pasture.
Although it looks like an old technology, informants
said

th~t

the milho basto technique was invented in the mid

19608, in response to the greater demand for feed for dairy
cattle.

Oliveira et al (1983) do not mention broadcast

forage corn in their discussion of pre-1947 minhoto
agriculture.

-~--
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Use of broadcast corn is correlated with larger herd
size.

The average herd size of farmers who grow milho basta

is 5.4 cows (median 3.9).

Farmers who do not grow milho

basto have an average herd size of 2.0 cows (median 1.4.).
Table 3.2. shows the di.stribution of herd size relative to
production of Milho basto for a sample of 72 farmers.
Farmers with three cows or more opt to grow
broadcast corn because it allows them to use shady or dry
field areas.

Smaller farmers grow a more labor-intensive

crop (a garden, potatoes etc.) in marginal places, because
they have a greater labor to land ratio than larger farmers.
There is no single, typical agricultural system.
The farm household always has the option of planting a given
crop or not.

They usually have to chose between several

technological options for each operation.

Farm households

cannot be divided into two or three groups and described as
typical systems.

Every single household opts for a

distinctive mix of techniques.

As every household has- a

different ratio of capital to land to labor, each adjusts
its technology to suit its particular household resources of
land, labor, and capital.

Each farm adapts to its natural

and economic environment in a unique way, because each farm
exists in a distinguishably different natural and economic
environment.
Corn for Grain.

----

Milho para grgo (corn for grain) is

"-~--~-----"'-'--"'-------~'
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Table 3.2.
Relationship between Herd Size and the Option to Produce
Broadcast Forage Corn (Milho Basto)

herd size
(inoluding
work cows)
1

2

number of farms
producing

number of
farms not
producing

lIlilho basto

Dlilho basto

5
5

8
9

3
4
5
6
7

5
4
1

8
9

1
3

10
27
33

1
1
1

15
8
1

o
3
o
1

o
o

o
o
o
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any corn that is grown to maturity, specifically for the
corn kernels, which are gr9und into flour, for consumption
by people and animals.

pgo (corn for bread).

It is sometimes called milho psrs
Corn for grain used to be the

dominant summer crop, although since 1977 it has been under
increasing competition from corn silage.
Corn fields are manured early, in April, if the
field can be cleared of grass.

Some fields cannot be

cleared so early, because the grass must be allowed to grow
until May, when it can be cut as hay.

Early manuring in

April begins by building a compost heap (moreis, rums) of
manure and brush in the field, and allowing the mound to
decompose for a few weeks.

When fields are manured late, in

May, the farmers manure the" field the day after the hay has
been removed by dropping off piles of manure (montes de

estrume) with a gsdanha (three-pronged rake) from the back
of a wagon.

This manure is not mixed with green brush,

because the field is plowed within a day or two of manuring,
so there is not enough time to compost green manure.
Farmers trim the edges of the fields (fszer as

beiras) during the manuring period of early spring.

They

use a hoe to cut weeds and grass back from the edge of the
stone wall, making a bare strip about a meter wide all
around the edge of the field.

If there is a lot of vine

growth on the walls (ivy, blackberry), the vines will be
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peeled off with a hoe and piled up in little mounds
(terr~es) in the field, to be dried and burned before

planting.
Household labor is used for manuring and trimming
the field edges. People claim that they do not trim the
edges of the fields for economic reasons, but "so the fields
will look nice" ("para

0

oampo fioar boni to") •

A household

with many small fields would rather leave a field in summer
fallow than planting the center with the edges untrimmed.
Unlike mountainous communities where planting starts
earlier at the lowest elevations (Netting 1981: chapter 2),
in

Penab~anca

corn is first planted in higher elevations.

The elevation range for corn fields is slight, 395-415
meters for higher fields, 375-395 meters for lower fields
(with a handful of fields as low as 330 meters).

Fields are

water logged in the spring, because of heavy winter rains.
The higher fields soak up less rain and dry out sooner ..
They are better drained because the soil is thinner, and
contains more decomposed granite, and less humus than the
thick soil in the valley bottoms.
The decision Qf when to plant is not based solely on
field elevation and soil moisture.

Small producers

hav~

all

of their fields planted soon after the planting season
begins in April, while one or two of the largest farmers
struggle to get their last field planted in late June.

A
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wet spring may delay planting somewhat (as happened in 1983
and 1984), up to a month in some fields.

Labor bottlenecks

at planting time may also delay planting for over a month.
A small farmer may be hoeing weeds from knee-high corn knees
the same day that a large farmer is planting an adjacent
field.
As soon as the edges of the field have been trimmed
and the compost heap has been spread out (escangular a
morek) or the manure piles have been broken up, the field
can be plowed.

Every farm in the parish now uses a tractor

for plowing, including the 53 farms that do not own
traotors, as well as the 29 that do.

Of the 45 non-farmers

who grow corn, 33 (73%) of them also use tractors for
plowing.

People who do not own tractors can hire a tractor

from someone else.

Rates for hire generally vary little

(800 escudos per hour in 1983, 1000 in 1984).

Villagers

tend to contract the same tractor owner for every task.

One

non-farmer and five farmers perform custom tractor work.
They make appointments to be in a certain field at an
approximate time on a given day.

The tractor owner operates

the machine while the field owner observes.
the

~ield,

After plowing

people may perform an acabamento (finishing), by

attaching a hand-guided plow to the back of the tractor and
cutting one more furrow around the edge of the field.
Animals may be used for the finishing, or hoes may be used

----------._----_...:.-_--_.
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to turn over the very edge of the field, in an effort to use
every bit of the field for corn.
After plowing, the field is prepared for planting by
harrowing it, either by tractor or by animal power.
Sometimes the field is flattened by rolling a hollow waterfilled cylinder over it.

Oliveira et al (1983: 30-31)

describe corn planting by hand, noting that animal-pulled
corn planters were an innovation in the mid twentieth
century; "initially heavier, and pulled by cattle, followed
by lighter models generally pulled by two people"
(inicialmente mais pesado e puxado a gado, seguidamente de
modelos mais leves e geralmente puxado por duas pessoas).
The corn planter is a simple device, like a miniature plow
with a wooden box on top of it.

The box is filled with

corn, often mixed with beans and squash.

As the seeder is

pulled (by an animal) the seeds are picked up by a system of
gears and dropped down a tube one by one.

The bottom end of

the tube is pulled along just under the surface of a freshly
plowed and harrowed field, rapidly depositing the seeds
under ground, in lines.

Although I have seen people pulling

corn seeders in Beira Alta, I never observed a corn seeder
in the Minho pulled by people.
There is also a corn seeder for tractors, that is
only slightly more sophisticated than the seeders pulled by
animals or people. The tractor-pulled seeder is not

------~-
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universally popular.

Farmers complain that the tractor

wheels compact the soft soil unevenly while pulling the
see~er.

Many farmers who own a tractor will plant corn with

an animal-drawn corn planter.
Table 3.3 summarizes my field observations of 14
plantings of corn.

While this data is not random, and is

biased towards horse-pulled seeders (I asked several horse
owners who they had lent their horses to), the data do
suggest that farm size (as indicated by herd size) is not
the determining factor in the choice of machine or animaldrawn seeder, while six of the nine tractor owners in the
sample also use animal drawn seeders, suggesting a
technological conservatism for practical reasons.

Animal-

drawn planters are used by the full range·of farm sizes,
from farms with only one cow to the largest with a herd of
33.
Planting with cows is somewhat slower than with
tractors or horses, so only small farms plant with cows.
They have enough labor per unit of land to be able to afford
the time to plant with cows. Conversely, planting with
tractors is done by large farmers.

Planting with horses is

the first choice by everyone, since horses plant as fast as
tractors but they do not pack the soil down unevenly.

To

use a horse one must either own a horse, or be on good terms
with someone who does.

Personal relations affect the choice
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Table 3.3.
Relationship between Choice of Corn Planting Technology,
Herd Size, Tractor Ownership, and Horse Ownership

Cow-Pulled Corn Planter
tractor owner
no
yes
yes

herd size
1

2
4

mean herd size

horse owner
no
no
no

= 2.2
Horse-Pulled Corn Planter
tractor owner
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

herd size
1

2
3
3
7

8
10
33

mean herd size

horse owner
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no

= 8.4
Tractor-Pulled Corn Planter
tractor owner
yes
yes
no
yes

herd size

4
7
9
9

mean herd size

=

7.2

horse owner
no
no
no
no
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of seeding technology more than land 'and labor constraints.
It is difficult to plant a summer corn crop

~n

&

field that has had winter rye, because rye is harvested, in
early summer (June), after the planting time for corn.

Milho entre os regos (corn in the furrows) is a technique
for planting corn in the early spring, in the little
drainage ditches (margens) in the rye.

Planted before the

rye has been harvested, it represents a type of overlapping
intercropping.
Corn in the furrows is not a popular technique.

The

drainage furrow of the rye fields are only as wide as a hoe
blade.

Walking stooped over, down the narrow furrows,

between the ripening rye, is hot, itchy work,

First the

workers go down the furrow pulling up the weeds.

Then they

drop corn seeds in the turrow and hoe them under ground.

A

month later when the rye has been cut, the corn is growing,
although it does not thrive well the first month because the
corn is in the dense shade of the rye.

When the rye is

harvested, beans are planted in the spaces where the rye
was.
Corn planted in the furrows matures in dense rows,
widely separated by beans.

The corn does not thrive as well

as other styles of corn, although there may be more beans.
Corn in the furrows is a labor-intensive strategy that
allows a corn crop to follow a rye crop.

The technique has
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been used in the area for only about 20 years, and its
popularity is one the wane.

Only five households planted

corn in the furrows in 1985.
·Table 3.4. shows that corn in the furrows is grown
on small farms. The cow:land ratio of the four

households

that have cows is one cow to 3614 square meters of land,
considerably higher than the community average of 1:4,500,
suggesting that these are households with a tendency to high
labor applications and generally high levels of agricultural
intensification.

A number of scholars have observed that as

the ratio of labor to land increases, land becomes
intensively farmed and privately owned (Netting 1969, 1976,
Guillet 1981, Brown and Podolefsky 1976, Rhoades and
Thompson 1975). A higher ratio of labor to land is
associated with lower returns to labor and higher returns to
land (Netting 1974, 1982, Hanks 1972, Lipton 1964, Brown and
Podolefsky 1976).

"Returns" are the value or efficiency of

a factor of production (land, labor, or capital).
In 1982 a Penabranca farmer with some land in a
relatively dry area invented a new style of planting.
plowing the field he dug
like potato digger.
the furrows.

~eep

After

furrows in it with the plow-

Then he planted corn in the bottom of

After the corn sprouted, he filled in the

furrows with soil, giving the plants a deep rooting.

Deep

planting conserves moisture: and keeps the roots closer to
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Table 3.4.
Size of Farms that Plant Corn in ~he Furrows
(Milho entre os Regas)
herd size
0
1
2
4
5
mean

2.4

field area (square meters)
2,500
7,180
8,280
8,380
19,530
8,675
2

cow:land ratio for the four farms is 3,614m
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water, as the indigenous farmers of the American Southwest
have long ,known.

Because beans do not thrive when planted

so deep, he interplants the beans in
of corn, one row of beans.

separ~te

rows; two rows

The farmer is pleased with the

technique he has created, and calls it "0 sistema das
reguinhas" (the little furrow system).

He says that some of

his neighbors have copied his style as an adaptation to dry
soil.
This anecdote underscores not only the dynamic
character of local technology, but the intellectual life of
farmers.

Most Portuguese professionals (including

agronomists) see farmers as changeless, tradition bound, and
homogeneous.

At best the farmers are ,seen as accepting

innovation from the outside, when in reality, technology
changes by invention as well as by diffusion.

Farmers not

only respond to changes in the environment, they observe
their farms and think about them.

An introspective farmer

with a keen intellect creates and tests new techniques
spontaneously.

If the technique is a better adaptation to

the existing environment other farmers may adopt it as well.
Allen Johnson (1971) also discusses small-scale
experimentation in Brazil, concluding that farmers do not
accept innovations when traditional techniques are more
practical.

Portuguese farmers are always open to practical

innovations, while retaining those traditional methods that
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are still the best technicar"alternative.
As discussed earlier, forest brush (mato) and cow
manure aTe used as fertilizers, usually applied at spring
plowing.

Chemical fertilizers containing nitrogen,

potassium, and

phosphorus are also used on all farms.

I

collected data on fertilizer use, but unfortunately I did
not collect systematic data on which crops fertilizer was
applied to.
potatoes.

All farmers apply chemical fertilizer to
My "impression is that most farmers also apply

chemical fertilizer to corn.

Chemical fertilizer is always

applied to hybrid seed, but regional corn can be grown
without chemical

fertilize~,

using only organic manures.

Chemical fertilizer is applied at planting and/or as a side
dressing at the first hoeing.
Chemical fertilizer is purchased in 50 kg bags, in
granular form.

It can be spread from

a tractor before

plowing, using a simple mechanical fertilizer spreader,
either hand-pushed or attached to the tractor.

Smaller

farmers spread the fertilizer by hand, from a bucket.
Fertilizer is always spread by hand when it is used as a
side dressing on growing corn plants.
Three technologies are used to control weeds in corn
fields; hoeing, horse cultivation, and chemical herbicides.
Hand hoeing is performed twice, between June and August.
Workers move slowly up the rows of corn, in a line, one
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person per row.

They chop weeds from the middle of the rows

and from the base of the corn and bean plants.

On smaller

farms household members hoe the corn, but on larger farms
outside labor will be contracted by hire or in exchange for
favors.
A horse cultivator can be used to uproot the weeds
in between the rows of corn (although it misses the weeds at
the base of each corn plant).

One person leads the horse,

while another holds the handles of the cultivator.

Workers

must be very careful, for the corn is planted quite close
together; rows are only about 30 centimeters apart.

The

cultivator has several small steel blades which hoe up the
weeds.

The horse cultivator is faster than hand hoeing,

even though after cultivation with a horse the remaining
weeds must be cut by hand.

Some farmers use horse

cultivation only for the first weeding, in early summer,
when the corn is still small enough that the horse can walk
down the rows without breaking the plants.
Some of the largest farms apply chemical herbicides
when the corn is planted.

Herbicide is applied only in

fields which are to be cut as silage.
Table 3.5 shows the size distribution of farms-measured by herd size--that use horse cultivators.
si~e

Herd

ranges from 0 to 33, representing the full range.

Average herd size is 7.1 for farmers that use horse
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Table 3.5.
Herd Size, Tractor Ownership, and Horse Ownership of
Farms Usin~ Horse Cultivation

herd size
(all cows)
0
2
2
3
3

4
6
7
8

10
33

mean 7.1

tractor owner
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

horse owner
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
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cultivators, compared to 4.Q for the community average.
Horse cultivation does not depend on farm size, but on
personal preference, and the availability of a horse, either
the farmers own, or one that he can borrow.

At least one of

the farmers that used herbicide also used a horse
cultivator.
Several factors determine the choice of weeding
technology.

Farmers who own a horse use a horse to

cultivate corn.

Only the largest farmers, those facing the

greatest labor constraint, use herbicide.

There is a

tendency for small farmers to use hoe weeding, and for large
farmers to use herbicide.

Because horse cultivation is

fast, inexpensive, and scale-neutral, ownership of a horse
or being on good terms with a horse owner may induce a
farmer of any size to cultivate with a horse.
Corn may be replanted during the first hoeing, if
not enough corn has sprouted, or if corn did not sprout in
some areas of the field.

During the second weeding, late in

the summer, farmers make another adjustment for corn plant
density by pulling up some plants by the roots.

This monda

(thinning) is also an adjustment to the July shortage of
cattle feed.

Because most of the winter grass fields are in

corn for the summer, corn by-products 'are the most common
comida verde (green feed).

Although cattle eat comida seca

(dry feed), like dried grass or hay, they pr~fer fresh feed.
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Cows give more milk when they eat more, and they eat more
when given feeds they like.

It is my impression that all

farm households thin corn in corn-for-grain fields.
recorded

thi.nninrcs seven times in the field.

I

Those

households range from one cow to ten cow farms.

Their

average herd size is 4.7, reasonably close to the community
mean of 4.0 head.

Thinning corn is a general rule, and is

not scale-dependent.
Irrigation is essential for corn production.

If

land cannot be irrigated it will be plan·ted in winter rye
but left fallow in the summer, with light grazing, or it
will be planted in broadcast forage corn, which may not even
produce ears, due to the lack of water.
Corn is watered about once a week, depending on
rainfall and availability of water, through most of July and
August.

Irrigation is the most solitary agricultural task.

A lone worker meets the water where it enters the field and
guides the water downhill as slowly as possible, allowing it
to soak into the soil.

Before the first irrigation the

field is completely smooth, with no furrows.

The farmer

digs furrows with a hoe as he Qr she moves through the
field.

Furrows are dug one at a time, on an ad hoc basis.

Only a few meters are dug at a time, allowing water to flow
down the furrow and then overflow onto several nearby rows
of corn.

The farmer controls the slow movement of water by
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moving dirt clods from one furrow to the next, opening and
closing the short furrows.

A field is carefully tended

during irrigation, making sure that every plant is watered.
The two major water-getting technologies are POres
(wells) and

po~as,

a local type of irrigation pond.

Wells

are an old technology, although they are much more common
today than in the early 1960s.

While the water table is

generally only about eight meters below the ground surface,
the lower six meters is usually solid granite.
wells were dug by hand and lined with stone.

Formerly
The use of

dynamite and air-hammers has made well-digging easier, and
pre-fabricated concrete rings have made lin;'ng the well much
simpler.
Persian wheels (estanca-rios or noras) were formerly
used to pull water up from a well via a chain of buckets,
powered by a cow walking around the well, attached to a big
cogged wheel.

The Persian wheels are still in place on old

wells, although they are no longer used.

All farmers lift

water from wells with small pumps, either gasoline powered
or electric (since 1978).

Since the mid 1970s some larger

farmers have contracted local stone masons to build tanques
(tanks) of large granite blocks in the fields.

A tank is

build at the highest point in a field, and pumped full. of
water from a well.

The advantage of a tank is that water

can be obtained from a distant well, or downhill, not
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necessarily from a well at the highest part of the field.

A

tank can be filled at any time, over any period of time, and
drained onto the field at the farmer's convenience.

The

outflow from the tank is regulated with a turn valve, so the
flow can be precisely governed for maximum saturation.
A pOis (pond) is a special, regional type of
irrigation pond.
is still popular.

While the technology is apparantly old, it
The pond usually has a wall built against

a hillside, to trap spring water between the wall and'the
hill.

The wall may be rectangular or arc shaped.

The

source of water can be a nsscente (spring) (usually with
some rock removed from the spring head to improve water
flow), or a mins (horizontal well).

The horizontal well is

hand dug into the hillside, at a slight incli.ne, so that
water flows downhill from the aquifer to the mouth of the
tunnel.

Ponds are drained from a sluice gait (0 olho da

agua, literally "the eye of the water") or with an engenho

(a stone siphon).

The ponds are located uphill from the

fields they water, so no pump is needed to tap the water.
This technology was designed for an earlier period, but
unlike the Persian wheel, it is still adaptive in the 1980s.
A "head" of water is called a

pe

(foot) in

Portuguese, so that water that flows by gravity is said to

correr s

pe

(run on foot).

Farmers who responded that they

had not adopted irrigation pumps invariably explained that
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they had not done so because all their water "ran on foot".
Unlike wells, which are almost always owned by a
single household, many pocss are owned by several
households.

Each member household (socio) is required to

send workers to clean out the pond on Saint Peter's day .('0-'

dis de Sao Pedro--June 29).

After Saint Peter's day the

pond is on a summer 'schedule (sometimes called 0 tempo do

rego, irrigation time) until the day of Our Lady of Porto
(Nossa Senhora de Porto,

September 8), when it reverts

back to the winter schedule.

Usually the owner of the most

summer shares owns all of the winter shares.

Figure 3.3. is

a pond schedule, only slightly more complicated than the
average.
Portuguese ethnographers romantically refer to
Northern peasants and their supposedly cooperative and
collective ownership of land, and use of labor (see
especially Dias 1981, Oliveira et al 1983).

Pond ownership

is neither cooperative or collective; it is corporate.

A

household should send workers in proportion to the amount of
summer water it owns.

The pond members own their water

individually; they may use their turn, give it away, or let
the water run downstream, without consulting other members.
While water is not sold, a person who has a field without
water 'may ask for a water turn from someone who does.
may be given from any water source, not just a

po~s).

(Water
A
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Figure 3.3.
Irrigation Pond Schedule for "A POfs de Subsrribes"

Summer
Sun: enough water for the gardens of A and B, the remainder
for C
Mon: C
Tue: C
Wed: D
Thu: C until 9 AM, one pond full for E, one pond full for F
Fri: E first friday, C second friday, D third and fourth
fridays
Sat: C mornings, E afternoons; on alternate weeks C
afternoons, E mornings

Winter
Sun:
Mon:
Tue:
Wed:
Thu:
Fri:
Sat:

C one week, D one week, E one week

F
F until 9 AM, E until sundown, C after sundown
C
C

until 9 AM,' then E
E until Sundown, then D
D

Each member household is indicated by a letter; there are
six member households, A-F.
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household that has been given water is expected to return a
favor to the donor household, usually with labor. Wealthy
households obtain free labor by

g~ving

away water which they

do not need, but which is essential to the crop of someone
with land but no water rights.
Thus the pond is owned by a small corporation, but
the water is individually owned.

Farmers claim that

theoretically, water rights are separate from land rights,
but that in practice they are never separated.

Each water

turn (turno) is associated with a certain field (or cluster
of fields). No one owns water without owning land downhill
from the pors.
water.

Wate~

When a person buys land he always buys the
rights are formally transferred when land is

sold, although written deeds to land are not common.
Pond members do not have any formal ties other than
annual cleaning and sharing the water without quarreling.
The pond members constitute one of the few formal,
intermediate social groups between parish and household.
They are a poor instrument for social cohesion, since most
households have no shares in ponds, while some households
have shares in several.
Just as the community does not control its members
through the use of nicknames, the autonomous households
cannot be coerced by other members of a

po~a.

If households

A, Band C own a pond and household A does not send a worker

---
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on St. Peter's day to clean it, Band C can do little except
complain.
Because of their loose organization--no boss, no
sanctions--there "is an upper size limit to a pond
organization.

One pond the largest by far, taps the water

of a flowing stream.

It has three outlet systems and is on

a 17 day schedule that is interrupted by a separate schedule
for Sundays.

Like the Alpine Swiss irrigation systems, no

one could explain the whole system (Netting 1974b).

Some

people claimed not to understand when their own turn was.
The pond was silting up, and while people were concerned
about it, no one could organize a group to clean it out.
Late in the summer, in August and September, farmers
break the tops off of the corn plants.
pend~o

Called tirar

0

(taking off the tassle), this activity is performed

solely to obtain green fodder for cattle during the dry
summer.

Farmers go to the field daily and break off several

arm-loads of corn tassle.

They use no tools; the tassle is

broken off at the first joint above the highest ear of the
corn stalk, using the thumb and
corn tops does not decrease corn

~orefinger.

Taking off the

p~oduction,

after the corn ears have been pollinated.

as it is taken

While taking the

tassle shortens the plant and makes it leis likely to blow
over in a high wind, tassle is not harvested for this
reason.

Farmers only take the tassle they need for fodder,
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leaving any extra growing on the corn.
Harvest begins in September, but is more common in
October, continuing into November.

Househ.olds that own

cattle cut corn stalks in the field with sickles, haul the
corn stalks home on a wagon pulled by cows or a tractor, and
.,~-

husk the corn at home.

--

Families that do not have cattle

(ie. non-farmers who grow a small corn patch) may bring the
corn stalks home to husk, or they may husk the corn on the
standing corn stalks.

Either way, non-farmers may give or

sell the corn stalks to a farmer.

One non-farmer has a

standing arrangement with a farmer in which the farmer plows
the non-farmer's field every year in exchange for the
thinnings, the corn tops, and the corn stalks (known
collectively as penso).
Husking corn (desfolhar) is the most labor-intensive
activity of the corn cycle.

The corn must be husked

relatively soon after· harvest, so that the corn ears can be
properly dried.

By harvest time the winter rains have

begun, so fields may be tended on sunny days, while corn is
husked in a sheltered space on rainy days.

For some larger

farms, husking goes on far into the night, for days on end.
While large farmers must have outside labor to husk
the corn, this labor is seldom paid for, or even negotiated.
Everyone knows when their "friends" and neighbors have
harvested their corn,. and anyone who feels inclined may drop
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by to ~elp husk.

Informants say that years ago the helpers'

arrived wearing mas"ks to hide their faces and to create a
festive air to the husking bee (desfolhada)
The corn is brought in from the field in loose
stacks of stalks (gavelss), with the ears still attached.
The workers sit on stools, pull up a pile of corn stalks,
pull back the husks and break off the whole ears, and drop
them into a cesto (a basket, about a bushel).

If many

\

people come to help the group will develop ad hoc
specialists, someone strong to carry the 35-40 kg baskets of
corn up the stairs to the cuberto (barn) or the espigueiro
(corn crib).

Someone else will tie the empty stalks (palha

do milho; literally "corn straw") into bundles (molhos) with
wet rye straw.

Two people may tie the bundles of corn

stalks to a pole or a tree, making a meds (columnar stack of
hay, straw, or corn stalks).

A hay stack is built around a

permanent upright post, which gives the' haystack structure
and stability. One man gets on a ladder and ties the bundles
of corn stalks to the post, higher and higher, while another
person hands him the molhos on the end of a pole.
Villagers regard corn husking as the most
monotonous, tedious task, but the large groups often produce
animated conversation, while the host household provides
festive meals.

Some workers are friends who stop by to

visit and husk ears for a while as they chat.

'--~-

..--------.----........ -..,............ .

This system
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may be exploited, so that even if a p'erson drops by late in
the afternoon, the farmer is obligated by local etiquette to
offer him supper.
Poor families frequently owe farm families favors,
for a ride to town, or a share of water, or a bundle of wild
grass for the rabbits, or some other good or service.

The

debt may be repaid (or rather, a complex on-going exchange
relationship may be maintained) by sending a worker to husk
corn.

The'very young, the very old, and the physically

handicapped participate quite frequently in corn husking,
not only to make use of their labor, but to enjoy the
companionship, a good meal, and to feel active and useful.
One reason for the recent popularity of silage
cutting--and the corresponding decrease in corn for grain
production--is not that silage cutting is cheaper, but that
it allows farmers to substitute capital for labor, and avoid
the dependence on extra-household labor, especially for
husking.

It is also a land intensification strategy,

because it allows the corn stalks, and cobs to be used as
fodder.

Cattle refuse to eat whole corn stalks and cobs,

even when they are green.

So when corn is processed into

grain, the corn leaves are fed to the cattle, but the corn
stalks are composted in manure, and the cobs are used as
fire fuel.

In 1983 one farmer cut a small amount of silage,

but harvested several' hectares as corn for grain.

A number
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of workers helped husk it all day.

After supper he t9ld

them to go back to the threshing floor and he would meet
them there to husk corn by moonlight.

When he arrived no

one was their except his household members.

After

complaining angrily about the deteriorating quality of local
labor he added that the following year he would grow
"silage, silage, silage".
Farmers reminisce about bygone days of surplus
labor, before the mid 1960s, when dozens of masked workers
showed up at the threshing floor every night after harvest,
to husk the ears, followed by dancing at midnight.

The

fondest memory is that the workers were not paid; "se lhes
dava cualquier coisa" (they would be given any little
thing).· The farmers complain bitterly that "agora ninguem
queire trabalhar" (now no one wants to work).

Initially I

was puzzled by this statement, because all of the villagers
are such hard workers.

After coming to understand the

history of local labor relations I realized that the
complaint means that no one wants to work in agriculture for
free or for token returns anymore.
This example suggests that culture is not
necessarily a monolithic body of shared beliefs and

.

attitudes.
have

Different segments of a little community may

opposi~g

beliefs and morals.

Farmers and non-farmers

have different moral values about work and pay.

Those
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values are conditioned ecologically.

The more land one has,

the more likely one is to believe that other community
members should work for free, and that they no longer work
for free because they are getting spoiled, putting on airs.
Farmers say that
very lordly).

"0

povo

~

muito fidalgo" (the people are

The less land one has the more likely one is

to believe that the farmers are devious, manipulative,
stingy and that before the 1960s they cruelly exploited the
poor.

These different opinions reflect not only the tension

and antagonism between local socio-economic groups, but
different class sub-cultures.

This class sub-culture is

also expressed in class endogamy, as the marriage and
inheritance case histories in chapter 5 reveal.
Sometime after the husking, the corn cobs have to be
carried out to the threshing floor (eirs) to dry for several
days.

Some corn can also be dried in the barn.

Barns are

built with two stories, and swinging doors with a southern
exposure, so corn cobs can be spread out on the floor, with
the doors open on sunny days and closed on rainy days.
After corn is dried it is stored in the barn and the
corn crib.

The corn cribs are always built adjacent to the

threshing floor, which always lies just south of the barn.
Most of the corn cribs are inscribed with a date from the
1860s.

Built off the ground, they are long narrow granite

structures, with tile roofs and wooden slat sides, oriented
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to catch the prevailing winds and keep the corn 'air dried.
The dried corn is shelled throughout the year, as it
is consumed, or it may be shelled all at once.

Only rarely

does anyone still shell the corn by pounding it with a malho
(threshing flail).

A mechanical thresher (malhadeira,

debuladeira) can shell the corn from a whole field in a few
minutes, at a cost of a few hundred escudos.
Shelled corn is sometimes spread out on the
threshing floor again, to dry before being milled.

Corn is

ground into flour (rarinha) at one of the taverns (tavernas,
really small general stores), in an electric mill.
households own electric mills.

Several

Gasoline-powered mills were

popular until electricity was introduced in 1978.
household still makes its living grinding flour

One

fo~

in a traditional, water-driven, stone flour mill.

others
One farm

'household still operates a water mill for grinding its own
corn, but most of the water-powered flour mills have been
abandoned.

It is too much work to haul the corn to isolated

canyons where the streams run fast enough to power a
wooden, turbine type, horizontal wheel.

The stream in the

parish center is said to be drying up as a result of recent
well-digging.
Most steps of the corn for grain production cycle
are characterized by technical variation, and the choice of
which technique to use is determined by factor constraints,
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especially land.

However, the quantum leap in corn

technology is not within the corn for grain system, but in
the move from corn for grain to corn silage.
Corn
- Silage.

.The largest farmers, with the most

land, the most capital, and the least labor, grow most of
their corn as silage, growing only a small amount of cornfor-grain for household use.

Table 3.6. shows the

relationship between silage production and farm size.
Silage pr.oducers are only 11% of the farmers, yet they
control 25% of the crop land.

They have 23% of the

community's cattle, producing 43% of the milk.

These large

farmers have enough land to leave some land in pasture over
the summer, instead of planting all their fields in corn.
They have the capital to invest in silage choppers and
silos.

They also have the lowest ratio of household labor

to land, and seek to substitute corn choppers (capital) for
the hand husking and processing of corn (labor).
Corn silage is a recent adaptation to labor
constraints and to an increased demand for fodder for
cattle.

Whereas corn for grain is ground into flour for

bread, and cattle and pig feed, all corn silage is fed to
dairy cattle, to produce milk for sale.

It represents a

definitive orientation away from the community towards the
national economy.

The technology was learned from extension

agents in the late 1970s, and has not been significantly
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Table 3.6.
Farm Size and Herd Size of Silage Producers
Relative to Other Farmer~

number
total farm area
mean farm size
total number cows
yearly milk production
land per cow ratio

Sila.ge Producers
(11%)
8
(25%)
375,510 sq.m
46,940 sq. m
115 ,
(37%)
(43%)
209,000 1
3,265 sq. m

.

Other Farmers
65*
1,065,600 sq.m
4,930 sq~. m-'
194
277,200 1
5,492 sq. m

*Sample includes a total of 73 farms for which data was complete
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altered yet to meet local conditions.

Corn silage is still

a self-conscious technological innovation •
.Much of the corn-for-grain technology is used with
corn silage.

Silage corn is always hybrid corn (90 to 120

day varieties) and is planted with chemical fertilizer and
ground limestone.
silage fields.

Green manure is also applied to corn

Unlike corn for grain, silage is not

intercropped with beans and squash.
Before 1978 all cattle were housed in cortes
(stalls), small, dark rooms, often on the first floor of the
family dwelling.

Since 1978 the three largest farms have

built modern cow sheds (vacarias).

The manure, urine and

'I;\lssh water collect in a large underground Fossa (cesspool).
The three large farms have adopted a number of ways for
spreading this liquid manure (charume) on the fields.

These

methods include spraying the charume onto the fields' through
metal irrigation tubes with a high power pump; composting
the charume with brush and spreading it with a mechanical
manure spreader; and using a tanker wagon pulled by a
tractor to haul and spray the liquid manure on the fields.
Corn silage tends to be planted with a herbicide, to
control weeds, although the fields may be horse cultivated
or hand weeded as well.

Irrigation is no different from the

irrigation of corn for grain.

Silage corn may be thinned if

it has been planted too densely, but more often the emphasis
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is on planting just the right amount of corn, and avoiding
thinning.

This is not only because hybrid seed

~s

expensive

(about 100 escudos per kilo in 1984), but because the
silage-producing farmers do not need the thinnings as
forage, and because they have less labor to hand-thin the
corn.

They rely on the silage they cut the summer before to

feed the cattle over the current summer.

Larger farmers

also leave some fields in grass over the summer.

Because

they have more land than smaller farmers, they use land
instead of labor to feed the cows over the summer.

They

substitute land for labor by using summer pasture instead of
relying on the labor-intensive tasks of thinning and
breaking off the corn tops.
Corn silage is cut in the early autumn, during the
first few weeks of the corn for grain harvest.

Silage can

be cut even after a rain, when the corn plants are wet,
because the corn is going to be fermented and moisture will
not induce mildew, as it will with corn for grain. Cutting
corn silage frees the farmers from the environmental
constraint of harvesting on sunny days.

Since corn grain

producers sometimes wait for two or three days for a 90rn
field to dry out, silage producers gain greater control over
the timing of the harvest.
Silage is cut with three tractors and about a dozen
workers.

Thus this new technology requires as many people,
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and more machines, than any previously known task, yet
farmers have had no trouble organizing the required people
and equipment.

Two or three farms commonly cooperate to

assemble the machinery, cutting the silage on one farm and
then the others.

Farmers exchange labor with each other to

cut silage, but extra workers are usually needed as well.
For the one to three days it takes to cut a farm's silage,
that farm is responsible for acquiring the six to nine
outside workers needed, either by hiring them or by calling
in favors.
Like corn grain fields, silage fields are planted in
corn from wall to wall.

Women perform the first step of the

'harvest, cutting the four outside rows of corn around the
edge of the field, using sickles.

In larger fields (about a

hectare or larger) they also cut a path down the middle of
the field.

The farmers attach a one-row corn chopper to the

tractor's power take off, and hitch a wagon to the back of
the tractor.

For the first pass around the field the

workers gather up bundles (gavelas) of cut corn plants and
drop them by hand into the corn chopper as it advances
slowly.

The whole corn plant is chopped to bits like a

tossed salad and blown up a tube into the wagon.

When the

wagon is full, the tractor driver unhitches it and hooks up
a waiting wagon.

A second tractor pulls the corn silage

wagon back to the horizontal silo.

----"

'--------------------

Most wagons now have
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hydraulic lifts, and are easily dumped.

A group of workers

help pull all the silage out of the wagon and meticulously
spreads each wagon load around the silo, an open,
rectangular enclosure.

A third tractor then drives into the

silo and drives slowly over the chopped corn, squeezing out
the air so it will

n~t

spoil.

Salt is mixed into the silage

at a ratio of 5 kg to one ton, "to give it flavor" (para dar
um paladar).

When the silo is full it is covered with black

plastic, held down with sand bags and used tires, allowing
the silage to ferment in an airless environment.
One or two other workers may remain in the field to
pick up loose ears of corn and corn stalks that
oVer.
corn

~ave

fallen

Another person may stand in the wagon, packing the
dow~

so that more silage will fit into the wagon.

The

emphasis is on productivity of land and machine time, not on
labor productivity.

While labor is a scarce factor relative

to the 1950s, labor is still the most plentiful factor
relative to land and capital.

Stomping down the cut corn in

the wagon makes the wagon difficult to dump.

The corn is

packed so tightly it has to be dug out with rakes (requiring
more labor).

But packing it so tightly means the tractor

can run longer without having to stop to switch wagons
(saving machinery time, capital).

The farmer strives to

keep the tractor moving constantly around the field,
chopping up corn plants.

---------------------------
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Villagers say that in the corn to flour

proc~ss

pito da muitas voltas" (the bread takes many turns).

"0

Unlike

corn for grain with its many processing stages, corn silage
is harvested and processed rapidly, in a single stage.

This

has a great appeal to the largest farmers who dislike
depending on outside workers for many days to process corn
for grain.
One technical variation in silage production is the
elaborateness of the silo.

Early silos were built according

to the exact specifications of the extension aaents.
first silos were very deep, with high awning roofs.
silos were built without roofs.

The
Later

The most recent silos are

simple trenches in the earth, with or without a lining of
cement block.

In 1984 farmers realized they could ferment

silage by making a pile of chopped corn on the surface of
the ground, covered with a plastic sheet.

Local adaptations

of the original technology are capital-saving, but
technically sound.

Although extension agents complain that

farmers are slow to follow their advice, examples like this
suggest that much of the technology the technicians offer
the farmers is not well suited to local conditions, or is
needlessly expensive, so the farmers' suspicion and
skepticism is warranted.
Another variation in corn silage production is the
use of labor.

Farmers who are averse to using outside labor

---------------_._----
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cut silage with a minimum of five workers; three tractor
drivers and two others to tend the silo.

The largest

farmers tend to have more silage, more access to labor, and
a greater desire to speed up machine use, so they employ
half a dozen workers in marginal tasks like packing and
unpacking a wagon by hand.

On the surface, this extravagant

use of labor contradicts their desire to avoid the
dependence on outside labor for corn husking.

However, even

when labor is employed in many marginal tasks, cutting corn
silage saves labor (substituting capital for labor),
compared to corn-for-grain production.
A two hectare field of corn can easily be chopped in
one day by a large crew.

One early estimate claims that a

single hectare of corn for grain requires 252 hours (25
days) to harvest and process (not counting transportation)
(Lourenco and Alves 1968: 165).

Even with lavish use of

labor, a two hectare field of silage requires 12 person days
to process, while a two hectare field of corn-for-grain
takes 50 person days.
In 1984 an early autumn wind was strong enough to
blow down a couple of grape arbors, and much of the corn for
silage.

Because they had not had their tassels removed, the

tall silage corn caught more wind than corn-for-grain, which
had had the tassels removed.

One farm that took three days

to harvest in 1983 took two weeks to cut in 1984, because so
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much of the corn had blown over that most of it had to be
fed into the chopper by hand.

This means that unless

farmers can make a better adjustment of silage corn to the
local climate, the environment will create more
environmental effects on the variability of labor.
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Beans and

othe~

Plants Intercropped with Corn

Beans (feijoes) are interplanted with corn for grain
(but not with silage or forage corn).

The beans are planted

along with the corn, at the same time, in the same rows.
Several qualities of beans are distinguished by color, but
the major distinction is between a

~hort

bean plant known as

resteira, and a climbing bean, feijao a subir.

Resteiras

grow on low bush-like plants, like pinto beans.

Feij~o a

subir produces a vine that climbs up the corn stalk.

A

small yellow bean, feij~o galego, may be planted in late
June, after the rye harvest, or in fields where some of the
beans originally did not sprout.
Beans are given no special attention until harvest.
They are weeded and irrigated along with the corn.

Beans

are harvested in September, about a month ahead of the corn.
Small groups of women move in a line down the rows of corn,
picking the beans and

put~ing

them in their aprons.

The

resteiras are pulled up by the roots, and the whole plants
are gathered in the front of the apron, while the pods of
the climbing beans are picked off one by one and placed in
the apron pocket.

The dry corn leaves scratch the flushed

faces of the women as they hurry down the rows.

Little

fanfare is associated with this first harvest activity.
or no outside workers

~re

called.

Few
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The resteiras bean plants are carried home in
bundles on women's heads, and spread to dry on the threshing
floor for two weeks.

Climbing bean pods are also dried, and

then shelled by hand, by breaking the pod open with the
fingers.

The dried resteiras plants are shelled by placing

them into heaps on the threshing floor and beating them with.
a threshing flail.

Tractor owners have discovered that

beans can also be shelled by driving the tractor back and
forth over the piles of bean plants.

Beating the plants

knocks the beans out of the pods, so that the plants can be
raked off, leaving a pile of beans on the threshing floor.
The bean plants, a palha do f"eijao (literally "bean straw").
is fed to cattle, but only a handful at a time, to avoid
swelling up their stomachs.

The beans are swept up off the

threshing floor and cleaned in a mechanical grain cleaner

(limpadeira,

tarara).

In 1984 several farmers experimented

with a red bean an emigrant had brought back from France.
A few squash seeds may be planted with the beans and
corn.

The squash is harvested a couple of weeks after the

corn.

Many people do not like the taste of squash, and much

of the

cr~p

is fed to the animals.

A kale variety, known as couve
planted by seed with corn.

nabi~a

is sometimes

It grows very slowly in the

shade of the corn, and by autumn is a slender stalk with few
leaves.

In late autumn it is transplanted to the household

-------- ._----------_.. -_ ....._-
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Its seed stalk (grelo) is eaten as a winter

garden.

vegetable.
Potatoes and Kale: Competitors to Corn.
(batatas) are a summer crop, like corn.

Potatoes

While two or three

households have experimented with corn-potato intercropping,
kale (couve) is by far the most common plant intercropped
with potatoes.

Potatoes are planted in the early spring,

especially in April, about a month ahead of corn, and take
about 90 days to mature.

Thus land devoted to potatoes must

be kept out of corn production.

Even though farmers prefer

the heavier, wetter soils for potatoes, corn and potatoes
can be grown on any field in the parish.

Because they are

planted early in the spring, potatoes can not follow winter
rye or hay.

Winter grass fields must be cut early for

potato planting.
One household in 1983 and 1984· grew a half hectare
of potatoes (25 tons) for market sale.

Other farmers grow

only enough potatoes for home consumption and for gifts to
workers.
year.

They may sell a few sacks of potatoes in a good

No one grows more than a few thousand square meters

of potatoes, roughly four to 15 tons of potatoes.
range from 16 to 50 tons per hectare.
qietary supplement.

Yields

Potato are grown as a

Many of the households that grow

potatoes do not produce enough for their own use and have to
buy additional potatoes.
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Potatoes are planted in the spring, especially in
April.

There are two major planting styles and two major

seed types.
~nd

Most households plant at least a few potatoes,

most of them buy improved seed potatoes every year,

either foreign seed (Holland, Northern Ireland), or from
Portugal's Montalegre.

They generally plant half the field

in new seed potatoes and half the field in last year's
potatoes "semente da casa" (seed from the house).

The

second generation seed potatoes yield less, but their use
allows growers to avoid a cash expense.

Only the smallest,

poorest landholders plant only old seed.
The two major planting styles are by hoe and by
plow.

The hoe is by far the most common.

furrow in· the unplowed sod with a hoe.

One person digs a

Another person

follows, laying potatoes and fertilizer in the furrow.
Chemical fertilizer is used by everyone for potatoes.
Manure may be used as well.

Another person covers the

potatoes with a little earth, followed by another who places
kale seedlings in between the potatoes.
seedlings are covered.

Then the kale

The kale seedlings have been growing
N

since mid winter, when they were planted in a margao; a
small, square manure pile in the garden, with a little green
house of plastic sheeting and poles built over it.
The .ratio of kale plants to potato plants is
governed by the household's amount of land.

There is no
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market for kale, so everyone must grow enough for her
household's soup and to feed to the chickens, pigs, and
rabbit~.

The less land a family has, the fewer potatoes

they plant.

The very poorest plant only kale with no

potatoes.
Potatoes are planted in larger stands, using a plow,
either cow-drawn, or more commonly a tractor.

A cow-drawn

plow turns· over a furrow in the manure-covered sod.
Potatoes or kale are placed in the open furrow, which is
then covered as the sod from the next furrow is flipped
over, on top of the seed potatoes.
Tractor plowing is slightly different.

First the

field is plowed, then the driver attaches a three pronged
plow (charua para abrir regos; literally, "plow to open
furrows") to the tractor, which opens up three furrows at a
time.

The farmer engages a crew of workers to place kale

seedlings and seed potatoes in the bottom each furrow, along
with chemical fertilizer (spread by hand from a bucket).
The furrows are filled in with soil, using a hoe, to cover
the potatoes and the roots of the kale.
potatoes alternate with one row of kale.

Several rows of
Only 25

households, generally those with more_land, use the plow
method to plant potatoes.
Farmers claim that potatoes grow better and with
less chance of rot when they are grown in very wet soils
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that' do not require irrigation.

Potatoes are irrigated less

frequently than corn, because they tend to be

~rown

in

wetter soil, but the technique for watering potatoes is not
very different from the technique for watering corn.
Potatoes are sprayed several times over the summer with
chemical pesticides (against beetles), and with fungicides,
against leaf mildew (mela)
The kale harvest is a constant process.
be picked from the kale plants by mid summer.

Leaves can
Every day a

woman walks down the rows of kale, snapping off a broad fanlike leaf from this plant and that one.
Potato harvest is in late summer, about 90 days
after planting, although a field will be dug up early if
there is any sign of plant disease.

Potatoes planted with

hoes are dug up with hoes, and potatoes planted by plow are
dug up with a potato digger (arrancador de batata) , a
modified, traditional, moldboard plow with a broad, round
blade for

uprooti~g

whole potato plants.

Many farmers who

use the potato digger like to call in a work party to help
with the harvest.

One person drives the tractor (or leads

the team), while another holds the handles of the potato
digger.

The other helpers pick the potatoes out of the

newly turned earth.

Many of them work barefooted, to sift

through to dirt with their toes for hidden potatoes.

The

potatoes are bagged in the field in used fertilizer and seed

----_._-----------_... __..-_.....-....... ...
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'sacks and hauled back to the ba~n in a wagon.

At the barn

the sacks are opened and the potatoes are spread out to dry
in the semi-darkness, either on the 'floor or on racks.
Grass is planted. immediately after harvesting the
potatoes (the next day, or Monday, if the potatoes were
harvested on a Saturday).

The grass grows up around the

kale plants, which are left in the field.

Kale lives for

two or three years before going to seed, and is harvested
constantly.

The kale is generally left growing through the

next year, along with the grass.
Wine Grapes around the Cornfield: Working the

Ai~.

Wine has been produced in the Minho for a very long time,
perhaps since Roman times. During the

Mo~rish

occupation,

wine was grown onl7 in the North, where quality wines are
still produced.

While the history of Minhoto wine

technology is not well known, current practices are probably
quite old.

Vinho verde (literally: "green wine") is

recorded as being produced in the Dao region as early as the
sixteenth century, although the vinho verde demarcated zone
was not established until 1908-1912 (Stanislawski 1970: 14952).

Much of the Minho, including

Penabr~nca,

lies within

the zone, although good vinho verde is not produced above
300 meters. At about 400 meters, wine produced in Penabranca
is suitable for home use or for sale as a vin ordinaire.
Minhotos distinguish two major locations for crops:

----------------
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o chao (the ground) and

0

ar (the air).

include corn, potatoes, grass etc.

Ground crops

The air crops are

grapes, olives, and fruit trees; the permanent crops.

A

farmer occasionally rents out only the ground of a field,
retaining rights to the air: "0 chao e alugado, mas nos
:Fabricamos

0

ar" (The ground is rented, but we work the

air) •
Symbolical,ly, wine grapes are the only crop to rival
the importance of corn.

Ecologically, wine grapes are the

only crop to permanently infringe on the corn field.

Wine

is thought of as a food, the favorite, as important as
bread.

Like the people, wine has a nickname, a pinga (the

drop).

It is said that "wine is the blood of God" (0 vinho

ef a sangue de Deus), and therefore that "quem nBo gosta do
vinho nBo ama a Deus" (he who does not like wine does not

love God).

When describing the misery and poverty of the

1940s and 50s, some people said indignantly that "a agua era
o nosso vinho!" (water was our wine!).

Except for

breakfast, no meal or snack is complete without "a drop",
for men, women and children.

Wine is believed to give

strength, and so is offered in quantity by the farmer to the
workers.

In 1983 the corn crop was excellent, the potatoes

fair, but the wine crop was

almos~

all lost. Many people

judged the whole year a failure, and virtually no one would
allow me to see them make wine in 1983, they were
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embarrassed at how little wine there was.
The notion that grape vines are grown in the air is
a reflection of a unique capital-intensive, labor-intensive,
regional technology.

Unlike most of Europe, where grapes

are grown on short vines, grape vines in the denselypopulated· Minho are trained onto high ramadas (arbors) to
free the ground below them for a crop.
grow in the air.

The vines literally

Steios (stone posts, increasingly made of

concrete) are set out around the border of the field, in
pairs.

Each post is four meters from its partner.

Each

pair is 6 meters from the next pair (see Figure 3.4.).
The ramadas are four meters off the ground, allowing
tractors and cow teams to pass down the ramada, and allowing
crops to be grown under the ramada.

Because of the dense

shade of the grape leaves, corn does not grow well under the
ramadas.

Potatoes, kale, grass, or forage corn (milho

·basta) may be grown on the ground beneath the grapes.
Grape vines are no longer trained up trees.
Formerly trees --especially oak and chestnut--were planted
around the field, and wires were strung up linking the
trees.

Grape vines were trained along the wires.

Although

the grape'vines are trained into the trees, the trees
themselves are neither pruned nor trained, so the

grap~

vines may be over five meters from the ground, and a good
distance from the trunk of the tree.

The trees are so tall
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Figure 3.4.
Spacing of Steios around a Field

(other field, road, forest etc.)
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(center of field, surrounded by ramada)
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that working in them is difficult and dangerous, and there
is a strong preference for men to 'work in the trees.
have been killed falling out of the trees.

Men

Ramadas are more

costly to build, but use less labor than grapes in trees.
Although grapes have not been trained up trees since the mid
1960s, most of the existing trees with grapes are still
tended.
Grape work begins in the winter with pruning (pods).
Grapes are trained along the wires of the ramadas. ' New
green vines are tied to the wire so they will harden there.
Extra branches are cut off.
There are two types of graft (inserto).

In the

spring wine growers practioe gsrfo (fork) grafting.

A

mature vine is snipped olean through, and the stump is
split.

New vines are wedged into the split, tied and

wrapped in earth and plastic sheeting.
is called vergulha.

Mid-summer grafting

The bark of a mature vine is split and

a new vine is spliced into it, and then tied like a fork
graft.
Grafting and pruning is one of the few agricultural
tasks associated specifically with men.
the work is dangerous.
of trees while pruning.

This may be because

Men are killed sometimes falling out
Grafting and pruning is considered

skilled work; many people pay to have it done, at a rate of
about 600 escudos per day.

Female agricultural workers are
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not only paid less than men, they are discouraged from
working in the only paid winter task, which accentuates the
seasonality of their work.

Due to the lack of male workers,

women have recently begun to learn to prune grape vines.
When the wine harvest was ruined in 1983 there was a halfjoke that the harvest failed because women had started to do
pruning.
In the spring the ground around the base of the
grape vines is cleared with a hoe as part of the edge
trimming operation (razer as beiras).

In the early spring

the guy wires and posts (steios) are checked for tautness p
and repaired if the summer weight gain and winter loss has
pulled the ramada loose.

Grape vines receive little

attention on the ground, strengthening the notion that they
are

~n

air crop.

The vines use the water and fertilizer

supplied to the corn.
The real work of viticulture is literally conducted
in the air; the most odious task being grape spraying.

The

vines are dormant in the winter (as vides estam de lenha;
"the vines are in wood"). Soon after the vine sprouts leaves
in early spring the leaves must be sprayed with a chemical
solution to prevent mildew.

Copper sulfate mixed with

ground limestone (the bordeaux mix) used to be the only
product available.

The copper sulfate came in rock form and

had to be dissolved in water.

Now powdered copper sulfate
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and other easy-to-mix preparations are available.
sol~tion

The

is sprayed once a week for about eight weeks over

the summer, less if the summer is very dry.
A sprayer may be motorized or hand pumped.
a back-pack version and a wheeled model.

There is

Twelve of the

larger farmers have motorized sprayers that attach to their
tractors.

Tractor-powered 300 to 500 liter sprayers are

driven around the field with one person on the tractor and
another walking along holding the nozzle.

The tractor-

powered sprayer sends up a powerful stream of liquid so that
the grapes can be sprayed quickly from an adjacent road,
without copper sulfate dripping into the sprayer's face.
People who use the smaller, non-tractor sprayers--whether
motorized or hand pumped--inevitably end up with face, hands
and 'clothing dyed completely blue. In a humid year, spraying
continues until the grapes start to "paint themselves"

(pintar-se), that is, to turn purple; because after the
grapes have started to turn color mildew cannot spread from
the leaves to the fruit.
After the grape bunches have started to mature,
people break off shoots that have not sprouted grapes, to
preserve more

~trength

for productive vines.

They also tie

the new vines to the arbor, training them in the desired
direction.
The grapes are harvested in October.

- -----------------

All the grapes

---------------------------_..-_._--._--,---_._.. _.- ......-.
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should be picked within a day or two, so that the'wine can
be made in a single prooess.

While most households make at

least some wine, only the larger farmers have enough grapes
to call for outside labor.

The farmers hire people, or more

commonly, rely on their labor-favor exchange network to
assemble enough workers.

The vindima (grape harvest) is

commonly conducted on a Saturday, planned about two weeks in
advance, to allow for as many workers as possible.
Grapes are picked by hand, usually while standing on
a ladder, and placed in a cesta (a small basket, about a
quarter bushel).

The cestss are emptied into cesto (bushel)

baskets, which are emptied into dornas, large cone-shaped,
open-ended wooden casks.

Wine making begins during harvest,

because the wild yeast (isoa) lives in the wooden and stone
equipment from one year to the next, and begins to ferment
the grapes as soon as they are in the wooden casks.
Hauled from the field in. wagons, the grapes are
crushed in a hand-cranked grape-crusher (pisadeira).

The

grape-crusher is placed over the stone wine making vat

(lagar) , so that the crushed grapes fall into the vat.
Smaller producers without a lot of wine may make wine in a
cask (dorna) instead of a lagar.
Wine ferments within two days, and is drained out of
the lagar through a spout at the bottom into oantaros (27
liter jars), and then poured by hand into barrels (pipas).

---'---~-"---'---"-"'''-''-''''''''-----'
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The wine is not

f~ltered,

but sediment (borras) may be

removed later by decanting the' wine as it is drained from
the barrel either for drinking or for blending with other
wine.

People like to have about 300 liters of wine per

household memb,er per year.

Extra wine may be sold locally,

although many households do not produce enough wine and buy
more.

One reason wine is considered a premium crop (besides

its fruity taste and mood-altering characteristics) is that
it is the only major food that can be preserved from one
year to the next, so it is a buffer against a poor harvest
of other food crops.

Corn and potatoes spoil by the end of

one year, while wine keeps for several years.

,If wine

spoils before it is consumed--as sometimes happens during
its first year, especially if the alcohol content is low--it
will be sold to be distilled into hard liquor (aguardente).
Must is called vinho (wine) while it is liquid, but
after the wine has been'drained off, must is called bagafo,
related to the term cangalo (empty grape stem).

The

baga~o

(must) is squeezed in a hand-cranked wine press (prensa do

vinho), to force out the last drop of wine.
About one seventh of the volume of the original
grapes remains as pressed stems, seeds, and skins.

This

compressed mass, still called bagalo, is traded to local
liquor distillers.

The distiller comes by appointment to

the house, tears down the press, and hauls away the

~agafo.
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The wine producer is given one liter of distilled liquor

(bagaceira, aguardente) for each bushel of pressed grapes.
The distiller stores the grape squeezings, and distills them
in small batches until the spring.

The squeezed grapes are

steamed in a still (alambique), which drives off the
alcohol, yielding about three liters of roughly 100 proof
alcohol per bushel.

The stills are fueled with pieces of

bark and sawdust from local sawmills.

The three distillers

in Penabranca are also large farmers, so the exhausted
bagafo"and the ashes from the bark are plowed back into
their fields, part of a long nutrient cycle of forest and
field products returning to the fields after farmstead
processing.
Winter Crops: Rye and Grass
Winter is a time of declining agricultural
intensity. Farmers grow a few thousand square meters of rye
for the straw and the grain, but the bulk of the land is in
grass.

Rye straw is used for fodder, for tying bundles of

corn, and for making a clean surface in a barnyard for
slaughtering and butchering.

Rye grain is used for bread,

mixed in with the corn meal to add gluten to the dough, to
make it sticky.

Larger farmers sometimes plant rye mixed

with grass seed as a forage crop ( ferr'8o) "
Winter rye ( oenteio) is manured, plowed and planted
after the corn is harvested, and requires no attention until
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harvest in June.

Smaller farmers cut rye with a scythe

(gadanheira), while larger farmers cut the fields with a
side-mower on a tractor (gadanheira de tractor), or with a
hand-pushed power grass-cutter (motor-gadanheira).

The cut

rye is tied into sheaves (molhos), which are arranged in.
large stacks (medeiros).

The medeiros are built on the

threshing floor or on the edge of the field, except in those
rare cases where a field remains fallow through the summer
(usually marginal fields, at the edge of the forest, with no
irrigation water, and therefore ill-suited for corn
production) •
Rye is threshed in late summer, August or September.
Small farmers knock the grain out of the straw by beating
the bundles of rye against benches or by pounding the rye
with a threshing flail (malho).

This is usually a solitary

activity, performed by one or two household members.
Because of the small amount of rye involved, rye threshing
by hand has none of the festive or ritual aspects described
by Dias (1981) or Oliveira et al (1983).
Larger farmers contract a machine for rye threshing.
The tractor-powered mechanical thresher is pulled in from a
neighboring parish by a farmer who does custom work.

Twelve

to 14 people are needed to make up a rye threshing crew, to
cut open the bundles of rye, feed them into the machine,
haul away the threshed bundles of straw (cormos), and make
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the larger bundles of straw (cormeiros), and the haystack

(meda).

Threshing is unpleasant work; in an effort to keep

up wlth the machine, the workers race back and forth across
the threshing floor with heavy pitchfork loads of straw,
while the air is filled with a choking dust of dry rye
straw, and the noise is so loud that workers can barely
communicate.
Because it is crucial to have a large crew, and
because people are less willing to,come to a rye threshing,
farmers carefully organize a rye threshing party, instead
of simply spreading the information about their work party
and then waiting to see who shows up.

Several farmers get

together and make an appointment with an operator of a
threshing machine to visit all of their farms in a single
day.

The farmers agree beforehand to cooperate with each

other's rye threshing (malhada).
household may participate.

Several members from each

Each farmer requests several

other people to help as well, so rye threshing is laborexchange for the large farmers, but is part of a more
complex "helping" (ajuda) relationship for poor people, who
work for their "friends" (amigos)

(certain large farmers),

in return for unspecified favors (favores).
The mechanical thresher takes only about an hour to
thresh the rye of even a large farm.

In Tras-os-Montes,

where rye is the dominant crop, a large farm may take two
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days to thresh.

A more complicated village-wide network is

activated in Tras-os-Montes to accomplish the mechanicai
threshing, in contrast to the more simple arrangement in the
Minho (O'Neill 1981, 1982).

O'Neill points out that in

Tras-os-Montes the larger farmers enjoy the highest returns
to cooperative labor, because a small farmer may work for
the large farmer for two days, while the large farmer may
work for only a few hours helping thresh the smaller
farmer's grain.

Most smaller farmers in Penabranca opt out

of the inequity of exchanging labor for threshing by
threshing their rye by hand.
Two large farmers jointly own a baling machine and
bale their hay and rye straw.
farmer had his rye straw.

In 1984 one medium sized

In 1984 one medium sized farmer

had his rye straw baled with a rented hay baler.

Other

farmers store their straw in haystacks or in large bundles

(cormeiros) in the barn.
Four varieties of grass (erva) are also grown; erva

castelhana (Lolium multiflorum), azevem (Lolium multiflorum
westepwoldicum), azevem verdeal (Lolium multiflorum ssp),
and erva molar (Holcus lonatus).

Farmers grow grass for

cattle, while non-farmers grow grass for their rabbits.
When potato fields are harvested, grass is planted right
after the potatoes are dug up.

Larger farmers may harrow

the seed into the ground, while smaller farmers hoe in the

- - - . ---------.-----_...... _-.........." .... , .. --
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grass seed.

When beans are harvested, farmers plant grass

among the standing rows of corn, and hoe in the seed.

When

the corn is harvested the grass is already growing in the
field, as one intercrop replaces another with a different
season.
Grass is harvested

co~stantlY

through the winter.

Cows may be allowed to graze, or the grass may be cut and
taken to the cows' stall.

Small farmers use a scythe to cut

grass, larger farmers use power grass cutters, both the
pushed kind and the tractor-driven type.

Grass is

occasionally irrigated through the winter.
Erva molar and erva castelhana are the most common
grasses.

In the spring each farm stops cutting one grass

field, or a part of one grass field, to allow it to go to
seed.

The rest of the grass is cut or grazed and planted in

corn in the early spring.

Erva molar and erva castelhana

are cut for hay in May and June.

As the grasses are allowed

to mature for hay, a number of wild flowering annuals thrive
in the fields, including rosa amarela (Chrysanthemum
segetum), soage (Echium plantegineum), and labresto
(standard Portuguese "saramago": Rapranus rafamistrum).
Cows eat these plants as they

g~aze,

and some of these wild

plants end up in the hay, where cows eat them, although
workers attempt to pick weeds out of the grass that is dried
for seed.
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The cut grass is dried and hayed in the field.

The

cut grass lies on the ground for several days (hopefully
sunny days).

If it does not rain, people turn the hay over

(mexer a erva) every day or so.

When the hay is dry it is

taken home and stored in the barn or in a haystack.
Grass that is cut specifically for seed is doubled
over and tied into little bundles (molinhos) in the field.
This prevents the grass from loosing its seed, and protects
the seed heads from moisture in the likely event they will
get rained on before they are completely dried.

The little

bundles are dried in the field for a few days before being
taken home to dry some more.

The bundles are opened any

time from June to September, and pounded with rakes on the
threshing floor to knock the seed out of the grass.

The

grass is then stored as hay and the seed is swept up and
saved for the next year's seed.

Azevem and azevem verdeal are not very popular
because they cannot be cut for seed until July, so they
compete with summer crops.

Only a few larger farmers grow

them.
The native grass "sheep's tongue", lingua da ovelha
(Plantagus lancelota) is a small, broad leafed plant that
grows well in wet, shady areas.

Some farmers collect the

seed and plant sheep's tongue along a high wall, below a
terrace, or under a ramada.

The grass requires no attention
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and can be harvested constantly as rabbit food.
Gardening
Nearly every household owns or rents a garden

(quintal), where they grow fresh vegetables.

The garden

replicates the summer-winter cycle of the fields.

Summer

plants include tomatoes, onions, garlic, lettuce, green
beans, carrots and kale.

Winter plants include kale and

grass.
The summer cycle is anticipated in mid winter.

Each

household makes a small seedbed of manure (leir'o, marg'o)
and plants onion, kale and garlic seeds, to grow seedlings
which will be transplanted in the spring.

A miniature

green-house, or cold frame, of plastic sheeting is built
over the seedbed.

Some plants, like lettuce and carrots,

are planted by seed in the spring, in a ridged seedbed
called

a

-talho.

Green beans (varges) are planted by seed

into a narrower ridged seed bed known as a galgueira.
Farmers plant kale and potatoes in the field, while
non-farmers plant them in the garden.

In mid-summer more

kale seed is planted, so that it is ready to transplant
by October or November.

The November kale is planted in

solid stands, without potatoes.

Winter kale is called an

horta Sao Miguel (Saint Michael's garden), because it is
planted

af~er

the harvest of summer crops.

St. Michael's
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day, "'September 29, is symbolically the day of harvest.
For example, sharecropping contracts run from Saint
Michael's day to Saint Michael's day (Caldas 1981: 211).
The poor who grow potatoes in the garden (instead of the
field, because they do not have a field) plant the
potatoes between rows of kale.

After digging up the

potatoes in autumn, they plant winter grass--for
rabbits--in between the kale.
Kale is the major winter vegetable.
soup twice a day.

It is eaten in

Other plants are grown only after the

household's supply of kale has been met--so the sign of a
very poor family is a small garden with only kale.

.

Some of

the summer vegetables, like lettuce, and tomatoes are
perishable and are kept in a cool, dry place and preserve
through the winter.

Garlic and onions keep fairly well;

carrots and potatoes keep, but in poor condition.
Apple, pear, lemon,· orange, fig, and olive trees are
grown in some gardens.

Except for olives, the fruit is not

saved or preserved in any way, and is eaten and given away
as it matures.

Olives are picked in mid winter and taken to

a press in a nearby parish, where they are traded for oil.
No one produces more than a few liters of olive oil.

A very

few families cure some olives for home consumption.
Animals
Domesticated animals include cows, horses, sheep,
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goats, pigs, dogs, cats, rabbits, chickens, quail, and
pigeons.
Two types of cow are kept, the black and white
Holstein or Frisian dairy cow (vaca turina) and a local work
breed: barros~o.

Work cows of all breeds are also known as

vaca amarela (yellow cow), because of their yellow-brown
color.
cows.

Only a handful of smaller farms still keep yellow
The beasts are still used for many jobs like

transport, corn planting, harvesting potatoes, and plowing
under grape arbors.

Yellow cows produce a liter of milk

above and beyond what the calf drinks, but generally work
cows do not produce milk for human consumption.
Previous knowle.dge of yellow cows eased the adoption
of dairy cows since the 1960s.
one Holstein.

Most farms now have at least

Dairy cows perform s?me light draft tasks,

like transport, but are kept mainly for their milk (for
market).

Calves and manure are important by-products.

cows are milked twice daily in a cooperative

milki~g

(see chapter four for.a more detailed description).

The

parlor
Cutting

grass for cows, feeding them, and walking them to the milk
parlor takes six to eight hours a day, so that having a cow
represents a full-time commitment to agriculture for at
least one person.

Milk sales represent a significant cash

income from agriculture.
The number of cows a household keeps depends on the
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farm size; the more land the more cows.

Herd size is

strongly correlated with farm size (correlation coefficient
of 0.81176).

However, the more land a household has, the

greater is the cattle carrying capacity of the farm (and the
lower the carrying capacity for people).

As Table 3.5.

indicates, the eight large silage-cutting farms require a
mean of only 3090 square meters of land per cow, compared
with 5390 square meters for other farms.

This is because

smaller farmers are more directly in ecological competition

"

with their cattle.

A small farm household consumes a

significant proportion of its corn crop.

They may consume

all the grain, feeding the cattle primarily on corn byproducts and grass.

Larger farms can devote a greater

proportion of their crop and of their grain to cows.
Ten households keep a horse.

The horses are used as

work animals, for planting corn and cultivating.

Horses may

be loaned to neighbors as favors.
Eleven households keep sheep.
one to nine head, with a mean of 3.6.

Herd size ranges from
Sheep are generally

not herded with goats, although like goats, they are allowed
to graze rather than being stall fed.

Goats eat a rougher

diet than sheep, so goats are tended in the forest, while
sheep graze the stubble of fallow fields.

Eight of the 11

households have farms, but only one sheep-owning household,
a non-farm, also keeps goats.

Sheep owners include a wide
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variety of households, with no one salient defining
characteristic.

Sheep-owning households include non-farms,

large farms, solitary mean, families with fallow land and
many children to tend the sheep, and families with averagesized farms.
Goat keeping is determined by economic variables,
but for symbolic rather than ecological reasons.

Goats are

kept by eight households, five non-farm households and three
small farm households.

Herd size ranges from one to 50,

with an average of four goats per household (excluding the
herd of 50).

Unlike sheep, goats are clearly associated

with lower status households.

The five non-farm households

are all quite poor, while the three farm· households include
the one that keeps 50 goats and two households of bachelor
farmers with no female members.

Anton Blo:k (1981) suggests

that goats are considered ritually impure in the
Mediterranean, so much so that keeping them lowers a
person's status.

The word for billy goat is so

offensive that it is never used by community
members, although Minhotos are famous for their
colorful language.

The goat is culturally offensive

because it allows other males to mate with its
females.

When a person's spouse has been

unfaithful, he is said to levar oornos (wear horns).
To "wear horns" is so damaging (especially to
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males), that people may avoid the word carnas
entirely, instead making a gesture with their
forefingers of two, curved goat horns rising out of
the top of the head.

Bachelors are free from any

possible stigma of cuckoldry and may keep goats with
no symbolic danger.
The household that keeps 50 goats carries the
nickname "Cabreiro" (goat herder), an indication of some
symbolic identification of the people with their beasts.
is a poor household with many children.

It

They have access to

brush land several kilometers from the parish, which the man
walks every day, herding his flock.

At least two of the

neighboring parishes also have a household of goat herders.
Goat herding is an option for a poor household with access
to brushland but not to fields.

(Goats eat gorse and the

other scrub plants that grow on the forest floor and on
rocky outcrops).

People may be hesitant to keep a goat

unless they are already of low status or bachelors.

Putting

oneself in a symbolically dangerous position does not mean
that ones economic or social status is greatly impaired.
The goat herder household seems well-liked by its
Pigs are a chief status marker.

~eighbors.

Formerly only the

wealthy could keep a pig and only the very wealthy could
keep two pigs.

Pigs are kept in stalls in the house, often

below the kitchen so that food scraps and' dirty dish water

------ -
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can be dropped to them through a hole in the floor.
Although pigs are fed food scraps, most of their
diet is kale and corn meal, so that pigs are in ecological
competition with their owner.

While some non-farm

households own pigs, pig ownership

~emains

largely a luxury

of the farmers.
Of the 80 resident farm households, 75 (94%) keep
pigs; a total of 130 pigs, for an average of 1.7 pigs per
household that keeps pigs.

Of the 181 non-farm households,

only 49 (27%) keep pigs (68 pigs, for an average of 1.4 per
household that keeps pigs).
Many households also keep dogs, especially farm
households.

The dogs are generally kept on short chains,

which encourages them to bark.

The dogs warn. the farmer

when someone is at the gate, so if people are working nearby
they will hear their dog bark and go home to see who is in
the yard.

Dogs are also used for rabbit and bird hunting in

the fall.
Cats are tolerated in large numbers around the farm
house, but they are not pets.

The cats are valued for

killing the rodents attracted by the large amounts of stored
grain.

They are not fed, although they may sit in the

doorway or at the hearth and eat the bones that people throw
at them from the table.
A few people keep pigeons, ducks, quail, and even
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small wild birds, mostly as a hobby.

Economically important

small animals are rabbits and chickens.

Distribution of

these animals is fairly even across the community, although
farmers are slightly more likely to keep small animals, and
in slightly larger numbers.
Rabbits are kept by 59 (74%)· of the farm households,
with an average hutch of 10.1 animals per household that
keeps rabbits; while 108 (60%) of the non-farm households
keep rabbits, with an average hutch of 7.7 animals.
Chickens are kept by more households; 77 (96%) of the farms
and 129 (71%) of the non-farms.

Chickens are more numerous

than rabbits; with an average flock of 15.9 per farm that
keeps chickens, and 9.1 per non-farm.
Rabbits and chickens are fed corn and kale, and
allowed to run free and eat insects.
.kale.

Rabbits eat grass and

Rabbits and chickens are kept by non-farm as well as

the farm households because they are inexpensive to maintain
and because they can take advantage of small amounts of feed
resources.
Conclusion
The contemporary agricultural technology of the
Minho is complex, apd as the following chapter demonstrates,
rapidly changing.

The complexity of the technology mirrors

the social inequalities discussed in chapter· one.
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Households are not equally endowed economically.

The emic

models present broad ranked social categories (farmer, poor
people, emigrants; or big farmers, poor·farmers).

Myetic

model places households on a socio-economic continuum.
of the most important variables is land.

While all land

holdings are small, they are not equally small.
from no land to eight and a half hectares.

One

They range

Generally, the

more land a household has, the more capital it has, but also
the lowest ratio of labor to land.

Each household has a

particular combination of land resources, that is,
different amounts of farmland (in different amounts of
heavT soil and light soil), of forest land, in many or few
parcels, distant or nearby.
capital and labor resources.

Each household has different
Great socio-economic

diversity conditions technological diversity, as each
household seeks to use its resources in the most efficient
way.

While a person's attitudes may reflect his or her

social class and economic means, much cultural knowledge is
shared.

Most community members are familiar with the full

range of technology, especially because they exchange labor
with each other, and learn techniques that they do not use
on their own land.

Thus a relatively homogeneous body of

cultural knowledge is manifested in behavioral diversity,
as people seek to maximize their particular combinations of
land, labor, and capital resources.

CHAPTER 4
PATTERNS OF TECHNICAL CHANGE IN AGRICULTURE
This chapter describes the major technical and
structural changes that have occurred in Penabranca,
especially since the mid 19608. Attention is given to the
• macroeconomic and policy environment as well as the
microeconomic and social factors influencing the observed
changes.

Farm size is shown to playa dominant role in

determining rate of acceptance of agricultural innovations.
Dividing the 261 households into farm and non-farm
units is difficult and arbitrary.

If a "farm" is defined as

a place with cultivated cropland, there were 160 "farms" in
the parish in 1984.

Many of these "farms" are very small,

controlling less than one-half hectare of cropland, and
represent part-time employment for households in which some
members may work full time off the farm or are retired.

The

remaining 101 households contain 11 with forest land but no
cropland and 90 with no agricultural or forest land.
Because of the importance of dairying in stimulating
technical change and increasing incomes

I

the 160 "farms""

were further subdivided into those with and those without
cows.

The distribution of 152 of. these "farms" and their
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characteristics are given in Table 4.1.

Incomplete data on

eight of the farms with cows resulted in their omission from
Table 4.1.'

Much of the discussion in this chapter focuses

on the farms with at least one dairy or work cow; these are
called "dairy farms" in the remainder of this chapter.

The

addition of a cow to a household's livestock inventory is an
important change, not only because milk and calves are the
most important marketed farm produce, but also because even
one cow requires six to eight hours of labor daily, and thus
represents the equivalent of one full-time household member
committed to agriculture.
The data in Table 4.1 indicates the small size and
fragmented nature of the farms in 'Penabranca. In 1984, the
average dairy farm had 6.2 hectares of foiest and cropland
in 13.3 parcels.

Since 71% of this land was forest and

brush, the average amount of cropland was only 1.9 hectares,
divided into an average of 5.7 different parcels.
parcel size was .33 hectares.

Mean

The 22 dairy farms with five

or more cows owned most of the milk cows

(6~%),

operated

about one-half of the parish cropland, and owned over onehalf of the tractors.

These larger farms also had the most

number of parcels pe 7 farm, indicating that fragmentation is
not just a characteristic of the smaller farms.

Dairy farms

with one or two cows represented 45% of the dairy farms but
controlled few of the resoupces.
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Table 4.1.
Characteristics and Distribution of Parish Farms
by Number of Cows, 1984
cows
per
farm

o

number
of milk
CO"fS

average
milk cows
per farm

79
20
13
9
9
10
4

o

o

17
24
20
34
96
87

.85
1.85
2.22
3.78
5.33
21.75

totalsall
farms
152

278

totalsdairy
farms a) 73

278

1
2

•

number
of
'farms

3
4
5-9
10-33

cows
per
farm

o

hectares
cropland

average
cropland
per farm

number
of work
cows

aveJ;'age
work cows
per farm

o

o

3
2
7
17

.15
.15
.78
.22
.94

1.83

31

.20

3.81

31

.42

2

o

o

number
of
parcels

average
# plots
per farm

average
number of
tractors
.04

15.89
14.44
13.17
13.86
22.93
54.14
25.57

.20
.72
1.01
1.54
2.55
3.01
6.39

126
73
58
37
58
149
51

1.60
3.65
4.46
4.11
6.44
8.28
12.75

.15
.33
.89
.67
1. 50

totalsall
farms

167.81

1.10

552

3.63

0.22

totalsdairy
farms

15 1. 84

2.08

426

5.84

0.42

1

2
3
4
5-9
10-33

a) Farms with one or more cows.
omitted because of lack of data.

o

Eight farms with cows were
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The small farms and fields demand a great deal of
labor, especially hand labor.

The sight of people weeding

corn fields with hoes and transporting corn stalks on ox
carts gives the impression that agricultural technology has
changed little since the Middle Ages.

A year's field

'research provided much evidence that agricultural technology
has in fact changed a great deal in the parish and the
region.
Historical Chanses in Asricultural Technolosy
The agricultural technology of Penabranca has rarely
been stagnant.

Over the centuries, corn, beans, potatoes

and other American crops have been widely adopted.
the

phylloxe~a

After

epidemic of the 1860s, American grape root

stocks resistant to phylloxera were introduced.

Copper

sulfate spraying (the Bordeaux mix) was also introduced in
the late 19th century to combat grape vine mildew.

Large

stone corn cribs were adopted in the late 19th century, half
a century after corn became a staple, to aid in the drying
and storing of corn.
Since the 1940s, agricultural changes have been more
dramatic.

In three major episodes of change, farmers

adopted a number of labor-saving and land-saving
innovations.

Figure 4.1 shows a chronology of social

changes such as emigration and government programs and the
corresponding local changes in agricultural technology.
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Figure 4.1.
Chronology of Technological Change
and Emigration Experience
1940

1950

End of
Brazilian
Emigration

1970

1960
Emigration
to France
begins

1975

1980

1984

Emigration
to France
declines

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Labor Saving Devices:
cornshellers
grain
cleaners
water
pumps

rye-threshers

silage

tractors

hay-balers

tractor-driven
corn-shellers

manurespreaders

fertilizer
replaces
brush
flax abandoned
grape crushers

Land Saving Devices:
limestone

some chemical
fertilizer and
hybrid corn
seed used
increase in
grape ramadas

increase in
fertilizer use
hybrid corn
used on some
farms

commercial
dairy
modern
potato
production
increase in
hybrid corn
use
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Estimates of the amount of net migration and population
ohanges in the parish from 1920 to 1980 are given in Table
4.2.

Implied net migration peaked in the deoade from 1960

to 1970 when resident population deolined.

Emigration has

been a major faotor in sooial ohange and agrioultural
development in the parish and the region.
The 1940s
The first major episode of ohange was a series of
labor-saving innovations that followed signifioant migration
fr?m the parish to Brazil in the deoade following 1930
(Table 4.2).

Estimated net migration from 1930 to 1940 was

69 people, almost a tenth of the total population.
Guerreiro (1981: 149-154) describes similar migration to
Brazil from a nearby oommunity.
Older people 'in

~he

parish reoall the 1930s as a

time of widespread emigration to Brazil.
faotor in stimulating out-migration.

Low wages were a

In the 1930s female

farm workers earned one and a half escudos per day; males
earned two esoudos.

Yet a rasa of corn (about 13 kg, or

about enough for a week's bread) cost eight escudos.
the seven month off-season,

During

large numbers of rural poor

walked from farm house to farm house, begging for pieces of
bread.

Guerreiro states that during this time the rural

pop~lation

was so hungry that they offered their labor in

exchange for a day's bread and water and that there were
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Table 4.2.
Changes in Parish Population and Implied Rate
of Emigration, by Decades, 1920-1980

year
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980

population
755
867
972
1098
1186
1024
1110

births by
decades
278
318
333
367
375
326

deaths by
decades
158
144
165
176
135
124

implied rate
of emigration
8
69
42
103
402
116
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women who prostituted themselves for a kilo of sugar (1981:
196).

While total parish population increased during the

1930s, the prime labor force probably declined, as young
adults emigrated to escape low wages and land scarcity.
By the 1940s farmers were responding to this loss of
labor, and the consequent increase in the cost of labor, by
adopting corn shellers, powered by diesel motors and drawn
on oxcarts.

All of the 81 dairy farms in the parish

currently use corn shellers, although only 12 own their own.
(Farmers that do not own corn shellers rent them from
others.)

Corn shellers save labor; they can shell about 50

kilos of corn per minute, compared to 30 kilos per hour that
a person can shell with a tOhreshing flail.

The adoption of

corn shellers was early and relatively complete.

Larger

dairy farmers (those with five or more cattle) adopted corn
shellers much earlier that smaller farmers in the parish.
Large farmers adopted corn shellers in the 1940s, when the
machines were pulled on ox-carts, but small farmers
generally did not adopt them until the 1960s and 1970s when
corn shellers were introduced that were attached to, and
powered by tractors.
Another innovation of the 1940s was the water pump,
also diesel powered and moved about on ox carts.

The first

pump was rented out by the hour to local farmers to lift
water out of wells.

~---------------.

It was a labor-saving device, replacing

---
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the power of the oxen that used to turn the old wheel-driven
bucket-and-chain devices (Persian wheel, estanca-rios) for
lifting water from the shallow wells.

The pumps eliminated

one worker from the irri'gation process, the person who drove
the draft animal.

The pumpS! also lift water faster than .. the

wheels, increasing the productivity of the person doing the
irrigation.

By 1984, motor pumps had long since replaced

cattle for lifting water from wells.

There were no longer

any pumps for hire, since most farmers had their own water
pumps.
Another 1940s innovation was a wooden hand-cranked
grain cleaner with a series of metal screens that replaced
an earlier Portuguese implement, a type of winnower with no
moving parts.

The grain cleaner was so inexpensive that all

farms could purchase one or make one themselves.

The grain

cleaner is now a standard feature on most farms in the area.
Little technological change occurred in the 1950s.
Chemical fertilizers and hybrid corn seed were introduced,
al~hough

they were not used in quantity until the 1970s.

In

the 1950s most farmers used very small amounts of
fertilizer, while four or five experimented with hybrid corn
seed.

Trellises, made of granite posts (steios) and steel

spanners, existed before the 1940s.

The earlier style of

grape cultivation used wires, strung between trees, with the
grape vines trained

U ·",
~'

the tree trunks and over the wires.
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They are used to support grape arbors (ramadas) four meters
wide and three meters tall around field edges.

Their

construction increased in the 1940s and 1950s as money from
emigration began to enter the community.
The 1960s
The second major episode of technological change
also involved a series of labor-saving innovations.

In the

early 1960s there was a. large outflow of people from the
parish, especially young men, who emigrated to France (Table
4.2).

While many of these men were farmers, an even larger

proportion were the sons of sharecroppers and landless
laborers.
An interesting measure of labor mobility is the
number of households that have or previously had a member
living abroad.

From the 261 resident households,. 164 pe6ple.

(from 138 households) were emigrants in 1984 or had been
emigrants and returned to the parish.

One hundred and

thirty-six men emigrated, but only 28 women.

Men were

absent for an average of 11.6 years, compared to 8.7 for
women.

All of the women who emigrated joined husbands

already living abroad.

Emigration was heaviest in the

1960s, but by the mid-1970s France had essentially closed
its borders to new men workers, allowing only "familial
immigration" of wives and children joining men already in
France (Brettell 1981: 16).
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From the 1960s to the 1980s, the amount of labor
available for agriculture continued to decrease.
people took local off-farm jobs.

Many

Much of this employment

was in the construction trade, frequently in the
construction of houses for returning emigrants.

There were

71 new housing starts between 1960 and 1980 (author's census
of the parish, 1984).

Many other houses were completely

rebuilt during this period.
The immediate result of the decline in the
availability of cheap labor was that farmers began using
tractors in the 1960s.

Speed may have also been a factor.

Farmers are pleased that a field that took a day to plow
with cattle takes an hour to plow with a tractor.

They

claim that the speed of the tractors has allowed them to
farm more

~and,

without sharecroppers. Tractor use expanded

significantly during the 1970s, increasing from 33 farmers
in the beginning of the decade to 73 by the end of the
decade.

All 81 dairy farms in the parish were using

tractors in 1984, at least for some tasks.

This was a

dramatic change, since the first tractor appeared in the
parish in about 1960.

Tractors were adopted first by the

larger farmers because they faced greater labor constraints,

.

could use tractors more efficiently, and had easier access
to capital than the smaller farmers.
While only 27 dairy farmers (and three non-dairy
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farmers) owned tractors in 1984 (34 tractors), the use of
",

tractors has been facilitated by a well-developed rental
market for machinery.

Six tractors with drivers were

available for hire at affordable rates, about 1000 escudos
(1984) an hour, for most tasks.

Plowing, corn shelling ~~~

some heavy transportation were the most common services
provided by tractors.
Tractor-owning farmers controlled an average of 3.0
hectares of crop land in 1984; the average non-tractorowning dairy farmer controlled 1.2 hectares.

While tractor-

owning farmers have more land than non-tractor owners, both
groups have made similar amounts of land purchases.

The

average amount of land purchased by dairy farmers with
tractors, who also purchased land in their lifetime, was
only 15% greater than the farmers who purchased land but dia
not own tractors.

Given a well-functioning rental market,

this suggests that both groups recognized the labor-saving
potential of tractors and equipment.

Larger farmers were

more likely to purchase tractors because they faced a
greater labor constraint and had easier access to funds.
During the 1960s, the rye thresher and the tractordriven corn sheller were also adopted.

The tedious, low

profit tasks of cultivating flax and processing it into
linen were abandoned.

Flax cultivation was abandoned not

only because cheap substitutes for linen cloth became more
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available, but because household income was increasing to
the point that farmers could enjoy some leisure t·ime by
mechanizing some activities and abandoning others.

Labor-

intensive tasks with the lowest productivity, such as
collecting wild acorns for pig feed, were dropped.
The 1970s
A third major episode of technological changes in
agriculture occurred as a result of government programs
beginn~ng

in the late 1970s and continuing to the present.

In this period the government introduced electricity and
cooperative milking parlors for collecting milk.
Seventy-two of the 82 dairy farms acquired improved
dairy animals during this period.

While 36 farmers had

improved:dairy cows by 1977, these cows were kept primarily
for production of milk for home consumption.

Three

cooperative milking parlors were built in 1978, and another
in 1981.

By 1979, 27 additional farmers,had acquired

improved dairy animals.

The acquisition of dairy cattle by

the larger farmers (those having 5 cows or more) was even
more rapid; nearly all had purchased dairy cows within two
years of the

~ntroduction

of the milking parlors in 1978.

The cooperative milking parlors were joint ventures
involving the local milk producers' cooperative and
individual farmers.

Four farmers in the parish provided the
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buildings, usually newly constructed, on their own land,
which they rent to the cooperative.

The cooperative

provided the milking machines and cold storage tanks at no
charge.

The cooperative also hires· a person (usually the

farmer's wife or daughter) to operate the milking parlor., __ .
Each of the four milking parlors has four stalls
equipped with electric milking machines and a cold storage
bulk tank.

Milking parlors are open twice a day.

A member

of each farm household (usually a woman or a child) brings
the cows to the milking parlor to be milked.

The operator

of the milking parlor records th'e liters of milk produced by
each herd at each milking.

Milk is collected at three to

four day intervals in trucks from the cooperative.

Every

two weeks the farmer who owns the milking parlor goes to the
cooperative and

collects the milk receipts in cash.

The

person who brings the cows to be milked then collects the
money from the owner of the milking parlor.
Milk producers have to join the cooperative to be
allowed to use the milking parlor (the only legal way to
sell milk in Portugal).
cooperativ~

Extension agents from the

worked closely with a few farmers in

to establish milking parlors.

the·pari~h

Most farmers were not

formally contacted by extension agents.

They simply

observed their neighbors, discussed dairying among
themselves, and made their own decisions to acquire milk

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - . _ ...

_-_._--------
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cows and join the cooperative.
After the government provided Penabranca with
electricity in the late 1970s. most households began using
electric corn mills to grind corn for cooking and for animal
feed.

Most parishioners mill their grains at one of the

four taverns. rather than buying their own mill.

The

taverns. which function as small grocery stores. ground corn
for customers in 1984 at 3.5 escudos per kilo (the market
price for corn was about 33 escudos per kg.). or for one
seventh of the flour.

One miller still grinds corn in an

old. water-powered mill.

This miller carries corn flour on

horse back to villagers. trading it'for corn grain.
During the late 1970s. farmers expanded their use of
land-saving innovations like chemical fertilizer and hybrid
corn seed.

The acquisition of these and other inputs has

been relatively easy, due to a well-developed input market.
Inputs can be purchased in the city at the cooperative or at
one of several private agricultural supply stores.
people

bri~g

Some

inputs from town to sell in the countryside.

Essentially everyone had experimented with fertilizer by the
1950s, but only in very small amounts.

Farmers only started

applying fertilizer in substantial quantity after 1970.
Increased use of chemical fertilizer'seems to have
reduced the demand for manure.

Clearing the forest floor of

brush for stall bedding and,green

-

--

----------------------------

ma~ure

(applied directly
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to the fields) was much more common before the period of
emigration to France (Caldas 1981: 204).

Brush used to be

bought standing in the forest, and workers were hired to cut
it.

Now land owners who wish to clear out their forest

floor (to avoid f6rest fire hazards) often cannot give
brush away.

th~_

Inasmuch as chemical fertilizer in the Minho

replaced labor-intensive brush cutting, the adoption of
chemical fertilizer represents a labor-saving as well as a
land-saving innovation (see also Silva 1983).
Similarly, although hybrid corn was adopted by some
as early as 1955, only four farmers in Penabranca had tried
hybrid corn seed prior to 1974.

By 1984, 45 of the 81 dairy

farmers had not yet tried hybrid corn seed, which is grown
primarily for making silage.

Farmers have been slower to

adopt hybrid corn seed than other innovations, and they
report that raising hybrid corn is not much more profitable
than regional corn, yet hybrid corn requires much greater
cash expenditures for seed and fertilizer.
In the early 1980s, farmers continued responding to
incentives in the dairy market by building silos and making
silage.

By 1984, eight farmers had adopted silage; of these

eight, seven were larger farmers (with five or more milk
cows).

The production of corn silage is a land

intensification strategy, as well as a substitution of
capital for labor, since it allows corn stalks and cobs to
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be converted into animal feed, thus creating more feed per
hectare.

When corn is processed into grain, the cobs are

used as fire fuel, the leaves are fed to the cattle, and the
stalks are composted in the stall bedding and used as
organic fertilizer the following spring.

Unlike corn for

grain, silage uses the stalks and cobs for forage.
Manure spreaders and hay balers also were adopted on
a few of the larger farms in the 1980s.

The use of these

machines represents the further substitution of capital for
labor.
Limestone adoption in the parish began in 1974.
Ground limestone powder is a land-saving input which lowers
soil acidity, allowing greater yields of hybrid corn and
other forage crops.

Although the traditional strains of

regional corn yield only about three-fourths as much as
hybrid corn, the local corn varieties grow well in the
native, acidic soil, with less chemical fertilizer and
without limestone.
farmers (22%) had

Table 4.3. shows that while 18 dairy
~ried

limestone by 1984 (an increase from

five in 1980), 13 of them were larger farms.

The farms that

experimented with limestone operated a total of 37% of the
cropland controlled by farmers. The fact that limestone has
been more widely accepted by larger farmers suggests that
there may be cash flow constraints and risk considerations
associated with the "moderf;l corn" technology of more
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Table 4.3.
Use of Limestone on Large and Small Farms

b)

a)

large

small

use limestone

13 (54%)

5 (09%)

do not use limestone

11 (46%)

53 (91%)

24

58

total

a)
b)

farms with five cows or more
farms with less than five cows

....

-_.
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fertilizer, hybrid seed, and limestone.
An alternative explanation for the observed pattern

of limestone adoption is that limestone is following the
path of previous innovations.

It is now in the initial

stage of being tried by larger farmers.

They learned

limestone technology from extension agents and are gradually
passing that technology

on to smaller farmers.

Smaller

farmers will seek limestone technology from larger farmers,
once larger farmers have proven limestone's value and if it
fits the needs of smaller farmers.

Based on analogy with

previous innovations, this adoption process could take ten
to 20 years.'
Another recent, but less important, change has been
the adoption of a "modern potato" technology.
to higher

price~

In response

for potatoes in the mid-1970s, farmers

began using improved seed potatoes, more fertilizer, and
potatoes planted in larger, open stands.

The older

technology had been to intercrop potatoes with garden
vegetables, in small plots, especially in the shade.

A hoe

was used for planting local seed potatoes, with
little or no chemical fertilizer.

The new potato

techn-ology, for fields larger than one or two thousand
square meters of land, requires the potatoes to be dug up
with a "potato digger," a locally-made modified ox-plow
which can be pulled by cattle or a tractor.

---------------------.---~--
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potato digger was used in the parish in 1970.

Since then,

24 dairy farmers adopted it; sixteen of the 24 larger
farmer~

used it in 1984.

Sources of Change
Agricultural technology in Penabranca has changed
beoause of private-sector, as well as government aotion.
The introduotion of milking parlors was enoouraged by
government polioy, and substantial subsidies (Carvalho et

al., 1982: 100-119).

The first ,farmer in the parish to

adopt the modern potato paokage traveled to Tras-os-Montes
to learn the teohnology. from other farmers.

New maohines

and inputs were made available through the milk oooperative
(whioh oarries inputs for potatoes, wine, oorn, and rye, in
addition to dairy), from private maohine dealers, and from
agrioultural supply stores.
major towns.

Extension agents are located in

While several government agencies and the

local milk oooperati ves 'sponsor (H:,tension agents, all
extension agents tend to be looated in the same building in
the oity.

Extension agents travel to the countryside for

consultation with farmers, although the large areas they
have to cover do not permit them to meet more than a small
proportion of the farmers in their area.

Larger, more

aggressive farmers make trips to town to consult with
extensionists.

The Ministry of Agriculture also sponsors an

annual farm machinery fair in the regional city where
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farmers can see and buy new machines.
While change is introduced by extension agents or
merchants, either the technical
initiate the interaction.

perso~

or the farmer may

In this community, the first farm

to adopt nearly all technical changes has been a single,
large farm household.

Typically, an innovation is adopted

first by this large farm household, next by other large
farmers, and then by small farmers.

This method of

technological diffusion reflects the very close links of
communication among all sectors of the community.

In this

densely populated rural community, when a farmer brings home
a new machine or a new input, it is soon observed by all the
neighbors.

Adoption of new technology represents little

technical risk for late adopters, since they can observe a
neighbor using the item for several years before adopting it
themselves.

Market risks continue to exist for both large

and small farmers.
The Dynamics of Land. Labor and Capital Use
Figure 4.2 contains a flowchart that typifies the
complex relationship among changes in relative factor
supplies and costs (land, labor and capital) and
technological change.

Emigration, resulting from extreme

poverty in the 1950s and new job opportunities in Europe,
led to a decreased supply of farm labor and an increased
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Figure 4.2
Interactions between Changes in Technology
and Factor Use in the Parish
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supply of investable funds from emigrant remittances and
savings.

The use of emigrant savings to build large rural

homes stimulated a demand for local construction workers.
By the mid-1970s fewer young men could emigrate
because of the recession in Europe and elsewhere, but

th~;Y_.

could find some non-agricultural employment locally.

The

availability of local off-farm jobs also decreased the
supply of agricultural labor and provided potential
investable funds for those farm families who sent some
members to work off-farm while others managed the farm.

The

increases in investable funds in the mid 1970s, resulting
from milk sales as well as from off-farm work and
emigration, facilitated the use of chemical and biological
inputs such as fertilizer and insecticides.

As farm

productivity increased, additional investments were
possible.
Beginning in the 1960s, but espec1ally during the
1970s and 80s, rising labor costs coupled with the increased
supply of investable

fund~,

enhanced the demand for labor-

saving technologies, especially machinery.

Associated with

these changes was an increase in the demand for mechanizable
fields, especially large fields located near the villages.
The move into mechanized agriculture meant that, after the
mid 1960s, there was less demand for fields that were too
small to be plowed with a tractor. especially if they were
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far from the villages.

Changing technology, which included

the introduction of heavy earth-moving machinery, also
facilitated the clearing of forest land for agriculture,
discussed in more detail in chapter 6.
Land
The greatest constraint on local agriculture is the
availability of farm land.

Not only is the supply of good

crop land small, it is also unevenly distributed, expensive
(100-150 escudos per square meter or $2700 -4000 per acre in
1984), and often difficult to purchase or rent.

The most

common way to acquire large fields and large farms is
through inheritance.
Inheritance.
unequal distribution

Inherit~nce

~f

land.

patterns tend to maintain

Large farms are not generally

sold at. the death o£ the owners.

They are distributed

unequally through inheritance to 'a group of heirs, usually
the children of the owners.

Distribution is unequal because

of the local practice of the "one-third."

The heirs inherit

two-thirds of the estate in equal shares.

The remaining

one-third may be inherited entirely by one heir.

In

practice, of a number of siblings, one inherits the onethird, as well as an equal share of the two-thirds of the
rest of the estate.
A complementary practice to inheriting the one-third
is "marrying into

~he

house."

Of the children of the larger
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farm households, only one typically marries into the house,
that is, resides in the parents' home after marriage.

The

son or daughter who marries into the house brings his (or
her) spouse to live with him, and together they care for the
elderly parents until their death.

There is no preferen~;

for either sex, nor for oldest or youngest child.

After

marriage but before the death of the parents, the future
heir who has married into the house uses all of the land and
capital of the farm as though it were his (or hers).
Because the heir who has married into the house inherits the
largest share of the farm (an equal share, plus the onethird), and has already had control of the farm for a number
of years, occasionally he or she is able to payoff the
other siblings in cash upon the death of the parents.

In

this case, a special, restricted type of land sale occurs.
Inheritance patterns are discussed in more detail in chapter
5.
Sometimes, one or more of the other siblings never
marry, remaining in the house with the sibling who has
inherited the one-third.

The celibate sibling works on the

farm, and shares in the consumption of household income,
while retaining individual title to his original portion of
land, even though all of the household land is worked in
common by household members.

The practices of marrying into

the house, inheriting the one-third, and paying off the co-
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heirs allow many large farms to remain intact for
generations.

Inheritance practices normally do not lead to

increased land fragmentation or decreased farm size, as
popular opinion suggests.

I

For 71 dairy farms in the parish, total land area
and land acquisition histories were known for the lifetime
of the family members as of 1984 (Table 4.4).
occupied a total of 138 hectares of crop land.

These farms
Sixty-five

percent of this land was acquired through inheritance and
inheritance plus payment to co-heirs, 20% was obtained
through purchase, and 15% was rented.
The average size of farms acquired solely through
inheritance (2.4 hectares) is larger than the average size
of farms acquired ,only through purchase or rent (1.0 and 1.2
hectares, respectively).
Rental Arrangements.

Non-dairy farmers as well as

dairy farmers rent-in land.

A non-dairy-farm household may

rent a field to grow garden vegetables and potatoes, and
sometimes corn.

Seventy of the 261 resident households (not

counting sharecropping arrangements) rented-in or borrowed
agricultural land in 1984.

.

This does not include a large

number of agreements in which

peopl~

care for an emigrant's

yard, in exchange for the garden produce from that yard.
For 67 documented rental cases where land size was known,
average field size was 2830 square meters; average field
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Table 4.4.
Land Acquisition Strategy on Above and Below Average
Sized Farms in the Parish

total land area in 1984
number of farms
number that inherited land
number that purchased land
number that rent-in land
average inheritance
average purchase
average rental
% of land inherited
% of land purchased
% of land rented-in

Larger aJ

Smaller bJ

79.7 ha
22
18 (82%)
8 (36%)
7 (32%) cJ
2.8 ha
0.4 ha
0.3 ha
76%
10%
9% d)

64.4 ha
51
30 (59%)
32 (63%)
26 (51%)
0.6 ha
0.4 ha
0.3 ha
47%
29%
24%

a) Farms having five cows or more.

bJ Farms with one to four cows.
oj The sums of the three percentages in each colum are
greater than 100% because some farms acquire land through a
mix of inheritance, rent and purchase.

dJ The sums of the three percentages in this colum total
95%, because of some missing data.
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size on dairy farms in the parish (432 fields) is 18%
larger, 3340 square meters.

Fields are rented·from large

farm households, retired people, emigrants, other people who
have inherited land in the parish but have moved away, and
in a few cases, people who have inherited land in the
parish, but were not born there.
There are 127 people who own land (fields and
forests) in the parish, but do not live there; 52 own
fields.

The 127 absentee landowners constitute 48% of the

total number of landowners (266), yet they own only 15% of
the cropland (see Table 4.5.).

This is because it is more

convenient for an absentee owner to have forest than field
land.

Forests are not as intensively managed and do not

have to be rented out if the owner is away.
Borrowed land is nearly always a transaction between
close kin.

Some emigrants loan land to their parents or

'other family members.

The elderly commonly loan land to

their next of kin in exchange for old age care.
As indicated by the information presented above, the
rental market in the parish has been quite active.

Over 40%

of the dairy farmers rented-in land in 1984 (Table 4;4).
About 27% of all the households in the parish rented-in some
land in 1984.

Land rental has been an important source of

land for the smaller than average dairy farms and has
.allowed some of them to expand their, operations (Table 4.4).
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Table 4.5.
Absentee Owners of Fields
location
Europe & N.Amer.
Brazil
neighbors
other
Total

number of
of owners
32
2
6
12
52

number of
of fields

crop land
owned
101,250 sq.
2,600 sq.
27,550 sq.
140,580 sq.
271,980 sq.
(27.2 hectares)

m
m
m
m
m

45
3
7
28
83
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Table 4.6 demonstrates that in spite of great differences in
amount of land and amount of land rented, large and small
farmers have the same average ratio of land per cow.

As

discussed in chapter three, large and small farmers use
different technical strategies; larger farmers use more
capital, and smaller farmers use more labor.

These

differences are not translated into greater cattle carrying
capacity for either group, although the smaller farmers are
in more direct ecological competition with their own cattle
for food.
Sharecropping is an old form of land rental which
has changed dramatically since the early 1960s.

At that

time there were about 20 sharecropping households in
Penabranca~

In 1984 there were only six.

The

sharecroppers' rent is collected in kind

after harvest--one

half of the corn, rye and bean crop, as well as a portion
(usually one-third) of the wine.

The land owner may allow

the tenants to keep some cows of their own and may pay for
all of the wine inputs and half of the other inputs.

As

Caldas (1981: 212) notes for the Entre Douro e Minho Region,
the frequency of sharecropping has declined as fewer people
were willing to pay the normal share and as the old patronclient relations dissolved.

As off-farm job opportunities

were created, sharecroppers' sons emigrated or took bluecollar jobs, rather than farm for minimal returns.

- - - - - -... - - -
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Table 4.6.
Land:Cow Index
large farms a)
number
22
36,230 sq.m
mean crop land
3420 sq.m
mean land rented-in
mean number plots
9.1
mean herd size
9.1 cows
crop land:cow
3980 sq.m

small farms

non-farms

51
12,625 sq.m
3000 sq.m
4.4
2.1 cows
6010 sq.m

79 b)·
2,000 sq.m
800 sq.m
1.6

o

a) Large farms are farms with five or more cows. Small
farms are farms with one to four cows. Non-farms are
holdings without cows.
b) This table excludes nine farms with incomplete land data,
and 101 households who neither own nor rent-in cropland.

---- - .. ----.---.------
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At the same time as fewer people were willing to be
sharecroppers, the adoption of machinery allowed large
farmers to farm all of their own land without sharecroppers.
The pre-1960s pattern was for a farmer to farm about two
hectares of his own land and to rent the rest to
sharecroppers.
t~

A few land owners rented all of their land

sharecroppers •.

The adoption of tractors and other

machinery has allowed farm households to work as much as six
hectares, using very little hired labor.
Purchase.

Another adjustment to the land constraint is

land purchase.

In the 1984 household census of the

community, 129 of 261 resident households had purchased land
since the household was established.

While many of these

purchases were of plots for home sites, some were for
agricultural purposes.

The home sites tend to be small,

2000 square meters or less, most of which is devoted to
carefully tended kitchen gardens.

Houses are built in

fields or on forest land which is cleared for the house site
and garden area.
Eleven households purchased whole farms.

Some whole

farms (made up of several non-contiguous plots) that were
put up for

sal~

since the 1960s were divided into two or

three small farms and purchased as semi-retirement farms by
returning emigrants.

Where the whole farm was purchased by

the present farm couple, the size is generally small

---

.------~---------
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(average size is 1.0 hectare, largest is 2.2 hectares).

The

40 dairy farm households that purchased land in their
lifetime bought an average of 6740 square meters.

The

largest purchase of farm land, included a number of plots
purc~ased

over a period of years, was three hectares.

This

farm was purchased in the 1950s, with money from rural
industry.

Land purchase was the second most important

source of land for the smaller than average dairy farms
(Table 4.4.).
The Chang ins Ecology of Land Use.

As described in

chapter 6, another important development has been the
changing ecology of land use.

Over the past 60 years, a

number of fields were allowed to revert to natural forest or
were planted in timber.

Land reforestation has increased

since emigration to France began in the early 1960s.

The

type of fields that were reforested were either far from the
villages and main roads, too small to be plowed with a
tractor, or had no irrigation water.
During the same period, other forest plots were
converted into cropland.

In the past the process of

clearing and levelins forest plots with animal power and
hand tools was labor-intensive.

By the 1980s farmers were

renting heavy machinery to make this task easier.'

The new

technologies of mechanized well-digging, irrigation pumps,
heavy earth-moving machinery and chemical fertilizers made

-------------------_.__

........ __ .......... .
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it possible for farmers to clear, and render productive,
forest parcels of half a hectare to five hectares.
The heavy tasks of moving boulders, erecting terrace
walls, and rearranging earth are made much easier with the
use of heavy machinery.

The low fertility of the forest. ___ _

soil, and the difficulty of getting water to new plots
limited the productivity of newly cleared plots before
chemical fertilizer and mechanical pumps were introduced.
While about ten hectares were cleared and leveled between
1980 and 1984, the process of forest clearing is potentially
the most significant means of farm expansion for the near
future.

This is because many farmers own potential field

sites, and the profit from selling the timber from the land
nearly equals the costs of leveling, digging a well, and
building an irrigation tank.

Furthermore, much of the

forest land has the advantage of. being close to existing
fields.
Labor
As indicated in chapter 1, the agricultural labor
supply in Penabranca diminished after the 1960s, as people
emigrated or took newly created, local off-farm jobs.

Table

4.7 shows the rise of wages in recent years, in response to
the lower supply of labor.

While the total labor force in

1984 was about equally divided between on- and off-farm
workers, less than a third of the males were working in
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Table 4.7.
Agricultural Wages For Men in Northern Portugal
(escudos per day)
year
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

nominal wage
34.3
35.5
43.5
51.5
59.1
67.9
75.4
82.6
93.8
118.9
139.3
161.4
188.4

wage in 1975 escudos
94.0
103.,1
107.7
120.3
126.8
136.9
135.9
134.5
135.4
136.8
139.3
136.6
125.2

1981

471.5

147.7

Source: Instituto Nacional de Estatistica (INE)

--_._---
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agriculture.

Older residents report that almost no one

worked off-farm a generation ago.

In 1984, construction

workers earned from 1000 to 1500 escudos for an eight hour
day, while male farm workers earned about 400 escudos plus
meals and often worked from sun-up to sun-down.

Since o':f'f:':

farm work has been available on a more permanent, dependable
basis, twelve months a year instead of six or seven, most
men preferred to work in non-farm jobs rather than as farm
laborers.

Nearly all men who worked on dairy farms in 1984

were independent owner-operators, not wage earners, and
therefore they were fully occupied throughout the year.
In contrast to men, women work in agriculture in
spite of the low wages because they have not had good offfarm employment possibilities.

In 1984, women in the parish

earned only 200 to 250 escudos plus meals for farm work, yet
three-fourths of the female labor force was involved in
agriculture.

Some of the women who worked in agriculture

had to spend part of the day in domestic chores, such as
cooking and cleaning.

Many women were not able to find farm

work for the five or six months of the winter when no wage
work was available.

The feminization of the Northern

Portuguese agricultural labor force, as a result of male
emigration and off-farm work, was documented in the Minho by
Goldey (1981) and in the Beira Alta by Bouquet (1984: 70).
The loss of farm labor has been partially balanced
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by off-farm laborers who work occasionally in agriculture.
Emigrants whose wives are farmers help with farm work during
their vacations, usually in August.

Construction workers

often spend Saturdays and days-off working on a close
relatiNe's farm.

Farmers also meet labor demands in peak--

labor seasons with the donated labor of grown sons and sonsin-law.

Small farmers sometimes exchange labor with each

other to meet peak labor demands.

However, the help of off-

farm workers in agriculture is limited.

Because the warm,

dry summers are well-suited to construction work,
construction workers are especiallY busy during the peak
agricultural season.
Among other changes, there are no longer gangs of
men for hire to perform heavy tasks.

Their labor was

formerly available year round, and when there were no
seasonal tasks to perform in the fields, they would cut
forest brush for animal stall bedding and green manure.
Although the supply of and demand for agricultural
labor decreased since the 1960s, there is still an active
labor market in the parish.

This market is based primarily

on female workers who are available year round but generally
work only during the peak summer season.

Capital
The previous sections demonstrated the substitution
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of capital and purchased inputs for labor and land that
occurred in Penabranca during the past few decades.
Although these substitutions were more evident on the larger
dairy farms, an active machinery rental market and the
divisibility of most purchased inputs allowed many small""-farms to become more capital intensive.

The increased

number of improved dairy cows represents a significant
addition to capital.

Farmers also converted their labor to

on-farm capital by expanding vineyards, digging new wells,
improving irrigation and drainage, raising improved dairy
calves to expand their herds, and clearing new land.

This

section discusses the sources of funds that facilitated the
intensification of capital on farms in Penabranca.
Larger farmers occasionally borrow money from banks,
often with government subsidies.
credit market.

There is also an informal

People sometimes loan money to friends and

relatives, often at no interest.
Also, investable funds were generated through
emigration.

Wpile most of the emigrants have not been

farmers, some have been.

or

the 81 resident dairy farm

households, 50 (68%) had members in 1984 who were emigrants
at that time or had worked abroad.

These farmers invariably

returned with savings for agricultural investment.
Some farmers generated investable funds through the
sale of land for home construction.

Typically this land was
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forest land which

sold in 1984 at rates of over 100 escudos

per square meter ($2700 per acre).

Forest land not sold for

construction could be purchased for as little as five
escudos per square meter.
. .., .

Profits from timber were also an important source of
investable funds for many farms.

In 1984, timber

contractors cut and stacked timber at the edge of the
forest, sold the logs to a sawmill, and paid the farmer 2400
escudos per ton for pine and 1100 escudos per ton for
eucalyptus.

A few hectares of forest can be important

source of funds or a type of savings bank.

Several farmers

in the parish paid for a new tractor by selling the mature
trees from some of the household forest plots.

If trees are

not planted, pine grows spontaneously.
Other farm receipts have increased in importance
since the 1970s.

A few farmers began marketing potatoes,

due to the increase in potato profits caused by the adoption
of modern potato technology.

With the introduction of

commercial dairying in 1978, the sale of milk and dairy
calves became a major source of funds for capital
improvements and expansion.

In this case, government policy

both increased incomes and stimulated investment, especially
on the larger farms.
The availability of investable funds increased at
the precise historical moment (late 1970s) when the labor
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supply decreased and the cost of labor increased.

The

larger farmers were not only the most constrained by higher
labor costs, since they purchased a larger proportiou of
their labor, but they also benefited the most from dairy
policy.

Because of the need to break labor constraints,"

larger farmers were willing to invest heavily in new,
capital-using technologies.
Conclusions
This chapter documented the many technical,
,

economic, social and structural changes that have occurred
in Penabranca,-especially following the emigration movement
of the 1960s. The diversity of change and the complexity of
the interrelated factors associated with past changes were
described and analyzed.
The technological changes occurred as a result of
the availability of new technology, changes in factor
markets, and as a response to government policy.

The

adoption of machinery was rapid and spontaneo4s.

It was a

capital-using, labor-saving response to a decrease in the
supply of labor and an increase in the supply of investment
,funds (because ?f emigration, off-farm employment and, and
increased farm profits).
The widespread use of land-saving inputs and the
move to clear new fields were responses to a

pre-exist~ng
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shortage of land and the importance of inheritance (relative
to rent and purchase) for transferring land.

The use of new

inputs was made possible by the availability of new
technology (such as chemical fertilizers, pesticides, welldigging machinery and heavy equipment for clearing fields).
The government dairy program created greater incentives to
increase land productivity, while providing the funds for
land-saving inputs through increased farm profits.
Farmers accepted the dairy program because it
provided a profitable, stable source of farm income and
encouraged government extension agents to contact the
larger, more innovative farmers.

The new dairy technology

spread rapidly through the parish.

Most farmers were not

contacted by the extension service, but learned ab"out dairy
production from other farmers.

Dairy farmers in Penabranca

used a number of strategies to intensify their production
and to expand the area under cultivation.
Although Northwest Portuguese farmers have an
average formal education of only three to four years, they
are skilled farmers.

The many technical changes they

adopted in the past twenty years demonstrate that they.
respond rationally to economic incentives.

Future

agricultural policy should assume that small-scale farmers
are agronomically and economically sophisticated, given the
constraints that limit their choices.
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Land and labor constraints are very important in
determining which innovations a particular farmer will
chose.

As with the farming systems described in chapter 3,

large farmers and small farmers behave differently, in order
to make the most efficient use of their own mix of
resources.

Large farmers are more likely to accept capital-

using, labor-saving innovations than are small farmers.

~
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CHAPTER '5
KINSHIP, INHERITANCE, AND LAND FRAGMENTATION
Much of Europe's farmland is divided into tiny
parcels.

This phenomenon is known technically as "land

fragmentation"; i.e. a single farm is divided into a number
of separate, distinct parcels (Binns 1950: 5).

Policy

makers, and most geographers and economists, regard land
fragmentation as the greatest single detriment to European
agriculture (Jacoby 1971, Meliczek 1973, OECD 1969, Thompson
1963, Dovring 1965, Naylon 1959, Binns 1950, Smith 1978,
O'Flanagan 1980, Grigg 1983, Von Dietz 1956, Karouzis 1971,
King and Burton 1982, 1983).

Land fragmentation is believed

to be a detriment to farming because it increases the
farmer's travel costs, moving workers and equipment to many
far-flung fields.

Land fragmentation is also considered bad

because the farmer wastes a lot of time maneuvering
~

machinery in the close confines of field corners and edges.
A farm composed of a single, rectangular field would have a
much larger ratio of field area to field edges than would a
farm of the same size, comp6sed of many small, wedge-shaped
and curvilinear fields (Chishoim 1979, chapter 3).
Some claim that land fragmentation is caused by the
preservation of out-dated, medieval field systems (Clout
195
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1972:

24'~'

102, Smith 1978: 91, OECD 1972: 23, Dovring 1965:

52, Meliczek 1973).

Small fields were adapted to the use of

animal traction and .abundant human labor, but are not wellsuited to tractors and other agricultural machines with
their greater transport costs and their difficulty working
in restr'icted field corners.
The critics of land fragmentation generally believe
that fragmentation is caused by inheritance practices.

They

claim that rules of partible inheritance, applied in
communities with a

g~owing

population, lead to ever

diminishing field size (Clout 1972: 41, OEcn 1964: 23, Moore
1972: 105. Lambert 1963: 31. Burton and King 1982).
Although peasants are now generally assumed to behave
rationally, many scholars still doubt their rationality
regarding land fragmentation and inheritance.
that the desire to

~eave

They claim

each heir an equal portion of the

farm leads farmers to divide each field in each generation
(Binns 1950).
Some anthropologists have discussed land
fragmentation without reference to its agronomic qualities,
paying attention only to its role in kinship and
inheritance.

Herzfield (1980) claims that dividing fields

at inheritance alleviates fraternal disputes in a Greek
village, but does not discuss the ecological effects of
fragmentation.
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Most anthropologists who have studied land
fragmentation have used an ecological perspective.

Along

with other social scientists, especially geographers, they
have formulated an alternative point of view of Europe's
,
"greatest agricultural problem"; suggesting that land
fragmentation is advantageous, and that its cause is
ecological adaptation to the local agrarian environment
(Farmer 1960, Lea~h 1968, Netting 1972, 1981, Weinberg 1972,
Friedl 1974, Cole and Wolfe 1974, Rhoades and Thompson 1975,
Forbes 1976, Galt 1979, Carlyle 1983, Delile 1982, Downing
1977, Edwards 1978, Ilbery 1984, Jackson 1970).
Anthropologists point· out that the intensive use of
land is correlated with more individualistic property rights
in land (Netting 1974, 1982).

Neighboring communities with

different access to land often develop different land tenure
patterns. In Nigeria, New Guinea, and Peru, communally-owned
land under shifting cultivation occurs where land is
abundant, and the private tenure of intensively farmed land
occurs where land is scarce (Netting 1969, Brown and
Podolefsky 1976, Guillet 1981).

Geographers have observed

communities in Africa where population increases led to the
development of intensive agrictilture and private land
tenure, which in

t~rn

allowed land to become fragmented

(King 1977: 345-51, Udo 1965).

In the Swiss mountain

village of Torbel, extensively used land (forest, alp), is
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owned communally, while intensively used land (fields,
meadows, gardens, vineyards) is owned and inherited by
individuals (Netting 1976).
The most intensive use of land is correlated with
the most advanced land fragmentation, as in Western Europe
and Southeast Asia (Chisholm 1979: chapter 3, Farmer 1960,
Vander Meer 1975).

As land becomes scarce, it becomes

intensively used, valuable, and people demand permanent
tenure.

The less land· people have, the more efficient use

they must make of it, even it this results in less efficient
use of their labor.

Returns to land (value, productivity of

land) are maximized while farmers are willing to accept
lower returns to labor (value, productivity of labor).
Under conditions of scarce agricultural land, farmers
intensify their use of land (maximize returns to land) by
investing in items that increase the productivity of land.
They acquire more secure production bY'planting fruit trees,
vineyards, gardens, and other permanent, labor-intensive
crops.

They boost production by applying fertilizer,

irrigation, careful horticultural techniques, and by stallfeeding livestock. Intensive agriculture maximizes returns
to land rather than returns to labor (Netting 1974).

Unlike

swidden agriculturalists, who may operate only one or two
fields at a time (cf. Cancian 1972, Johnson 1971), intensive
cultivators are willing to use many parcels of land, in
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order to maximize their returns to land.

Intensive

cultivators are less concerned about maximizing their
returns to household labor; they are willing to spend the
time walking to several parcels in order to use any
available land.
Ethnographic studies suggest that there are three
major advantages to land fragmentation; it allows for the
use of several eco-zones, it permits crop scheduling, and it
reduces risk.
In a community with important environmental
variation, as in a mountainous region, different parts of
the community have unique micro-climates.

Having fields in

different places allows farmers to grow the widest possible
mix of crops (Netting 1972, 1981: 10-16, Cole and Wolf 1974:
chapter 7, Friedl 1974: 56-59, Rhoades and Thompson 1975,
Forbes 1976) In alpine Switzerland, different crops can be
produced at different altitudes, within the confines of a
single village's territory.

Swiss villagers like to

maintain their farms in several parcels, so that they can
have some land in each local eco-zone.
grainfields, meadow,

Vineyards, gardens,

(communal) forest and alp are all

essential to maintain a Swiss mountain household.

Since

each of these land use types occurs at a different
elevation, a farm that consisted of only one parcel would
not have access to all the necessary kinds of land (Netting

-------
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1972, 1981: 10-16).
Scattered fields also reduce labor bottlenecks.

In

a mountainous community, fields at lower elevations mature
before fields of the same crop at higher elevations.

A farm

family can plant the same crop in several fields, each at a
slightly different elevation.

Each field ripens at slightly

different times, allowing the farmers to harvest one field,
and then move on to the others one by one, until the harvest
is completed.

Several fields at several altitudes require

work at slightly different times, so that farm households
can perform most agricultural operations without calling in
outside labor (Netting 1972: 134, 1981: 18-21, see also
Forbes 1976: 246, Cole and Wolf 1974: 127-136, Friedl 1976:
246, Galt 1976, Fenoaltea 1976).
Land fragmentation also helps farmers avoid risk.
even in a relatively homogeneous natural environment, such
as a large plain, rain may fallon one field,. and miss
another two kilometers away (Blaikie 1971).

The farmer with

scattered fields in an area of unpredictable rainfall is
more likely to receive rain on at least one field.

The

destructive forces of hail, pests, plant disease, tidal
waves and marauding armies may also strike one area, and
leave others alone (Bloch 1966: 55, McClosky 1976, Hyodo
1956).

Having fields in several locations guards against a

total crop loss.

In areas with local micro-climatic
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variation, some fields produce good yields in some years,
while other fields do well in other years (Heston and Kumar
1983, Ilbery 1984: 164, Carlyle 1983).

In a Greek village

studied by Forbes (1976), wet fields produced well in dry
years, while dry fields did well in wet years. Having
several fields allows the farmer to have a more stable
annual production.

The high year-to-year fluctuation in

yields of each field is moderated by having several fields,
some of which do well in any given year (Forbes 1976, Galt
1979, Netting 1972, 1981: chapter 2, Friedl 1974: 56-59).
Land fragmentation is a complex phenomenon, with
advantages as well as disadvantages.

Whether it is

advantageous or not for a given farm depends on local
conditions of the economic and natural environment, and on
the land, labor, and capital resources of eacb farm.

Land

fragmentation is most detrimental in an economic environment
of high labor costs and high capital costs.

It costs more

to move highly paid workers and heavy, fuel-burning
machinery than for low-paid workers to carry their hand
tools to another field (Johnson 1970).

Land fragmentation

is .more beneficial in a natural environment with significant
environmental contrast at the local level.

In some cases

land fragmentation may represent the ecological adaptation
of an earlier time, which is no longer adaptive following a
period of rapid economic and technological change.

At the
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village level, larger farms, with more use of machinery and
paid workers, and a lower ratio of labor to'land, will also
find fragmentation more of a problem than will smaller
farmers in the same community.
In Northwest Portugal, land fragmentation does not
offer a strong ecologic·al advantage.

The natural

environment of the Portuguese hill country does not have as
much environmental contrast as the mountainous communities
studied by the anthropologists men·tioned above.
~dvantages

The'

of risk management, crop scheduling, and use of

multiple eco-zones are only slightly improved by having
scattered fields.

Land fragmentation is part of a complex

pattern of kinship and inheritance behavior that allows for
the transfer of large farms to succeeding generations
without disenfranchising all potential heirs.

Fragmented

farms permit flexibility in dividing and recombining farms.
The Northwest Portuguese parish of Penabranca has a
relatively homogeneous environment.

Villagers recognize

only three major land use types: forest and brush-land

(monte), cropland, or field (campo) and garden (quintal).
All three are generally considered essential for operating a
farm.

While some land is dry, with thin, rocky soil, and

can only produce forest trees, much of the land can be
planted in either forest trees, field crops, or garden
vegetables, depending on the household's needs and

---------------------_._-----_._-._ ,,_
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resources.

A farm can be composed of a single parcel and

have all three types of land.
Local farmers distinguish two maj9r types of soil:
heavy soil (terra pesada) , and light soil (terra leve).
Heavy soil is deeper, and wetter, found in lower elevations
(330-390 meters), with a high proportion of humus, from
repeated manuring (Stanislawski 1959: 48).
suited to potatoes than light soil is.

It is better

Light soil is

.thinner and dryer than heavy soil because it is higher on
the hill slopes (390-420 meters).

It tends to be closer to

the forest edge, and contains more parent rock material
(decomposed granite), and less humus.

While light soil is

better suited to rye, other crops like corn, grapes, and
grass will thrive in any field •. Even potatoes and rye can
be grown in any field, if there is no alternative available.
Thus local categories of land use and land types reflect the
subtle ecological differences of a relatively homogeneous
environment.

Land fragmentation in Penabranca does not

increase a farmer's ability to exploit many ecological
zones.
Land fragmentation offers a slight advantage for
crop scheduling in Penabranca.

Because the light soil dries

out sooner after the heavy winter rains, it can be planted
about a month sooner than the heavy soil.

Yet this

advantage is slight, because farmers have other means of
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manipulating planting times.
window of at least a month.
or long-cycle corn seed.

Any given field has'a planting
Farmers can plant short-cycle

They can also harvest potatoes

early, or when they are completely mature.
Land fragmentation confers a slight advantage of
risk management to farmers.

Potatoes may do well one year

in heavy soil, and not in light soil, yet the major crops of
corn, grapes, and grass are not greatly affected by the
subtle climatic differences within the parish.

Farmers also

manage the risk of potato diseases by planting a patch of
potatoes in the corner of several corn fields.

One patch of

potatoes may be destroyed by disease, while another, nearby
stand escapes.
While land fragmentation confers slight advantages
in Penabranca, it also confers slight disadvantages.

Larger

farmers sometimes complain about having to travel long
distances to many different fields.

Larger farmers

occasionally complain about the difficulty of trimming all
of the field edges-of their many small fields.
The neutrality of land fragmentation is best
observed in local planting styles.

Even the larger farmers

often plant several.crops in one field.

In the winter, a

farm's largest field may be diyided into patches of rye,
grass for green fodder, grass for hay, and year old kale.
In the summer the same field may be planted in patches of
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potatoes and last year's kale, and two varieties of corn.
If land fragmentation were clearly disadvantageous, no
farmer would vpluntarily plant a large field as though

i~

were several small fields.
The advantages and disadvantages of land
fragmentation in Penabranca do not affect all farms in the
same way.

There is a great deal of variation of farm size,

inheritance pattern, and degree of fragmentation.

In

general, larger farms are more likely to be inherited than
purchased or rented.
Inheritance
Inheritance patterns are rather complex; customary
inheritance in the Minho is intermediate between partible
and impartible.

Ideally,

two thirds of the estate is

divided equally among the children, while one third may be
willed to anyone.

O'Neill (19&3) describes a similar case

for Tras-os-Montes, in Northeast Portugal.
of the children always inherited
one third of the

e~tire

estate).

°

In practice, one

ter!o (the

.th~rd,

i.e.

Each heir receives an

equal portion of the rest of the estate, so the main heir
receives one third, plus an equal portion of two thirds of
the estate.

(Childless individuals can leave land to a

sibling, a sibling's offspring or a spouse by testament).
Modern Northwest Portuguese inheritance patterns evolved
from a complex historical interaction of two distinct
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inheritance traditions.

Partible inheritance with no sex

bias was formalized in the Visigothic code.

Male

primogeniture, originating in Roman practice, was common for
nobility, including the rural estates of petty nobles (Silva
1983: 15-23).

The farm families encourage one child to marry
before the inheritance division, bringing his or her spouse
in to form a stem household (Willems 1962).
marries and moves

~is

A person who

spouse into his parents' home is said

to "casar-se para a casa" (marry into the house).

Older

siblings who are not willing to work on the farm under their
father's command are generally not allowed to marry into the
house.

Marrying into the house guarantees later inheritance

of the third.

The heir who has married into the house

inherits the house itself, and usually the farm buildings
too, as part of his inheritance.

Each large farm house has

a name, which denotes the household members as well as the
building.

A person who inherits a house and land also

inherits the house's name, as a symbol of his identity with
the farm.

For example, if a person named David inherited a

farm by marrying into "the house of Gomes", community
members would refer to him as "David Gomes".

Most community

members are known by nicknames, but only farmers are known
by their house name, suggesting a symbolic tie between past
and present members of the stem household, the house and the
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land.
After the marriage of the young couple, but before
the inheritance division (fazer as partilhas), the young
couple gradually assumes management of the estate.

This

time is used to save money and buy land in the young
couple's name.

When the inheritance division is made, the

other heirs may receive plowland, money, forest, or a mix of
land and cash.

The other heirs must leave the estate if

they marry, although they may stay in the household as
celibate workers.

Large farm households have a strong

preference to payoff the co-heirs entirely in cash.

Silva

(1983) documents the impartible inheritance of large farms
in the nearby coastal Douro region, where co-heirs are
off in cash.

p~yed

In the coastal Douro community, some large

farms are known formally as impartibly inherited farms

(oa.sas doadas, or "donated houses"), in which the farm is
transferred at marriage, rather than at the death of the
,

donating owner.

In the Minho (where Penabranoa is),

transfer is at death rather than at marriage, as it is in
Tras-os-Montes (O'Neill 1983) yet inheritance tends to be
nearly impartible, in spite of the ideology of nearly
partible inheritance.
Sometimes the estate is divided.

In the early

1970s,one small farm of five fields was divided among six
heirs.

The largest field was divided and each heir received
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one small field (about .5 hal.

Unable to live as farmers,

all six children emigrated to France.
In other cases, inheritance of large farms does not
involve division of the estate.

The following case

histories demonstrate that inheritance on large farms
follows a pattern of impartible inheritance, in spite of an
ideology of partible inheritance (cf. Cole and Wolf 1974).
As Bourdieu (1976) says when describing a similar
inheritance system for France, a small number of implicit
principles have spawned an infinite number of practices,
that follow their own pattern, although they ar'e not based
on obedience to any formal rules. All names are pseudonyms.
When Fernando Rodriques married Rosa Vieira in 1967,
his older brother had already emigrated to Brazil.

Rosa

moved into Fernando's house, were he lived with his parents
and invalid sister.

Fernando's father died a few years

later, and the farm was divided between the three children.
Fernando inherited "the third", plus one third of the rest
of the farm.

Formally, Fernando received 55% of the estate,

while each of the other siblings received 22%.
however, the farm was never divided.

In practice

Fernando's sister

continued to live in the household, and her share of the
land was worked jointly by the household members.
Fernando's brother in Brazil agreed to accept a cash payment
for his share.

Since Fernando did not have the cash, his
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brother agreed to accept it at an undetermined future date,
depending on when Fernando could raise the money.

In the

meantime, the brother' loaned his land to Fernando at no
cost.

A few years later Fernando's sister died, leaving her

share of the farm to Fernando.

In 1984, the year his mother

died, Fernando made arrangements to payoff his brother.
Fernando solidified control of his parents' farm at age 39,
after being married 17 years, relatively quick.ly by local
standards.
In 1984, Fernando's parents-in-law were both still
economically active, and Rosa had not yet received any
portion of her inheritance.

Rosa's sister was married to

another large farmer in the parish, while her brother Jo~o
had "married into the house", and lived with his wife, two
children, both parents, and his father's celibate brothp.r.
Jo~o will probably eventually inherit all of his uncle's

portion of the farm, one third of his parents' portion, and
one third of the rest of the farm, giving him the majority
of the farm, yet at age 39, Joao has still received no
formal title to the land.

He and his wife continue to work

the farm with the three elderly household members, in
anticipation of one day inheriting the bulk of the farm.
As this case demonstrates, although elderly people

may divide their estate in their own lifetime, they often
chose not to.

The children who marry out of the house
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receive neither land nor cash, often until they are
grandparents themselves, while the heir who has married into
the house gradually assumes control of his parents' farm
without having title to it.

A part of the farm receipts may

be saved each year so that when the inheritance division. -is
made, the principle heir has cash on hand to payoff the coheirs.

In other cases, an elderly parent may give up title

to the estate in her own lifetime.
In the early twentieth century, Maria Fernandes was
invited to come live with her five celibate uncles and
aunts.

The aging siblings wanted an heir for the farm, and

agreed to will the whole farm to the young girl in exchange
for old age care.

Maria inherited the large estate.

married and had two daughters, Carmen and Gloria.

She

Carmen,

the oldest, married in 1964 and moved out of the house.
Carmen's husband was the only child of another local farmer,
and he inherited a large house and farm. In 1967, Gloria
married the son of a large farmer from a neighboring parish.
He eventually brought a cash inheritance from his father's
farm.

After her husband died, and both of her daughters

married, Maria formally divided the estate.

Gloria

inherited the whole farm in Penabranca, while Carmen
received another farm in a neighboring parish, occupied by
sharecroppers.

In this

case~

a large amount of land and

only two heirs allowed both heirs to acquire a large farm of
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their own.

When a family has three or more heirs, providing

for all of them is more difficult.
The Silva family had three offspring in the 1930s,
two sons and a daughter.
and became a teacher.

The daughter was sent to school,

In 1958 the oldest son, Francisco.,..---

emigrated to France, returning every year for an August
visit.

In 1961 Francisco married the niece of his father's

brother's wife, who lived with his uncle. The same year, the
youngest, Ant6nio, married the daughter of a local farmer,
and she moved into his parents' home.

His wife eventually

inherited four small fields, totally .8 hectares of land,
which were worked along with Antonio's father's land.

.

After

his marriage, Francisco spent his August vacations with his
uncle, who was married but childless.

He continued working

in France, and his wife and uncle continued working the
farm.

In 1963 Antonio also emigrated to France, leaving his

wife with his parents.

In 1968 Antonio and Francisco's

mother died, and in 1969 Antonio's wife and two children
joined him in France, leaving his father alone with the
farm.

She returned to Penabranca in 1971, and Antonio came

home the following year.
France until 1977.

Francisco did not return from

After 17 years away from home he assumed

responsibility for managing his uncle's farm.

His elderly

uncle gave him title to the 3.7 hectare farm in exchangG for
old age care.

In 1983 Francisco and AntO'nio's father died,

---------~--.----.------"-,--.-- ".
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leaving a one-parcel farm of 4.3 hectares.

Antonio

inherited the third, plus' a third of the remaining two
thirds (56%), while Francisco and their sister were each to
receive a third of the two thirds (22%).

In 1984 Antbnio

exhausted the remainder of his' savings from his French
construction job, and sold a cow to payoff his siblings in
cash.

Because he was 50 years old when his father died,

Ant~nio already had a married son (living in Canada) and
four other children at home when he finally acquired
ownership of his father's farm.

Within a few years they

would begin to marry and make further demands on the limited
farm land.
The last case history suggests the pains that people
take to avoid dividing large farms, even when there are
four heirs.

Smaller farms may also be inherited intact,

but when there is less to inherit, the inheritance may
disenfranchise some heirs, as the following case suggests.
The G.on~alves children, Teresa, Madalena, .Jose, and Clotilda
were born in 1928, 1933, 1934, and 1936, in that order.
Their parents owned a large house and a single field of 9300
square meters.
France.

In 1957, at age 19, Jose emigrated to

In 1961 he married a girl from a neighboring parish

and she joined him in France.

In 1970 Madalena married a

local man who had inherited a house and a small (1400 square
meters) garden plot.

Madalena's husband worked in a
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warehouse in France from 1964 to 1978, although she did not
accompany him to France.

The year he came home they used

his saved wages to buy another small house with an 1820
square meter garden plot.
Jose's wife returned from France in 1974, the year"
Jose's mother died.

She worked the family farm and kept

house for Jos~'s father until he died in 1979.
returned to Portugal, after 24 years in France.
sisters in cash for their

sh~re

,

In 1981 Jose
He paid his

of his parents' estate.

His

wife's parents, who were still alive in 1984, owned a field
of 3400 square meters, which they loan to Jos~ and his
household.

Jose also farms a plot of 2000 square meters,

which his yoUngest sister bought from a wealthy farmer, with
money that she and her husband earned in France.

She cannot

farm it because she still lives in France with her husband.
This case expresses the sacrifice that accompanies
the inheritance of small estates.

In order to maintain the

rights to inherit a house and a small field, Jose's wife had
to give up her job in France to return to Portugal without
her husband, and care for her father-in-law for five years,
until he died.

Of the two daughters, Madalena married a man

with savings from his years of working abroad.

The savings

were supplemented by working the small holding he had
acquired through inheritance and purchase.

The oldest

daughter, Teresa, never married, but did not remain irr her
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brother's house, as the celibate siblings of larger farmers
often do; suggesting that celibates live with their siblings
when they are infirm, or when they are needed for their
labor and their share of the land, and not for sentimental
reasons.

Teresa bought a tiny house' with no gar.den, and .'--'

worked as an agricultural day laborer.

Her brother allows

her to use a few square meters of land in his field as a
garden.
Thus even a small, one-piece farm may not be
divided, even though two·co-heirs receive no land.

One of

the two co-heirs arranges an economically acceptable
marriage, another emigrates, while the other lives alone, in
poverty.

The one-piece farm was not divided by inheritance,

but was fragmented through growth, as the in-marrying spouse
borrowed a field from her parents.
All but one of the above five cases describe the
inheritance of farms over three hectares; large by local
standards.

These estates are "as grandes casas da lavoura"

(the big farm houses).

In each case, some method was used

to prevent any actual division of the farm.

In two cases,

an in-marrying wife brought land into the marriage, which
was added to the husband's inheritance to form a new farm.
Fragmented farms can be easily combined through marriage to
form new, larger farms.

All of the farms described in these

case histories were transfered by inheritance, and in one
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case, by borrowing land.
Smaller landholdings are more likely to be acquired
through a mixed strategy of inheritance, purchase, and
rental.

The following case history, like the last one,

presents an example of increased fragmentation through
growth of the farm, rather than through division.
Pedro Vaz was the son of a landless family from a
neighbori~g

parish.

In 1957 he married a Penabranca woman.

Neither of them inherited any land.

In 1961 Pedro emigrated

to France, where he worked for the next 10 years.

In 1963

he bought a house and an 80 square meter garden and a 4000
square meter field.

Over the next few years he also bought

two and a half hectares of forest land.
the old house.

In 1969 he rebuilt

In 1974, three years after returning from

France, he began renting a 1300 square meter field from a
local man who had emigrated to France.

The total field size

is slightly larger than half a hectare, and was acquired
mainly through purchase, using emigrant savings.
While

emigrat~on

has allowed people to acquire small

farms (purchased from absentee owners, out-migrants, or
other villagers) their holdings are rarely as large as
inherited farms.

Their small holdings allow them to

supplement their savings and pensions with farm produce,
while giving them some of the prestige of being a landowning farmer.

For others, who inherit little or nothing,
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the rental of dispersed parcels is an economic necessity.
Manuel and Ant&nia were married in 1947, the year
Manuel's father died.

Antbnia came from a neighboring

parish, and brought no land with her.

Manuel eventually

inherited his parent's house and a small field, 1080 square
meters.

Manuel never emigrated, but worked locally as an

agricultural day laborer.

Since the early 1970s, the

household has rented three small fields, totaling 3180
square meters.

In 1984, they rented another field of 2100

square meters, which Antonia works with her married
daughter, F~tima.

An older son, a younger son, and a

younger daughter have married and moved into their spouses'
households.

The small farm of 6360 square meters, in five

fields, was acquired largely through rental agreements, and
only partly through inheritance.

The five fields do not

represent the end result of numerous inheritance divisions,
but an attempt to add land to a tiny holding by renting
several individual fields.
Bourdieu (1976) suggests that marriage rules are
like the rules of a game, not like the rules of law.

People

are dealt good hands or bad, and then play them well or
badly.

In Northwest Portugal, the game rules of inheritance

call for a modified version of

part~ble

inheritance, yet, as

in the Ladin-speaking village in the Italian' Tyrol (Cole and
Wolf 1974), primary heirs play the game so as to inherit a
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farm intact.

The following statistical analysis suggests

that inheritance is

~ore

important for larger farms, and

describes the relationship between inheritance, land
fragmentation, and agricultural production.
Statistical Analysis
A quantitative analysis of the combined land
acquisition histories of the parish households supports the
patterns suggested by the above anecdotes; large farms are
generally acquired through inheritance (through either sons
or daughters), while small farms are acquired through
purchase and rental.

Table 5.1. breaks down the land

acquisition strategies of 158 parish landholdings (household
farms and gardens).

This sample is composed of all

households in the parish, plus one large farm managed by a
native-born man who visits the parish daily, minus 95
households with no land, minus nine households with
insufficient data.

The land data was collected from the

local Repartigao das Finan~as (similar to county tax
records), which was a manuscript copy of a 1983 land survey,
conducted by agronomists and local residents.

These results

were supplemented by the household census I conducted in
1984 (which included a land acquisition history) and by
information from informal interviews with parish residents.
The Reparti~~o das Finan~as land survey listed each parcel

----------
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TABLE 5.1.
Land Acquistion Strategy for Different Sized Holdings

farm
class
below .5
0.5-1 ha
1-2 ha
2-4 ha
4-8.5 ha

number
of
farms
84
28
22
15
9

total
amount
of land

mean
farm
size

13.77
20.99
30.93
48.69
45.70

.05
.16
.75 a) .32
.54
1.41
1.93
3.04
5.20
5.71

below .5
0.5-1 ha
'1-2 ha
2-4 ha
4-8.5 ha
All amounts of land are

mean
amount
inherited

31%
43%
38%
65%
91%
g~ven

mean
amount
rented

mean
amount
bought

.07
.26
.31
.40
.38

•.04 ..
.17
.41
.71
.14

44%
35%
22%
14%
7%

25%
23%
29%
25%
3%

in hectares.

a) totals of land inherited, rented, bought do not equal
100% of land in the 0.5-1 ha category because of incomplete
data.
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by a named geographical area, indicating size and other
information.

My household census elicited number of parcels

rented and purchased by date of acquisition.

Subsequent

interviews with informants confirmed the location of parcels
that had been purchased and rented, allowing me to calculate
parcel and farm size.
Landholdings are divided into five size classes:
below half a hectare, half to one hectare, one to two
hectares,' between two and four hectares, and over four
hectares.

While all of the holdings are small, some are

much larger than others.

Most of the land is controlled by

a few of the larger owners; 59% of the land in Table 5.1 is
owned or rented by 24 (15%) of the households.

Farms of all

sizes acquire land through rental, purchase, or inheritance.
The larger the farm size, the greater the inherited portion
of the farm.

The largest class of .farm acquires an average

of 5.13 hectares through inheritance, or 93% of the farm.
Except for the tiniest holdings, the actual amount of land
rented is constant at slightly less than one third a hectare
for each class of farm, although rented land forms a large
proportion of land on smaller farms.

The amount of land

purchased increases steadily with farm size, except for the
largest class of farmers, who buy very little land.

These

largest farmers face the greatest labor constraint, and have
invested more heavily ih labor-saving machinery than in

.----------~--.-.-----.----.-
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land.
Table 5.2 breaks down the same classes of farms by
several measures of land fragmentation.

Holdings without

cows have been deleted, which nearly eliminates the smallest
class.

Holdings without cows have been omitted because of

the importance of dairying in the local agricultural
economy.

The use of milk output as a proxy variable for

farm output is discussed below.
King and Burton (1982: 476) list six major
parameters of land fragmentation: farm size, number of
plots, size of plots, distance of plots, size distribution
of the plots, and the shape of the plots.

Because no one

measure (index) of fragmentation captures more than one or
two of. the major parameters, an objective discussion of
fragmentation should measure fragmentation in several ways.
I have chosen five different indices of land
fragmentation: mean plot size, mean number of plots,
Januszewski's index of land fragmentation, total distance,
and size-weighted distance. The first two indices--mean plot
size and mean number of plots--are each direct measures of
one parameter ..
Januszewski's index (King and Burton 1982: 476)
takes the square root of the total farm area, divided by the
sum of the square roots of the plot sizes.

A one-piece farm

has a value of 1.00, and more fragmented farms have values
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"TABLE 5.2.
Degree of Land Fragmentation for Different" Sized Farms

farm
019"8s

number
of
farms

below .5
0.5-1 ha
1-2 ha
2-4 ha
4-8.5 ha

5 a)
23
21
16
8

mean
plot
size
.25
.28
.32
.58
.64

mean
number
of plots

ha
ha
ha
ha
ha

1.8
3.6
5.3
8.2
11.5

mean
Januszewski's
index
.82.62
.50
.44
.39

farm
olass

mean
total
distance b)

mean sizeweighted
distanoe c)

below .5
0.5-1 ha
1-2 ha
2-4 ha
4-8.5 ha

.44
1.50
2.64
5.04
6.53

.09
.38
.80
1.70
2.66

km
km

km
km
km

a) Most of the holdings reoorded for this oategory in Table
5.1 were deleted here beoause they do not hav."e oattle.
b) Total distanoe is defined as the sum of the one way road
distanoe from the farmstead to eaoh field.
0) Size-weighted distanoe is defined as the sum of the one
way road distanoe (in kilometers) from the farmstead, times
field size (in heotares).
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tending towards zero.

A property of this index is that

fragmentation decreases (the index value approaches 1.00)
when the area of big plots
decreases.

inc~eases

and that of small plots

Januszewski's index measures number of plots and

size distribution of plots.
Distance may be measured in several ways; in a
straight line, along roads, from farmstead to each field, or
from field to field (Igbozurike 1974, Schmook 1976, Dovring
1965: 40-42).

Because distance measures are thus more

subjective than size measures, I have chosen two measures of
distance.

The first--total distance--is defined as the sum

of the one-way road distance from the farmstead to each
field.

Its value increases as the number of fields

increases and as the distance to them increases.

For

example, a farm with two, one-hectare fields, each 500
meters from the farmstead, would have the same score (one
kilometer) as a farm with a 1000 square meter field one
kilometer from the farmstead, or a farm with a one hectare
field at one kilometer.

The total distance measures gives a

rough idea of the distance involved on a fragmented farm,
but it ignores groupings of fields.

A line drawn on a map

around most farms with distant fields would be elliptical
rather than circular, because most farms with distant fields
have their distant fields clustered in one small area.
measure also ignores field size.

The
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The size-weighted distance index multiplies the area
(in hectares) of each field by the one-way road distance (in
kilometers) to it from the farmstead.

The sum of the value

for each plot is the .value for the individual farm.
a modification

o~

This is

Igbozurike's (1974) value of average plot

size, divided by 100, multiplied by the total distance
traveled to reach all of the plots.

Intuitively, a farm

with a one hectare field, two kilometers from the farmstead,
and a 1000 square meter plot out the kitchen door is more
fragmented than a farm

wi~h

a 1000 square meter plot at two

kilometers and a one hectare plot adjacent to the farmstead.
The farmer whose large plot is more distant must make more
frequent trips, and must haul more inputs and outputs over
the two kilometers than the farmer with the smaller field at
two kilometers.
The size-weighted distance index has the property of
increasing as the larger fields are further away.

In the

above imaginary example, the farm with the one hectare field
would have a measure of 2.00, while the other would have a
measure of .20.

The farm with much land at a great distance

has the highest score.

Another advantage is that a group of

fields in a single location would have the same effect on
the total score as a single field (of the same total size)
at the same location.

A farmer with several fields in a

single location can visit each without returning to the
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farmstead.

Unfortunately, no index measures field shape.

Table 5.2 shows that the larger, mostly inherited
farms are more fragmented than the smaller farms acquired
through inheritance, rental, and purchase.

Although mean

plot size increases as farm size increases, the increase in
plot size is not proportionately as great as the increase in
farm size, so distance and number of plots increase as farm
size increases.

The largest farms have the most plots, the

lowest Januszewski's index, the greatest total distance, and
the greatest size-weighted distance.
Although the highest degree of land fragmentation is
associated with the largest, inherited farms, we have seen
that inheritance does not cause land fragmentation.

Most

large farms are inherited intact, so that no actual division
of fields or farms ever actually takes place.

Inheritance

transfers large, farms that are already fragmented, rather
than causing further fragmentation; and farmers rarely
purchase or trade land to consolidate their holdings.

Farms

become more fragmented as they enlarge their holdings
through the rental and purchase of separate fields, and as
in-marrying spouses bring in more fields.

A whole farm sold

in 1969 was purchased by three households, with little or
land to begin with,' who each b,ought about a hectare of land.
Large farms are rarely as severely divided by inheritance as
this farm was by sale.
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The larger farms are not only more fragmented and
more likely to be inherited whole than the smaller farms.
The larger farms' are more likely to have ,'S tractor, and to
have an adult male household member who works full time as a
farmer.

The larger farms have more machinery, more money,

and less labor per unit of land than smaller farms.

Table

5.3. shows tractor ownership by size class of holding.
Several non-farmers own tractors (,for custom work), so all
parish households were included in the table.
Smaller farms face an additional constraint, of
being in direct ecological competition with their cows.
Most farms produce corn, potatoes, rye, wine, and beans for
household consumption.

Only grass and corn by-products

(leaves etc.) may be fed to cattle on a small farm, where
the corn grain is needed for the family's bread.

The

household with more land is not in such direct ecological
competition with its cattle.

It may produce all the grain

they needed to eat on a portion of the land, dedicating the
rest of the farm to corn silage for dairy cattle.

With more

land, more capital, and less pressing competition between
people and animals over basic food, one would expect larger
farms to raise more cattle per hectare, and to produce more
milk per dairy, cow 'than the smaller farms.
Table 5.4. shows that the larger farms produce more
milk, and raise more cows than small farms.

._._--------

..

_-------..-.,.._.,..
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TABLE 5.3.
Tractor Ownership of Households by Farmsize

farm
class
0
0-.5 ha
0.5-1 ha
1-2 ha
2-4 ha
4-8.5 ha

number
of
households
95
84
28
22
16
8

number
of
tractors
1
1
2
8
11
11

~--------------------~.-.,-,

average.number
of tractors
per household

.07
.36
.68
1. 38

._........ .
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TABLE 5.4.
Dairy Output for Different Sized Farms

farm
class
below .5
0.5-1 ha
1-2 ha
2-4 ha
4-8.5·ha

number
of
farms
3
22
21
16
8

4,700
66,700
89,600
148,800
176,400
yield per
meter

farm
class
below .5
0.5-1 ha
1-2 ha
2-4 ha
4-8.5 ha
a)
b)

total
milk
yield

.50
.39
.31
.31
.33

.mean
milk
yield

mean
herd
size

yield
per
cow

1,567
3,032
4,267
9,300
22,050

1 a)
1.6 b)
3.2
5.8
13.4

1,567
1,997
1,506
2,078
1,579

cow carrying
capacity
2.85 a)
2.06 b)
2.25
1.89
2.15

Based on figures from five farms.
Based on figures from 23 farms

Definitions:
Number of farms = number of farms that sell milk. Three
farms own cattle but do not sell milk (two in the smallest
class, and one in the next largest class).
Total milk yield = total liters of milk marketed in one year
for all farms in that class.
Mean milk yield
per farm.

= mean

liters of milk marketed in one year

Mean herd size = number of cattle, includes immature animals
and work cows.
Yield per cow'= annual milk yield per dairy cow, including
immature animals.
Yield per meter = average liters of milk marketed in one
year per square meter of crop land.
Cow carrying capacity = average number of cows, including
immatur.e animals and work cows, per hectare of cropland

----

--------------------.".~--
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carrying capacity, milk production per animal, and mean milk
production per square meter of farm land is fairly similar
for each class of farm.

Large and small farmers achieve the

same output per unit of land.

Because of their intensive

use of household labor in agriculture, small farms are able
to produce a comparable amount of milk per unit of land as
large farms, in spite of having to devote a larger
proportion of their farm to household food production.
Farms of -the two to four hectare range have the
highest milk yield per animal.
the most mature herds.

This is because they have

As indicated in chapter 4, large

farmers went into dairy production before smaller farmers,
generally in 1978 and 1979, so by 1983 and 1984 their herds
contained relatively few heifers and calves.

The largest

farms (of the four to 7.5 hectare range) are still expanding
their herd size, so they have less mature herds than farms
in the two to four hectare groups.
While there are a few possible sources of error in
the data, they are not great enough to shed serious doubt on
the results.

One source of error is home consumption of

milk, not measured in this sample.

About half of the dairy

producing households take home one-half to one liter of milk
daily.

This subsistence off-take may

tot~l

over 100 liters

a year, still a fairly small amount.
A second possible source of error is that dairy
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production is new (since 1978) in Penabranca, and farmers
are still adjusting to it.

When dairy was introduced

commercially, over 20 households were already rearing small
numbers of cows for home milk production, but no one was
raising the maximum number of dairy cattle.

Because dairy

cows require more feed than work cows, no one knew exactly
how many dairy animals their farm could sustain.

Larger

farms were especially uncertain about how many cows they
could raise.

Before the introduction of tractors in the

1960s, large farms raised as many as eight or nine work
cows, enough for two complete plow teams.
raised more cows if they

~~d

cared

t~,

They could have

but they kept only as

many beasts as they could use for spring

plowing~

When

commercial dairy production was introduced the larger
farmers began raising more cows than they had ever raised
before.

•

They cautiously added'a few animals every year.

Some of the largest farms are still expanding their herd
size, and have many young animals.

When their herds mature

they will have greater milk production.

Smaller farms

reached their full dairy potential soon after dairy was
introduced.

Table 5.4 shows that animal productivity of the

eight largest farms is much less than animal productivity of
the next smallest farm class.

This reflects the immaturity

of the large farmers' herds.
I used milk as a proxy variable for total farm
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productivity because there is an acc"urate record of amount
of milk sold to the cooperative.

Because milk is very

profitable, farmers tend to maximize their milk production.
Farmers produce as much milk as possible, after satisfying
household demands for bread.

Milk production is a useful

indication of overall farm production.

Another reason I

focused on milk production is that I obtained complete dairy
production figures from the local dairy cooperative, and
thus have better data for milk than for other commodities.
If farm fragmentation is detrimental, it should have
deleterious effects on milk output.

Increased distances

i

would waste farmers' time, so that much time would be spent
traveling instead of in more productive activities (cf.
Karouzis 1971).
flung plots.

Farmers would abandon or disintensify far-

The many small plots of the highly fragmented

farm would present a labor constraint at plowing time, so
that some land could not be planted in corn, and would be
left in summer pasture.
As Table 5.4. indicates, large farmers raise more
cows than small farmers, but only in proportion to their
larger farm size.

There is a high correlation between farm

size and herd size (r equals .80; significant at the .000
level), suggesting a very close relationship between amount
of land and number of animals for large and small farms
alike.
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When 'scale-neutral measures of production are
compared to indices of fragmentation, no correlations are
~ound.

The relationship between land productivity and land

fragmentation is random.
A regression analysis was devised for 70 farms with
complete land and milk data, using scale-neutral measures of
farm production (annual amount of milk produced per dairy
cow, and annual amount of milk produced per square meter of
farm land).

Table 5.5. shows the results of .several

regression analyses (multiple and simple) using scaleneutral measures of land and animal productivity with values
of farm size and farm fragmentation.

Table 5.5. suggests a

complete lack of correlation between scale-neutral measures
of land productivity and production per cow with farm size
and four indices of land fragmentation.

The overall F for

\

milk yield per cow with the indices of fragmentation is
.32506 (significance of .896); the overall F for milk yield
per square meter of crop land is .99691 (significance of
.427)--that is, not at all significant for either score.
Critics might correctly observe that an
insignificant F-value does not prove a lack of correlation,
since the F-value is modeled

af~er

a straight line.

A yield

increase for large farmers or for consolidated farms on a
steep curve could also produce a low F-value, although the
correlation would be significant.

Scattergram analysis of
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TABLE 5.5.
Regression Analysis of Scale-Neutral Milk Production
Variables with Indices of Fragmentation
simple regression
variables
milk yield per cow with:
number of plots
Januszewski's index
total distance
size-weighted distance

correlation coefficient
.03160
.02306
-.03460
-.06720

milk yield per square meter of land with:
number of plots
Januszewski's index
total distance
size-weighted distance

.05184
.08602
.03320
-.08279

multiple regression
independent
variables

dependent
variable
milk yield/cow

milk yi,eld
per square meter

--- -----_. __._._--------_.

overall F

.873

farm size
.36179
number of plots
Januszewski's index
total distance
size weighted distance
same

.297

1.24962

--_._-------------_..._._

.... -....

~

significance

... ,
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the sa'me data indicated absolutely no correlation between
yield and fragmentation.

One of the scattergrams is

reproduced in Figure 5.1., plotting Januszewski's index

~f.

land· fragmentation against liters of milk produced annually
per square meter of land.

The resulting pattern is neither

liner nor curvilinear, but a random cloud of points.'
The critics of land fragmentation assume that
fragmentation is so detrimental to farming that it lowers
land productivity (O'Flanagan 1980, Karouzis 1971, Burton
and King 1982, Jacoby 1971, Meliczek
and Burton 1982, Lambert 1963).
it does not.

1973~

Naylon 1959, King

My analysis suggests that

The greatest problem with criticisms of land

fragmentation is that they fail to measure land or labor
productivity.

Land fragmentation is assumed to be so

detrimental that empirical analysis is not necessary.
Careful analysis at the household level is required to
demonstrate the merits or drawbacks of fragmentation.
Although critics claim that land fragmentation is
Europe's greatest detriment to agriculture, land
fragmentation is no barrier to agricultural production in
Penabranca. On the

oth~r

hand, land fragmentation is not

ecologically advantageous in Northwest Portugal, as
Netting's (1972, 1981) descriptive
in the Swiss alps.

materi~l

suggests it is

In the Minho land fragmentation is

agronomically neutral, an irrelevant part of the

- - - - - ._--_._---_._---..._--------_..-.... --..... _................

"

...............

-_..... _--_._..-----_

..
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FIGURE 5.1.
Scattergram of Januszewski's Index of Land
Fragmentation (down) with Annual Milk Yield
per Square Meter of Farm Land (across)
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envi'ronment.
Land fragmentation is also an irrelevant part of the
sociological environment.

There is no ,?ommon folk term

either for fragmentation or for consolidation.

Large,

inherited farms are the most fragmented, but inheritance
histories suggest that fragmentation is of little importance
in inheritance.

A farm of 10 fields or a farm of one field

is usually inherited by one heir who buys out co-heirs with
cash, not with land.

Fragmentation is ,more relevant for the

smaller farms, which are acquired by the combined strategies
of inheritance, rent, and purchase.

Small farms may take

advantage of the fragmented land structure to acquire small
portions of land at a gradual pace, according to their
ability to save money and to exploit their own labor.

Small

fields are the small change of the land system, and they
make it more

f~exible

and resilient (Robert Netting,

personal communication). However, I am not suggesting that
land fragmentation exists to provide small farmers with
small increments of land, or to allow a married couple to
pool their separately acquired land.

Such functions are

compatible with land fragmentation, but are not its reasons
for being.
Conclusion
Land fragmentation exists for historical reasons,
and persists out of·cultural inertia.

A European field,
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especially of the bocage country, is like a building.
Portuguese fields are built by specific people to meet
specific goals.

Land is cleared, leveled, ·often terraced,

and enclosed with stone walls and grape arbors, at a great
expense of labor and money.

Yet, because they are endur.ing,

and valuable structures, the people adapt their. behavior to
the fields, just as people adapt their behavior to existing
buildings.
Although the city of Braga builds new buildings, the
sixteenth century cathedral of Braga still stands in a maze
of medieval streets.

When a farm family in Penabranca

decides to install indoor plumbing, they remodel a room of
their 200 year old farmhouse without destroying the original
walls.

The fields of Penabranca are also old structures.

Once created, and ringed with stone walls and grape arbors,
fields become difficult to dismantle, but crop mixes and
types of production can change within them.

This is a

counter-example to the claim of Portuguese agronomists that
nothing can be done to change agricultural technology until
fragmentation has been eliminated (c.f. Portela 1981).
In 1984 larger farmers, especially aggressive young
farmers, were interested in expanding farm size.

They

purchased little land, preferring to carve new fields out of
forest land they already owned.

By selling the timber off

of the plot they could pay a contractor to level the field
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and rip out large boulders and stumps with heavy earthmoving machines.

Sometimes existing fields were extended

deeper into the forest, and sometimes entirely new fields
were created in the woods.

The shape and arrangement of the

new fields was consistent with the farmers' interest in
expanding farm size at a particular time, yet once created
they will persist, like a barn or a stone corn-crib.

The

new fields are important for increasing farm size, but the
resulting changes in fragmentation of the farm were less
important.
As the Nigerian geographer Igbozurike (1974) says,
land fragmentation is an overrated phenomenon.

Existing for

historical reasons, and persisting through time out of
cultural inertia, it plays a minor role in adjusting farm
size through the operation of the land market, and by
allowing a married couple to pool their separately inherited
fields.

Fragmentation allows a finer adjustment of land to

individual requirements and stages in the household
development cycle than would be possible without it, and it
probably allows a larger number of people to be sustained
from the land.

It is associated with higher population

-

density and more intensive agricultural systems"

Although

inheritance is commonly held to be the cause of
fragmentation, inheritance usually involves the transfer of
whole farms.

Neither fields nor farms are commonly divided

..

----------~-------------.,--- "
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through inheritance.

Land fragmentation does not help to

dissolve social tensions, as Herzfield (1980) finds.

Nor is

it an essential part of the ecological adaptation, as it is
in other, more complex natural environments (Netting 1972,
1981, Galt 1979, Forbes 1976, Friedl 1974).

Larger farms

acquire most of their land through inheritance.

They are

more fragmented than smaller farms, but produce as much milk
and cows per square meter as smaller farms.
Portuguese agronomists complain that

~hey

can do

nothing to improve Portuguese agriculture until the small
farms have been consolidated (Portela 1981).

Yet my

analysis suggests that land fragmentation is an irrelevant
part of Northwest Portugal!s agronomic environment, with its
homogeneous natural environment and low labor costs.
neither helps nor hinders the farmer.

It

Consolidating

Northwest Portugal's farms would be expensive and useless.

CHAPTER 6
NEW FIELDS AND BREAD FORESTS:
THE DYNAMICS OF GROSS FIELD AND FOREST LAND USE CHANGES
Land use changes are gross ecological adjustments,
such as allowing fields to grow revert to forests, and
clearing forests for new fields.

Land fragmentation and

land use change are closely related topics.

One of the

proposed causes of land fragmentation in Europe is the
history of carving new fields out of the forest and moor.
The land use gradually and progressively changed from forest
and moor to field.

The change was slow and involved

relatively small pockets of land, as farmers cleared small
fields at the edge of the forest to meet individual
household needs

(Clout 1972: 41, Grigg 1980: 32, 71,

Lambert 1963: 31).

My analysis suggest that the process of

forest clearing is not necessarily a one-way change.

Fields

can also revert to forest.
,

Other authors have claimed that fragmentation is
also related to land abandonment.

Since fields that are

abandoned eventually return to forest or some other kind of
native vegetation, land abandonment is the reverse of land
clearing (field to forest rather than forest to field).
Farmer (1960) cites the World Bank's Malaysia report which
239
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claims that tiny fields may be abandoned, becoming breeding
grounds for pests.

Farmer comments that he has never

observed one of these abandoned fields which are supposed to
be the source of pests in Malaysia.
Lynn-Smith (1959) claims

t~at

fields in Spain become

so small through land fragmentation that they are uneconomic
to work and are abandoned.

This sentiment was echoed

recently by the geographer O'Flanagan (1980).

Working in

Galicia, just across the Spanish border from the Minho,
O'Flanagan associates land abandonment, land underutilization, and rural depopulation with land fragmentation.
He also claims that land fragmentation limits the use of
machinery and that "this may help to explain why so much
land is under scrub in the Eastern sectors of Pontevedra"
(O'Flanagan 1980: 165).

O'Flanagan's naive conclusions

ignore environmental conditions (slope, soil depth, water
availability, elevation, exposure) that may lead to some
land being left in scrub--or reverted to scrub--while other
land is plowed.
Over

m~ny

years, the farmers of Penabranca have

allowed some fields to become forests, while clearing new
fields from the forest.

Villagers describe reforested

fields as forests that andaram a pao (were in bread) while
one of the best known is called "A Bou~a de Pao" (The Bread
Forest) .

.

..
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Land reforestation and forest clearing are
individual decisions, reflecting the household's needs and
resources.

The desire to farm more land led aggressive

young farmers to clear patches of forest, while fields that
offer low returns to labor and capital (machinery) are
allowed to reforest.

The phrase "abandoned land" does not

adequately describe the reforestation process.
land is not abandoned.

Int~nsive

Reforested

cultivators with

fragmented land do not completely abandon their scarcest
factor of production (land), although they may disintensify
the use of some land under certain conditions.

Reforested

land requires much less labor than cropland; but the
reforested land still yields brush, grazing, and timber.
also retains some value as real estate.
increases returns to labor

~for

It

Land reforestation

that plot), while lowering

returns to land.
Land use changes are the immediate result of
individual decisions to adjust household ratios of land to
labor.

The

cumulativ~·effect

mitigates some of the

neg~tive

aspects of land fragmentation and helps to adjust to
technical change.

Land use changes also reflect the unequal

access to land (socio-economic inequality), because the
largest property owners most commoilly make land use changes.
Small field size and increased distances were cited
in chapter five as some of the most negative aspects of land
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fragmentation in Penabranca.

Since at least the beginning

of the twentieth century, farmers have reforested fields in
small parcels,

~t

long distances.

Much of this land was

without dependable supplies of water, implying that returns
were low both to land and to labor.

Recently cleared land--

has been in larger, nearer parcels, always with a source of
water (often a newly created source).

The net result is a

type of spontaneous land consolidation, increasing field
sizes and decreasing distances.
As discussed in chapter four, land use changes are
an adjustment to technical changes.

New farm machinery--

especially tractors--is better suited to larger fields,
enhancing the attractiveness of the new, larger fields,
while making the use of smaller or terraced fields less
attractive.

The availability of heavy earth-moving

machinery allows farmers to sell off a stand of timber and
pay a contractor to level the land, removing boulders and
tree stumps.

Cleared forest soils are decomposed granite,

thin and leached of most nutrients by heavy winter rains
(Stanislawski 1959: 43-45).

These soils are now easier to

fertilize for two reasons: the recent availability of
chemical fertilizer and the introduction of commercial dairy
production.

As mentioned in chapter three, larger farmers

are now raising more cattle than before 1978, when they
began dairy production.

They have more manure to apply to
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fields.
As discussed in chapter four, the new fields are
also easier to

~rrigate

because of new water technology:

improved wells, pipe, and pumps.

Formerly wells were dug by

hand (through several meters of granite).

The soft, water-

saturated stone at the bottom of the well was lined with
masonry, to prevent the sides from collapsing.

Once water

was reached, crews of men worked around the clock for days
to complete the well.

Once a well was finished, water was

drawn to the top via a

~ersian

by cattle.

wheel (estanca-rios), powered

Water could only be moved downhill from the well

through ditches, and occasionally through chanels cut in
stone, or under fields, in canudos (underground ditches,
lined on the bottom, sides and top with flat stones, and
covered with soil).
Now wells are dug by two-man teams, outside
specialists who use dynamite and jack hammers to dig to the
aquifer (about eight meters), lowering pre-fabricated wellcasing rings (ergolas) of concrete and rebar into the well
as they go, so that the well is cased as it is dug.
Electric or gasoline-powered pumps can quickly move the
water through plastic tubing to remote or uphill plots-of
land.

Small terraced fields on the

ste~p

sides of canyons

were valued for their access to stream water when fields
were plowed with oxen, and water only flowed by gravity.
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These areas are now being reforested as farmers clear larger
fields and pump water up to them.
Land use changes also reflect socio-economic
differences.

Larger farmers are more active in

reforestation and in land clearing than smaller farmers are.
There are probably several reasons.

Larger farmers have

more capital for irrigation equi'pment (tanks, wells, tubing)
and fertilizer to make new fields productive.

As mentioned,

larger farmers now have more manure than ever before.
Whereas before they raised only the animals they needed for
plowing, eight or nine at the most, they now raise up to 30
or more cows.

Smaller farmers who had only one or two cows

before 1978 now still have one or two cows.
Larger farmers also have more land (and a lower
ratio of labor to land).

They are thus more likely to

reforest a field with low returns to labor.

They are also

more likely to own plots of forest that are suitable to be
cleared and leveled for fields.
Reforestation
Case history analysis of reforestation supports the
conclusions outlined above: reforestation most often
involves marginal land that is distant, small, and/or
without a dependable water supply.

Larger farmers are more

likely to allow land to be reforested than are smaller
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farmers.
Tables 6.1. through 6.3. list reforested land
chronologically.

th~

(See Figure 6.1. for the locations of

plots listed in'Tables 6.1. through 6.4.).

The first column

in Tables 6.1. through 6.3. is a code number for each plo,t.
The second column is a code number for each owner.

Some

households own more than one plot of reforested land.

The

third column is the amount of cropland operated by each
household in 1984, in hectares.

This figure is listed to

give an idea of the relative size of each farm.

Most of the

land holdings listed in Tables 6.1 through 6.2. are well
above the average farm size for Penabranca of 1.9 hal

,

The fourth column lists the years that the current

(male) farmer was abroad (not counting military service).
The largest farmers were abroad for the shortest times,
usually as young men avoiding service in the African
colonial wars.

In a few cases, villagers suggested a

relationship between land reforestation and emigration; as
emigrants lost interest in maintaining their fields they
allowed them to revert to native vegetation.

The

relationship between land reforestation and emigration is
idiosyncratic, since many reforested plots are owned by
households with no ,emigration history.
The fifth column is the date of land reforestation.
The term "old" means before living memory, and "early"
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TABLE 6.1.
Reforested Land
plot

owner
cropland

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
3
2
9
10
11

4.
5.6
5.4
??
2.3
1.4
3.9'
2.8
5.4
5.6
1.2
4.2
1.7

emigration

date

old
0
old
63-63 a)
0
old
??
old
old
63-65
0
old
70-79
old
. old
0
0
old
63-63
old
0
old
0
old
57-58,
old
65-71,73-78

a) absent for one year

size
6,000
400
1,460
3,000
9,600
9,800
16,000
7,200
3,800
1,400
7,600
7,500
4,500

water distance
well
well?
well?
well?
well?
well?
well?
well?
well?
well?
well?
well?
dry

1,.350
350
350
??
300
1,100
300
300
350
350
1,550
300
2,350

Figure 6.1.
Locations of Land Use Changes
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indicates early twentieth century.

Column six lists the

"size of the reforested plot--an estimate, in a few cases--

taken from the 1983 land survey, from a recent 1:5000 map,
or measured in the field.
"Water" in column seven refers to the source of
irrigation water when the plot was cultivated.

"Ponds" are

irrigation ponds (poVas) as described in chapter 3.

"Dry"

means that the plot was watered by rainfall only, and
probably produced only winter rye (which is not irrigated).
Column eight lists the distance in meters from each
reforested plot to the farmstead.
The plots reforested before living memory (plots 113) tend to be dry, marginal plots, owned by larger farmers
(see Table 6.1.).

Plots 2-12 are a group of relatively

large, contiguous fields, in a named area (lugar) called
Po~os

(wells).

They are densely wooded in pine, eucalyptus,

and oak, at the ·margin of a deep wood and a large field
system.

While no one remembers when the area was

cultivated, older people claim that it once was.

The area

is criss-crossed by the same kinds of roads, walls, and
ditches that are found in cultivated areas.

There is a

small, abandoned well and an abandoned irrigation pond (both
now dry) at the highest edge of the area, which probably
once irrigated at least some of the land.

There was

probably not enough water for all of the fields.

--_._,,-------
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The r'emaining plots abandoned before memory also had
inadequate water supplies.

Plots 13 and 14 are dry, while

plot 1 had a well, although the plot itself borders a rocky
forest area.

It is hard to say how productive the well was.

Plot 1 is fairly distant from the farmstead, while plot 11
.

.

is very distant (by local standards), over two kilometers.
We do not know how long this land was cultivated.
Because it is marginal land it may have been under the plow
for relatively short periods of time.

These early episodes

of land reforestation demonstrate that some land
reforestation occurred before farmers bought tractors and
before the massive

e~igration

of the 1960s drained off a

large proportion of the labor force (see chapter 4).
Farmers made small adjustments to their natural environment
well before the rapid changes of the mid twentieth century.
Land, reforested· in the early twentieth century (up
to and including the 1940s), tended to be smaller parcels,
at greater distances, with poor water supplies (see Table
6.2.).
Plots 15, 16, 18 and 20 are all dry fields. They
were carved out of the forest by poor individuals, worked
for a generation, and then reforested.

These marginal lands

could have supported only rye, and only at great effort.
Each of these "tapadas" (enclosures) is associated with an
individual's name (e.g. A Tapada de Pedro, "Pedro's
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Table 6.2.
Reforested Land
(Early Twentieth Century Through 1940s)

plot
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
mean

owner
cropland
3
12
13
1

?
8
10
?
3
14
15
16
17
9
18
19
20

5.4
1.0
0.1
4.9
??
2.8
4.2
??
5.4
3.9
3.4
retired
retired
1.2
??
0
0

emigration
0
69-69
57-72
0
??
0
0
??
0
0
0
0
0
0
??
permanent
permanent

date

size

old
early
early
early
early
1920s
1930s·
??
1940s
1940s
1940s
1940s
1940s
1940s
1940s
1940s
1940s

13,470
3,500
few 100
2,700
few 100
900
2,000
2,000
12,950 a)

water

distance

11,460
5,000
7,200
8,200

dry
650
dry 2,000
dry 1,100
well? 250
dry
??
pond 2,250
dry 1,500
dry
??
pond 1,500
pond 1,500
pond 1,100
pond
800
pond 1,600
dry?
750
pond
??
dry?
??
dry
??

4,140

1,250

a) Plots 23-26 (S~o Marcos) have a total area of 12,950 square
meters.pn 227
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enclosure"). The person who cleared the forest is still
within living memory (or nearly so).

These plots are often

entirely surrounded by stony forest land.

They represent

unsuccessful cases of attempts to eke out a living by
intensifying the use of very marginal lands.
Plot 19 had an adequate water supply; once a week it
had a day of water from a small irrigation pond.
is still used to irrigate a large cornfield.

That pond

Plot 19 was

probably allowed to revert to forest because it was owned by
a large farmer who could not afford to travel over two
kilometers to tend a small field of 900 squa.l:;'e meters.
Plots 22 through 26 are contiguous plots in an area
known as Sao Marcos.

I measured the area of the reforested

land, which was clearly marked by agricultural features like
terraces, abandoned

gr~pe

arbors, roads and walls.

However,

the 1983 land records were too sketchy to allow a precise
identification of which areas were owned by which people,
although we know the owners who hold reforested land in Sao
Marcos.
Villagers claim that S'o Marcos was reforested
gradually from 10 to 40 years ago (1944 to 1974), although
1974 aereal_photographs show that,the area has been covered
in forest at least
before 1974.

~ince

1974, indicating reforestation well

There is a small irrigation pond at the head

of the field system, a pond which was dry in 1984.
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The S'o Marcos area was more intensively cultivated
than the four enclosures, as indicated by the abandoned
grape arbors in sgo Marcos.

It was probably reforested

-

because of small field size--a few thousand square meters
each--and because the one small irrigation pond probably did
not supply enough water for the fields.

Although now

converted to pine forest, some of this reforested land still
bears the narrow, furrows of rye cultivation (rather than the
broader furrows of corn), indicating that the last crop was
dry winter rye, rather than irrigated summer corn.
Informants said that Sao Marcos was principally a rye
producing area.
Plot 27 was reforested about the same time as Sao
Marcos (plots 22-26).
a lack of water.

It is no longer cultivated because of

It was a large field, near the farmstead,

and next to another large field owned by the same household.
Plot 28 is a relatively large plot with its own
irrigation pond.

Although it is entirely surrounded by

forest (indicating that the soil is thin), it is in a low,
wet spot and should have been suitable for cultivation.

It

lies on the border of the parish, and is owned by people of
the neighboring parish.

The owners have relatives in

.Penabranca, a sharecropping family, so it is unlikely that
the owners are wealthy.

Plot 28 was cleared and then

reforested within 20 years, suggesting that the land is
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marginal.
Plots 29 and 30 were both owned by people who
emigrated permanently to arazil in the 1940s.

The owner of

plot 29 retained ownership of the large, dry plot-surrounded by forest--allowing it to revert to forest.

The

owners of plot 30 were farmers who sold their whole farm (to
various individuals).

Although not all of the farm was

reforested, plot 30 was reforested because it was dry, in
spite of its central location and large size.

The plot lies

at the border of field and forested areas, suggesting that
the land is of marginal quality.
Plot 31 is also fairly large.

It now supports a

stand of big oak trees, and once had access to some water
from a nearby well.

It is owned by a large farm household,

which has retained its farm intact since plot 31 was
reforested.

Distance was probably a factor in

disintensifying plot 31, since it is 1600 meters from the
. farmstead, while the farm's remaining 12 fields are an
average of only 475 meters from home.

This household has

disinvested in land in other ways as well, renting out and
selling a few small plots since the 1970s.
The plots reforested in the early twentieth century'
tend to be small, with an inadequate water supply.

They are

also fairly distant by local standards, in a community where
it is unusual for any fieid to be over two kilometers from
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the farmstead.

Chisholm (1979: chapter 3) suggests that

when overall distance is small--under two
distance may not be detrimental.

kilom~ters--that

These case histories bear

Chisholm out, as a number of the reforested plots are about
two kilometers from the farmstead, while cultivated fields
are almost never that far from home.
Some of the largest plots reforested were owned by
p~rmanent

emigrants to Brazil.

When they emigrated they

left land that others either could not cultivate, or were
not interested in. As with differences in the choice of
agricultural technology, adaptation to the natural
environment is at the household rather than at the community
level.
By the mid twentieth.century (1950 to 1984),
reforested parcels were no longer always marginal tracts of
dry land.

Adequately watered parcels were returned to

forest when they were small (often terraced) and distant.
This pattern is a reflection of the changing technology of
mid twentieth century agriculture.

As farmers gradually

came to rely on tractors, they found smaller parcels
difficult to plow.

As they acquired machine pumps and dug

new wells, they increased their irrigation supply and placed
less value on the narrow but adequately watered plots on the
steep stream banks.
Table 6.3. lists plots reforested in the mid
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Table 6.3.
Reforested Land
(1950 Through 1984)

plot

owner
cropland

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

21
22
15
23
24
25
15
15
26
9
27
21
15
28
29
30

mean

3.8
0.4
3.4
1.4
6.0
1.5
3.4
3.4
0.7
1.2
??
3.3
3.4
??
1.5·
3.2

emigration
0
63-71
0
57-81
0
0
0
0
0
0
??
0
0
??
0
64-

date
1950s
1950s
1950s
1950s
1950s
ca 1959
ca 1959
ca 1959
1960s
1960s 1960s
1960s
1967
1970s
1980s
1980s

size

water

distance

6,900
well 1. r 600
700
stream 2,300
1,900
stream 2,300
2,200
stream 2,300
8,170
dry? 1,600
2,100
stream 2,350
1,490
well 1,500
2,000
pond 1,500
dry? l,650
2,970
3,000
dry?
350
dry?
2,930
??
dry
3,600
650
dry? 1,400
9,000
dry?
2,800
??
7,400
stream 650
55,870 well, stream 0
7,060

1,440
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twentieth century.

Plots 32 through 34 are contiguous plots

in a small area known as "Tumudas".

The Tumudas plots are

small terraces built on a steep stream bank.

Plot 36 is a

, similar tract across the stream from Tumudas, reforested a
few years later.

Although all of these plots have a good

supply of water, they are too narrow to work with a tractor.
Even though two of the owners are small farmers who
emigrated, emigration alone does not explain the abandonment
of agriculture on these plots.

The owner of plot 32

emigrated when his wife and father-in-law were operating the
land.

The owner of plot 34 emigrated as a teenager while

his father stayed and worked the land.

All four of these

plots face the additional disadvantage of a relatively
distant location, over two kilometer,s away.
Three of the four plots (32, 34, 36) are owned by
small farmers, those facing the greatest land constraint.
Even small owners disintensified land as the balance of the
factors of production changed.

Plot 36 is still called A

Quinta de Ramos (Ramos' Farm), after the household nickname
I

of the owners.

Dead grape vines sprawl through the tree

branches at the edges of the little terraces, as evidence of
a drastic change in the intensity of land use.
Plot 35 is the large

Bou~a

one of the parish's largest farms.

de Pao (Bread Forest) of
It is a marginal plot of

fairly dry land, like many of the parcels reforested in the
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early twentieth century.

Although it has reached the 'stage

of mature pine forest, economically active men still
remember working in it as boys, when it grew rye and some
corn.

The Bread Forest fronts a well-traveled road,

reminding people of how completely land use patterns can
change.

The owners of the Bread Forest once hired much

labor, and had share-croppers.

With the aid of labor-saving

machinery, they now they farm almost entirely with household
labor.

The reforestation of the Bread Forest was one of the

first adjustments to rising labor costs beginning in the

195·Os.
Plots 37 through 43 were abandoned for similar
reasons as the Bread Forest (plot 35).

Except for plot 43

they are all fairly small, but not so small as to preclude
mechanized plowing.
lot.

Plots 37 and 38 had water, but not a

Plot 37 was watered from a small well (now dry), while

plot 38 was irrigated with water borrowed from a farmer who
owned a neighboring field.

As discussed in chapter 3,

borrowing water entails return obligations which people
sometimes find onerous.
Plots 37-43. are all situated either in the forest or
at the edge of it, i.e. on marginal land.

Several of these

plots are owned by a single household (owner 15).

Like the

owner of the Bread Forest, household 15 must have made a
conscious decision to disintensify the use of marginal land
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in the face of rising labor costs.

Disintensification does

not necessarily indicate a lack of interest in agriculture.
This point is best

~llustrated

by the case of plot 43, which

was purchased as a field from a farmer who had emigrated to
Brazil.

The new owner immediately planted the field in

eucalyptus trees, investing in land while consciously
disintensifying its use.

This supports the notion that land

reforestation is an alternative economic strategy rather
than land abandonment.
Plot 44 is owned by the widow of a local man, who
lives in a nearby city.

Since the man's death, the small

dry pl'ot has. been allowed to revert to native vegetation.
Plot 45 is a large plot with abundant stream water.
The vines surrounding it are still tended, although the
ground is no longer cultivated, and is now in wild grass.
In an early stage of reforestation, this plot is being
disintensified because it is distant, and is made up of
several narrow terraces, making it difficult to plow with a
tractor.
Plot 46 is an unusual case.

The very large plot is

divided into a number of terraces, but terraces large enough
to be mechanized, including several large fields.

The land

is at a high elevation, bordering the forest, so the soil is
thin.

Farmers report that the land is not quite as

productive as fields at lower elevations in the center of
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the parish.

The limitations' of the thin soil of this farm····

is somewhat compensated by an abundant supply of water, from
the stream and from springs on the farm.
the bottom of a deep stream valley.

The farm lies in

The neighboring farm

across the stream--on very similar soil--has continued to be
cultivated.
Soil and water conditions alone do not explain the
decision to stop cultivating this farm.

While about 9,400

square meters' are still planted'in corn, the bulk of the
farm is not even used for grazing.- The farm has been
surrendered to pioneer plants of the forest.

Gorse and

broom are growing in dense thickets in the fields.

The

grape arbors surrounding the fields have been abandoned.
The vines are dying from lack of attention, and some of the
supporting stone steios have snapped under the weight of
o·

encroaching forest vegetation.
The owning household is composed of an elderly
widow, her daughter, and the daughter's young children.
daughter's husband has worked in France since 1964.

The

The

woman finds it difficult to keep up the farm and care for
her children and mother while her husband is away.
This example is unlike previous cases, where
emigration was shown to play no

role~

or at best e

supporting role in a few instances of land
disintensification.

This farmer has abandoned farming as a
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way of life in favor of the career of a French construction
worker, even though the decision entails the loss of
earlier, expensive capital investments (grape arbors).
The emigrated man has earned the censure of the
community.

One parish resident spoke of the case for a long

time, gradually growing angry as he discussed how gorse and
blackberry bushes were taking over the farm that his uncle
had once worked as a sharecropper.

He concluded that "that

animal has left a farm here to take a job in France, while
some other man without a farm could have taken it".
This case demonstrates problems in household
economics, related to macro-economic changes.

As this young

man had an opportunity to work off-farm he declined to work
land owned by his mother-in-Law.

The old woman cannot sell

the land, because land ownership is her status marker within
the household r her source'of security, and the legacy she
will leave to her daughter in exchange for continued care in
her old age.
Minhotos of all socio-economic levels and of all
occupations place a high premium on keeping land under
cultivation.

Land which reverts to native vegetation or

which is fallow is said to "grow old" (A terra esta a fioar

a velha).

To give up the cultivation of a large piece of

good land is regarded as having violated a public trust to
use the land.

Many people say that there should be a law to
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take land away from those who will not cuI tivatOe their land,
and give it to someone who will.

Such sentiments apply much

more to the case of this one large farm than to the other
instances discussed, which are considered lamentable, but
somewhat excusable.
Until the mid twentieth century, some marginal
fields with little or no irrigation water were allowed to
revert to native forest.

After the mid twentieth century--

when wages began to rise and agricultural technology turned
increasingly to machines--small or terraced fields were
reforested as well, even if they had an adequate supply of
water.

Emigration was shown to playa decisive role in only

one episode, an event which became a community scandal.
All of the reforested land is marginal in one way or
another.

The fields of the parish center, with deep soils,

abundant supplies of water, and minimal travel distances,
are never given over to native vegetation.
New Fields
Land use change also involves the reverse process of
land reforestation: clearing forests for new fields.
6.4. lists the new fields in Penabranca.

Table

The table is

organized like Tables 6.1. through 6.3., except that one
variable (water) has been deleted--but is discussed in the
text--while another (age) has been added.

Age refers to the

age of the current (male) farmer at the time the forest was
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Table 6.4.
New Fields
owner
plot

cropland
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
mean

7
25
23
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
7
37

3.9
1.5
1.4
0.2
2.4
0.8
3.0
8.5

age

??
??
??
ca 35
48
47
37
42

??

??

2.6
0

46
37

O?
3.9
2.6

??
33
47

emigration
na
0
na
60s57-77
59-77
70-80
62-66

??
0
69now abroad
70-79
0

date
early
1920s
1950s
1980s
1981
1982
1982
1982
1983
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984

size

distance

3,410
600
2,000
1,600
few hundred
na
1,200
0
5,800
450
3,550
750
6,880
650
13,500 a)
550
47,330
ca 5km
6,150
0
800
0
3,760
0
14,330 b)
600
4,000
100
8,090

860

a) added to 21,600 square meters of pre-existing cropland to
make a new field of 35,100 square meters.
b) added to plot 47 to make a new field of 17,740 square
meters.
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cleared.
The most noticeable aspect of Table 6.4. is the
small number of fields, compared to the large n.umber of
reforested plots listed in Tables 6.1 through 6.3.
Reforested fields are easier to document than new fields.
As mentioned in chapter 5, a field is like a building; a
reforested field is like a ruin.

Reforested fields often

bear agricultural features (wells, ponds, grape arbors,
level or furrowed ground, large gates and large walls, roads
with turn-out spaces for ox carts):

I found a number of

reforested fields while walking through the parish.
asked people about the history of the plots.

Later I

People also

remembered reforested fields, and told me about them as a
subtle way of criticizing their neighbors ("just look at
this land the farmers have allowed to grow old").
New fields were more difficult to discover.
Occasionally I discovered them by observing a field
surrounded by immature grape vines (or no grape vines).

In

almost each case, the owner of the new field reported it to
me, since it was a matter of pride to bring more land under
cultivation.

This behavior reflects a larger pattern in

Penabranca of praising oneself and criticizing ones
neighbors.

Like the ·nicknames discussed in chapter 2, which

are never used to a person's face, criticism about land use
(or anything else) is rarely brought directly to a person's
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attention.
Under-reporting of new fields may explain why there
are fewer documented cases of new fields than of reforested
. land.

Yet there is no doubt that since the 1980s the pace

of land clearing has been brisk.

Only eight cases of new

field clearing have been documented before 1980.
those cases are discussed below.

Three of

The other five plots (15,

16, 18, 20,' 28) have since been reforested and were
discussed in the last section.
Plot 47 is a small field later expanded by clearing
plot 59.

As I observed a contractor level plot 59, the

farmer told me that the original small field (plot 47) had
been cleared by his grandfather.

The small plot was not

irrigated, but grows corn anyway, because some ground water
percolates out to the soil in that area.

Land cleared in

the early twentieth century required a lot of labor, using
hand tools and oxen to cut down the trees, remove the large
boulders and stumps, and level the land.

The greater ease

of land clearing with heavy equipment explains part of the
increased interest in land clearing in recent years.
Plot 48 is a series of small, dry rye terraces at
the edge

~f

a larger corn field.

This land is owned by the

same household as plot 36, which was later reforested
because it was small and distant, in spite of its good
supply of water.

-----._._---

Plot 48 must have been continuously
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cultivated, not only because it is closer to home, but
because it is ,next to a large field, making for an economy
of distance.

While performing some task in the large field,

the small terraces can be tended as well, saving on travel
time.

Plot 49 is also a small

existing field.

te~race,

adjacent to a pre-

Distance is irrelevant in this case,

because at the time the plot was cleared it was operated by
another household, in a nearby parish.
The remaining plots, cleared between 1980 and 1984
all belong either to emigrants, or to large farmers (or to
large farmers who have been emigrants).

Their age range is

33,to 48, suggesting that it is the ambitious young farmers
who are interested in expanding their farm size through
forest clearing.
As discussed in chapter 4, land clearing is a type
of technical change, which involves relatively little
capital investment.

Farmers claim that revenue from selling

off timber allows them to pay a contractor to clear and
level the tract, and to have a well dug and an irrigation
tank built.

The farm household members spend slack days

completing the process.

They plow the newly cleared land

one row at a ,time to unearth large rocks, which they carry
to the side of the field and use to build a wall around the
field.
Plots 51 to 53, 56 and 60 represent significant
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additions to mrddle-range farms.
been emigrants.

Most of these farmers have

These people tend to be ambitious farmers,

with some capital for investment in machinery, and a strong
desire to expand farm size.

Plots 51, 56 and 60 have water

from a newly dug well on nearby forest land.
Plots 54, and 59 are expansions of existing fiel~s
by larger farmers.

Plot 54 was added on to four pre-

existing smaller fields to make one new, large field.
watered from an existing well.

This field is an

It is

~xample

of

spontaneous land consolidation through new field clearing.
Plot 59 was added on to a pre-existing smaller
field.

The owners are building a modern cow barn (vacaria)

on their farmstead.

The farmer plans to expand his herd

size with corn silage to be grown on the new field.

He

plans to irrigate the new field from a well and tank at the
farmstead, moving the

~ater

by gravity flow to the field.

The liquid manure from the barn's septic tank (fossa) will
flow down a pipe directly to the field, watering it and
fertilizing it.

This process will save transport costs for

manure, the heaviest agricultural input.
Plot 55 is an anomaly.

The owner is a young farmer

in a nearby parish, whose wife is from Penabranca.

The plot

was originally moor land, not forest, so there were no trees
to sell to defray land clearing costs.

The farmer borrowed

money from his father-in-law to have the large area cleared.
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Because of capital constraints he was not able to farm more
than a small proportion of the area.

The soil is very thin

and stony, although there is water from a shallow well.

In

1984 he allowed poor people from Penabranca to plant 7520
square meters (16%) in potatoes, just to keep the land from
reverting to scrub, and to fertilize the soil.
planted corn on 7140 square meters (15%).

He also

He cut the corn

for silage and hauled it about five kilometers to his home
parish, where he kept his cows at his father's farm.

It is

still too soon to tell whether this farmer can overcome
significant capital constraints and make his land fertile,
or whether he simply bit off more than he could chew.
The new fields are all fairly large, especially the
ones created by farmers (as opposed to fields created by
emigrants).
dug well.

Most have a supply of water, often from a newly
They are also fairly large fields, close to the

farmstead, suggesting that farmers consider size and
distance--two important parameters of land fragmentation-while deciding which forests to fashion into fields.
Mechanized transport for hauling manure, and the recent
adoption of chemical fertilizer, allow farmers to make even
poor soil fertile.
Conclusion
Increasing the farm size through forest clearing may
increase the level of land fragmentation, or as in the cases
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of plots 54 and 59 it may decrease the level of land
fragmentation, either by enlarging existing fields or by
connecting non-contiguous fields.

In either case, farmers

seek to remedy the ill effects of small field size and long
distance by clearing relatively large, nearby areas.
Reforesting marginal lands and clearing forest is
much more common among the large farmers than among other
sectors of the population.

There are several reasons for

this behavioral difference along socio-economic lines.
Large farmers face the greatest labor constraint, and have
the most fragmented farms, as demonstrated in chapter 5.
Therefore, large farmers change their gross relationship
with the natural environment to mitigate the ill effects of
distance and small field size.
Land clearing with heavy earth moving machines is a
new technology.

As seen in chapter 4, large farmers are the

first to adopt new technology.

Following the pattern of

earlier innovations, mechanized forest clearing is now in
the initial phase of adoption, in which larger farmers first
experiment with the technology. Forest clearing may be
adopted by more small farmers in the future.
Not ail forest plots are level enough or free enough
of rocks to be potential field sites.

Larger farmers have

more forest land than small farmers, and so are more likely
to have suitable plots for clearing.
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Socia-economic differences--and the resulting
differences in relative factor (land, labor, capital)
supplies for

eac~

household--influence the choice of

existing agricultural techniques, as discussed in chapter 3.
Small farmers make the most intensive use of labor, and have
the lowest returns to labor (Netting 1974, Lipton 1964).
From an international perspective, all farmers in this
community are small farmers,

an~

saving agricultural practices.

follow intensive, land-

Within the community, the

smaller farmers follow the most intensive agricultural
practices.

Based on analogy with differences in choice of

agricultural technology and intensive uses of labor, we
would, expect small farmers to be the most likely to
intensify the use of land by. converting forest to field.
Small farmers have not been more active in forest clearing,
because small farmers make intensive use of labor rather
than intensive use of capital.

Small farmers make greater

use of labor because they have more labor per unit of land,
and labor alone is not sufficient for the earth moving and
creation of new water sources.

Larger farmers have more

money, so their land intensification strategies involve the
use of more capital.

The preparation of a new field is a

capital-intensive use of land, even though the sale of
timber helps to defray the costs. Large farmers and return
migrants (with emigrant savings) are therefore more likely
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to clear new land than smaller farmers who face greater
capital constraints.

,

CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The moral world of a people is not necessarily a
mirrored image of their material world.

In the case of the

Minhoto villagers, there are subtle differences between
their cultural values and their material life.
Northwest Portuguese rural folk have a complex
ideology of social life, in which all people are equal (aqui

somas todos iguais), in spite of economic differences among
them.

Economic differences are reflected in resentment of

poor people (pobres) by farmers, and of farmers to others,
especially emigrants.

These conflicting notions are fairly

similar to the popular view in America that "all men are
created equal", which we hold in spite of the fact that some
people drive a new Mercedes every year, while others line up
for free cheese.

In the case of Penabranca, all adult

members of the community are of equal moral value,
especially in face-to-face interaction.
of being addressed respectfully.

They are all worthy

They are free to chose

whom they will work for and when, whom they will talk to,
and whom they will avoid.

None are above being called by a

silly nickname behind their back.

Only a very few community

members have lost public dignity by virtue of deviant
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behavior.

Even the poor widow with the unfortunate

reputation of being a prostitute is generally treated with
respect by her neighbors.

Counter to the notion of

egalitarianism, but consistent with the sooio-economic
stratification, there is constant backbiting· between people
in different socio-economic groups.
The moral egalitarianism of the Portuguese villagers
is in contrast. to their wealth differences.

By any economic

yardstick, all households in Penabranca are not of equal
standing.

Some have many cows, while most have none.

have earnings from abroad, while others do not.
over five hectares of cropland, while many have
garden plot and many have no land at all.

Some

A few have
~nly

a

The economic

disparities within this community are most clearly seen in
the subtle differences of inconspicuous consumption.

One

household eats ham, installs a new kitchen with modern
appliances and an enameled Franklin stove, drives new cars,
and plans on sending its daughter to college.

In a

neighboring one-room cottage, the family sits down to boiled
potatoes and kale.

They worry about where they will find

the money to buy the next liter of olive oil, and their
children begin working after the sixth grade.

Some people

in this community consume at a middle class American
standard, while others live like landless villagers of
India.

The poor resent the wealth of the farmers, while the
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farmers say the poor are lordly (fidalgos), and do not want
to work anymore.
This is not to say that the differenoe between the
eoonomio and the moral life of the Minho is one of ideal vs
real, or of culture vs behavior (Goodenough

1971).

In this

dissertation I have used nioknames as an example of the
moral life of the community, while the agrioultural chapters
(3 through 6) describe the material life of the parish.
Niokna~es

and agrioulture are both "real", and they both

have oultural (mental) as well as behavioral aspeots.
The ideology of this community does not form a
ooherent whole.
other parts.

Parts of the ideology are in oontrast with

Like Levi-Strauss' (1962) bricouleur, people

use different ideas at different times"

pioking and ohoosing

between poorly integrated, oontradiotory notions.

While all

people are seen as morally equal in the oontext of faoe-tofaoe interaotion, and in some other symbolio oontexts, some
rituals bring out subtle moral differenoes between
individuals or households.
Some rjtuals simultaneously express oontradiotory
notions.

Easter is perhaps the Minho's favorite holiday.

Its timing ooinoides with the optimism of spring planting.
Although mass is oelebrated twioe on ordinary Sundays,
beoause the ohapel is really too small to hold all community
members at onoe, on Easter most parishioners cram themselves

---------------_.--_..

_------
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into the church for a seven A.M.

mass~

The priest and the

saoristan--bearing a silver crucifix--then lead a small,
excited, entourage through the parish for the "Easter Visit"
(A Visi ta Pascual)..

Dressed in their finest embroidery, the

visitors move almost the entire way on foot, traveling by
car for a small stretch.

The procession's predetermined,

traditional path, is strewn with flower petals.

Periodic

fireworks announce the priest's location with thunderous
explosions and wisps of airborne smoke. The front doors are
open so the smiling priest and his men burst into each home
without loosing any of the momentum of their rapid march.
The sacristan holds a large silver crucifix for household
members and their guests to kiss.

"Kissing the Cross"

(Beijar a Cruz) may be done at more houses than one,

so many

people kiss the cross at their own house, and then hurry to
the homes of friends and kin to kiss it again.

Each house

tends to be filled to comfortable capacity, with household
members and their allies.

At each house someone discreetly

slips an envelope with money (and their name) to the
visitors, as a personal donation to the Priest.

Each house

has a table set with angel food cake (Pao de Lo), pastries,
colored eggs, and Port wine.

The Priest honors the family

if he accepts their invitation to eat and drink a little of
their festive snack.

Household members round out the day

with a beautiful meal of roast kid.
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The Easter visit calls forth several incongruous,
competing ideals.

People assemble for mass, one of the rare

occasions that finds

~ost

community members together, and

then they disperse into household units.

The visit to every

house stresses the uniform catholicism and the
solidarity of the community.

mech~nical

The visit to each home,

wealthy or poor, emphasizes the notion of egalitarianism,
but the Priest lingers in the homes of the wealthy and the
most religious, merely sweeping in and out of the humbler
cottages.

All households give the priest a cash gift, but

offerings range from five to five hundred escudos, depending
on the household's wealth.

From morning to dusk the parish

showers its priest with affection, offering him food, wine,
and money, lining his path with flower petals, with every
door open to him, so that he need not knock, call or clap
before entering.
By dusk some of the gaiety of the feasting and
drinking has worn off.

People cluster around the chapel

waiting for the exhausted priest and his helpers to ent~r
and celebrate an evening mass.

Talk turns bitter as people

speculate how much money the Priest has taken in.

Minhoto

anti-clericalism, the resentment of one's own priest, would
not be so interesting if it did not contrast with devotion
of an otherwise extremely catholic people (Pina de Cabral
1981).

The Easter Visit communicates conflicting messages
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of mechanical solidarity and, conflict, disharmony, and the
lack of solidarity; of catholicism and anti-clericalism.
The notion that "we are all equal here" is a
cultural ideal, that contrasts with other notions of
differentiation, resentment and tension between farmers and
-non-farmers.

One of its expressions is nicknaming behavior.

Pitt-Rivers discussed the paradox of a cultural
ideology of equality with economic stratification.

In his

study of a mountain town in Andalusia, Pitt-Rivers observes'
that there are wealthy and poor, but that poverty does not
necessarily translate into social inferiority, because "all
men are conceptually equal" (Pitt-Rivers 1961: 60).
The distribution of wealth, as has been seen,
is far from equal in this society •••• The large
landowners receive considerable rents in Alcala
without spending more than a few months there in the
year, while poor labourers scrape along working seven
days a week when there is work in order to feed a
large family, dreading the long weeks of rain when no
wages are paid and bread must be begged from the
baker on credit. They are tough people and they
raise healthy children on meagre incomes, but they
are proud and perhaps the humiliation of their
circumstances pains them more than their material
wants •••• yet the economic structure of a society is
one thing and the social meaning of the rights w·hich
it engender's is another. We are concerned to know,
therefore, not only who possesses or acquires or
spends (and how and wher~) but what social values
attach to possession, acquisition or disbursement
(Pitt-Rivers 1961: 59).
In
that

~is

discussion of nicknames, Pitt-Rivers explains

the nickname helps define the person as a member of

the community (of moral equals) and of the household (1961:
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167).

In my discussion of nicknames (Chapter 2), I point out

that nicknames help define a person as a member of the
community, and that they are applied to all community members
in a more or less equal way, without regard for wealth.

The

avoidance of nicknames to a person's face is part of'the
ritual of interaction that communicates the moral worth of
every individual.

The use of nicknames behind everyone's back

places no one in a superior status.
,The rural people' of Northwest Portugal are extremely

polite and formal with each other.

In Portuguese cities, when

two people meet they kiss on each cheek, unless they are both
men.

In the. countryside two people great each other with a

handshake.

City people are much more likely to use the

familiar tu in second person address, and to avoid the

Senhor(a) title.

By their consistent use of formal titles and

"the polite voce second person pronoun, the villagers
communicate a distance and a respect for people they have
known all their lives, regardless of whether they are wealthy
dairy farmers, returned emigrants, or local laborers.

The

most important social marker in the community is not between
different economic statuses, but between adult and child, for.
when people feel that they have been treated with a lack of

respeito (respect, courtesy), they complain by saying "eu n~o
sou uma orian 1a" (I am not a child).

People do not translate

economic stratification into feelings of superior

wort~.
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Socio-economic differences are expressed in marriage
strategies.

People tend to marry people of about the same

economic position as themselves.
worker's daughters.

Construction workers marry

The sons of large farmers marry the

daughters of other large farmers, and the children of
Portuguese emigrants in foreign countr.ies tend to marry the
children of people from their parents' home region.

The

tendency not to cross economic lines in marriage is expressed
in terms of sentiment •. As one woman put it, "se eu for pobre,
e vocl for rico, n80 me queria" (if I was poor, and you were
rich, you wouldn't want me).

Marriage within the wealthier

economic group consolidates their capital and land base.
chosing a spouse

from~another

By

wealthy household, who will also

inherit part of a valuable estate, a person improves his or
her chances of economic success.
Material Correlates of Economic Differences
While economic stratification does not correspond to a
clear-cut moral distinction, the unique economic position of
each household is translated into a unique adaptation of each
household to its natural and economic environment.

Chapters 3

through 6 demonstrate that the agronomic behavior of each
household depends on farm size.

Small farms operate on the

basis of a land-scarce, capital-scarce, labor-intensive
rationale.

They are reluctant to allow even marginal fields

to revert to forest.

They do not mind long walks to disparate
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parcels.

They spend the minimum amount of money on seeds,

fertilizer and other inputs.

They use hand tools in place of

machinery; and they use hand tools to cultivate the corners of
fields and small fields that are inaccessible to machinery.
Larger farms make different choices because they have mo.re·
land, more capital, and relatively less labor.
In chapter 3 the smaller farms were shown to use more
labor-intensive .techniques and less machinery than larger
farms. Knowledge of how to cultivate plants and how to tend
livestqckis cultural lore that is shared by most community
members, even the non-farmers.

How people behave in their

gardens and fields depends not on the common culture they all
share, but on their different supplies of land, labor and
capital, which correspond to their positions in the local
economic hierarchy. Machinery is a capital-intensive solution
to a labor shortage, while the use of hand tools is a laborintensive solution to land and capital constraints.

Smaller

farmers do not avoid the use of machinery because they are
closer to the earth, because they are inherently traditional,
or because they are women who do not often visit extension
agents.

They substitute labor for machinery (capital),

because they have more (household) labor than capital.
Everyone in the community knows a wide range of
agricultural techniques.
given task.

There are several ways to do any

For example, corn can be planted by hand, or in a
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seeder pulled by a cow, a horse, or a tractor.

Mere knowledge

is not the key to determining which technique a household
uses.

People try to maximize the efficiency (returns) of the

scarcest resource.

A person with two hectares of land, and

little outside labor, has half the labor per unit of land-as
the person with one hectare.

The more land a household has,

the less labor they have, even though they make certain
adjustments to their labor supply by keeping male members onfarm, by taking in servants, and by hiring temporary labor.
People with more land have more cows, and higher farm profits.
So as a general rule, more land is consistent with more
capital, but less labor.

The larger a farm is, the more the

farm family attempts to save labor, by substituting capital
equipment for labor.

The smaller farms must save capital, so

they use more hand labor and less machinery and fewer
purchased inputs.

The general corollary is that there is no

single technology for a community.

There is a complex set of

technologies, which people chose from to make the best use of
their resources; i.e. the closest fit to their personal
economic and natural environment.
Larger farmers tend to form work parties for some
tasks like potato harvesting, and rye threshing, that require
many hands.

The workers are

gener~lly

treated to festive meals and snacks.

not paid.

They are

Local rhetoric states

that people "help their friends, as a favor" (ajudamos os
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nossos amigos, por favor).

Helping someone by giving him

labor implies that the favor will be repaid.

Households of

more or less equal economic standing tend to repay labor with
labor, and machinery use with machinery use.

When smaller

farmers help larger farmers, the smaller farmer may give.·labor
in exchange for machinery use (for example, the larger farmer
may come plow a field for the smaller farmer).

Often no exact

exchange is specified, so smaller farmers and non-farmers help
farmers, but receive nothing in return at that time, although
the larger farmer owes them a favor.
not be repaid later.
reciprocity.

This favor mayor may

This is a form of generalized

People who exchange favors are involved in long

term exchange relationships, in which the exchange is not
supposed to be calculated.

They say "nao fazemos contas" .(we

do not keep track), meaning that they do not keep a tally of
the exchange of goods and services, only a general reckoning
as to whether the exchange is more or less equal, and in good
faith.

Some larger farmers give away something they do not

need and cannot use, such as surplus irrigatio.n water, which a
neighbor needs desperately.

The smaller farmer who receives

an irrigation turn "as a favor" may be obliged to pay the
favor off in labor, by-working for the larger farmer.

Since

the deal is never formalized as a trade, the smaller farmer
accepts the water turn as a "favor", but then works for the
larger farmer whenever the' larger farmer asks for help.
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The tendency for larger farmers to use machinery and
other new inputs was given a
4.

hi~torical

perspective in chapter

Larger farmers are consistently the early innovators.

They face the greatest labor constraints, and so are likely to
substitute capital for labor by buying (or renting-in)
machinery, before the smaller farmers make the same
substitution.

Before the period of heavy emigration beginning

in the 1960s, the larger farmers used more non-household labor
than smaller farmers.

After emigration, larger farmers

substituted capital equipment for much of the labor of the
landless who left the country.

However, the smallest farmers,

facing the greatest land constraint, are not the first to
experiment with land-saving inputs.

New chemical-biological

inputs- always cost money, which is usually in short supply on
small farms.

Although fertilizer is the classic land-saving

input, it is conceived of as a labor-saving device in the
Minho, because it replaces the labor of brush-cutting (rofar

mato)

(Silv~

1981, Caldas 1981).

Larger farmers are the first

to try land-saving innovations, but smaller farmers generally
follow suit if they have enough capital on hand to purchase
the new inputs.

The most important agronomic innovation has

been the recent introduction of dairy cattle, which spread to
all but a very few farms between 1978 and 1984.
The important point about chapters 3 and 4 is that
information, or knowledge, is not the most important variable
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in the choice of farm technology.

While large farmers

occasionally go to town and visit extension agents, this
knowledge is rapidly diffused through the community.

The

first farm to install a milking machine learned about the
technology from extension agents, but other villagers learned
about the milking machines
acquired it.

fr~m

the farm family that first

When the machine was first used the neighbors

gathered around to see the machine work.

When it did not

damage the cow's udder, but did operate to produce milk for
profit, they quickly developed an interest in commercial dairy
production.

The high profits were founded largely on state

subsidies to raw milk prices.
Chapter 4 also shows that the trajectory of technical
change is from large farmers to small farmers.

Small farmers

may lag behind large farmers for several years before
eventually changing.

Large farmers are allowed to assume the

initial risks, and to experiment with the technology, adapting
it to local conditions.

By the time small farmers adopt an

innovation it does not represent a risk to them; they have
seen it work for several years on the larger farms.

For

example, when silo techno16gy was first acquired from
extension agents, in the early 1980s, farmers built silos just
as they were instructed by extension agents, deep concretelined trenches with a high gabled roof.

Farmers soon learned

that silos could· be built with less expensive material.

They
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could be lined with block, or even left as bare dirt trenches.
The roof could be left off entirely.

Farmers who built silos

in the mid 1980s saved a lot of money by building them
according to a simpler design that was the result of local
experience.
There are several sources for innovations.

Some

innovations come from extension agents, like commercial dairy
production.

Others come from neighboring parishes and from

agricultural input merchants ("seed salesmen").

One large

farm has been the first to try most innovations.

Other

innovations have been tried first by a handful of the largest
farms.

Small farmers, including women, are not denied access

to new knowledge just because they are less likely to
extension agents.

~isit

Only a handful of large farmers visit the

extension agents, but then relatively little new information
is learned from extension agents.

Any information that is

acquired from extension agents is accepted cautiously.

As one

man said, "why should we listen to them when they don't know
the difference between a cow and a calf", referring to the
fact that few extension agents have a farm background.
Knowledge learned from extension agents or any other outside
source spreads rapidly through the community.

Smaller farmers

exchange labor with larger farmers and learn new techniques
from them.
Chapter 5 shows that average plot size is greater on
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larger farms, but that the other indices of land fragmentation
are,more pronounced on larger farms than on smaller farms.
The non-significant correlation of production variables and
fragmentation indices suggest that land fragmentation is no
barrier to agricultural production.

Conventional wisdom has

it that land fragmentation leads to inefficient use of land
and labor.

Portuguese agronomists and policy makers in

particular blame land fragmentation for a host of the
country's agricultural ills.

Economists and geographers

point out that fragmented farms increase travel costs to
farmers, and do not allow efficient use of machinery.
Anthropologists have discussed the ecological and economic
benefits of land fragmentation.

Having multiple plots of land

on each farm helps to minimize risk, allows farmers to take
advantage of a number of natural environmental zones, and
allows for better c.rop scheduling.
Unlike other communities where anthropologists have
studied land fragmentation, environmental variation is very
subtle,in the Minho; so land fragmentation'does not offer a
strong ecological advantage in Penabranca.
in the

Land fragmentation

is ecologically neutral, neither increasing or
decreasing milk production. Land fragmentation is socially
M~nho

adaptive, allowing farmers to fine tune their land:labor
ratio, so that total usable farm size can change gradually
with the household's developmental cycle.
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Land is fragmented in all areas of the world that
practice intensive agriculture.

It is caused by land

transfers (sales, rent, inheritance), and by the process of
clearing fields from the forest in small parcels.

Land

fragmentation is an adaptive response of intensive cultivators
to conditions of scarce land, and often to unique, local
natural environmental conditions.

Fragmented land does

not represent a "backward" or irrational agricultural
structure.

Land consolidation is only beneficial in countries

like France and Germany, where the rural population is rapidly
leaving agriculture, so that technical means must be found to
make a fast adjustment to a greatly diminished labor s~pply
and an increased supply of capital.

Because land

consolidation is expensive, it is an option for wealthy
countries, with public-sector money to buy land and administer
land exchanges (Bentley 1987).
Chapter 6 shows that recent land clearing and land
reforestation is part of the process large farmers use to
adjust their land and labor supplies, under conditions of
changing farm technology and changes in the relative supplies
of land, labor, and capital.

Large farmers and small farmers

have different attitudes about the use of land, attitudes
which stem from their different relationships to the land.
Larger farmers are more likely to complain about land
fragmentation, because they have more parcels of land to
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travel to.

Smaller farmers and non-farmers point to

reforested land as an example of anti-social behavior of the
farmers.

Land is a public good in a sense, and farmers are

expected to be stewards of the land. Even though land is owned
privately, there is a notion that people who own land should
be obliged to work it to produce food for the people.

Farmers

who allow land to go out of food production risk being
criticized behind their backs by others, even though they
regard the decision as a rational one.
Socio-Economic stratification of the Little Community
The, relationships between culture and behavior, and
betw~en the material and the moral worlds are complex.

The

material circumstances of wealthy and poor is not reflected in
a public acceptance of the superior moral worth of the
wealthy.

The moral realm operates somewhat independently of

the material.

On the other hand, the material circumstances

of household supplies of land, labor and capital determine the
decisions people make about what technology to use, and
whether to use a given

~iece

of land as forest or field, in

spite of the fact that all community members have a common
stock of knowledge about land and technology.

In other

instances, the material world encourages different attitudes
in different community members.
harm in allowing

~

The larger farmers see no

marginal piece of land to revert to forest,
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while their neighbors criticise them.

A few larger farmers

complain about traveling to many distant parcels of land on
their fragmented farms, while most farmers appreciate each
field they have for the food production it represents.
My account provides both examples and
of material/economic determinism.

counter-example~

Economic causality is' most

clearly seen in economic behavior, like the amount of land
determining the choice of farm tools.

The economic

environment is not clearly reflected in the moral life of the
community, where all adults are worthy. of respeito, even poor
day laborers.

However, the wealthy farmers and the rest of

the community relate to the land in different ways, and so
they have no shared cultural perception of some aspects of the
natural environment: such as the moral implications of
allowing fields to go fallow.
Political power is equally divided between the
economic segments of the parish.

The current President of the

Parish Council (Presidente da Junta) is a retired laborer,
while the previous one was a wealthy farmer.

The Parish

Council (Junta da Freguesia) built a large "town hall" (sede
da freguesia) in 1984, in spite of the complaints of farmers
that the highest municipal priority should be cobbling the
many village roads (giving them improved access to their
fields).

In 1986 the Junta cooperated with the Camara

("Chamber", i.e. county government) to have the dirt tracks
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cobbled.
If the relationship between culture and behavior, and
between economics and moral values is complicated, then it is
understandable that different anthropologists have reached
different conclusions about whether little communities are
egalitarian or socially stratified.

A little community can be

economically differentiated, with important implications in
how community members use land, technology and labor, and how
they think about the land, without creating a corresponding
attitude of social superiority of the wealthy.

For Iberian

communities without a latifundia class, such as Penabranca and
the communities studied by Pitt-Rivers (1961), O'Neill (1984),
Dias (1981), Brandes (1975), Freeman (1970), Douglass (1969),
Christian (1972) and others, the implication is that the
communities are economically stratified, although this
stratification is not mechanically transferred onto the
cultural values of the social worth of individual human
beings.

These communities have democratic ideals about the

moral equality of all community members, which do not stem
from the unequal distribution of land and wealth found in the
region.
On the other hand, 'notions of moral equality conflict
with notions of moral superiority.

Behind one another's back

the non-farmers complain about how the farmers are stingy and
greedy.

People say that farmers want them to work for
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nothing.

The farmers complain that' non-farmers are lazy, that

no one wants to work.

Large farmers say that small farmers

are not technologically progressive because they are
uneducated.

Wealthier farmers complain about return

emigrants, that it is unfair for them to have foreign currency
b~nk

accounts, they are "full of money", their large tile-

covered houses are ugly and pretentious, they no longer have

"respeito" for others because they think that their money has
made them lordly (fidalgos).
There is no coherent ideology of social life.

The

ideology contains contradictory notions, only some of which
are in concert with the existing socio-economic order.

Most

importantly, people hold simultaneous ideas of socio-economic
equali ty, or moral worth, and id,eas of socio-economic
inequality and social distinctions.
run

count~r

Notions of moral equality

to cleavages in the community, while socio-

economic differences are expressed by criticism to sympathetic
listeners.

Even poor people (pobres) who criticise the

farmers in the abstract, have alliances with some individual
farmers, and work for them as part of an institutionalized
relationship of friendship.

Farmers who criticise emigrants

have friends and kin who are emigrants, and may have even been
emigrants themselves.

Farmers will complain that "no one

wants to work anymore", even when surrounded by a work party
of non-farmers working for them, gratis.

....

_ . _ - - - - , ..

_------------

Conflict is
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expressed behind people's backs, so that a person may be in
the midst of a

~ivid

diatribe against emigrants, only to turn

and greet an actual emigrant with the sweetest smile and a
friendly hello.
This dissertation has relied heavily on the contrast
of farmers and non-farmers, and of large and small farmers.
Large and small farmers are different in several ways.

The

large farmers tend to be men and women, who use relatively
large amounts of capital on their farms, because they have
more capital and less labor

t~an

the amount of land they have.

smaller farmers, relative to

Smaller farmers tend to be

women, whose male kinsmen work mainly off-farm.

They save

their scarce capital by using more labor per unit of land than
large farmers.
smaller farmers.

Larger farmers have more fragmented farms than
Larger farmers tend to acquire their farms

through inheritance, while smaller farmers acquire their land
through a mixture of inheritance,

r~ntal

and purchase.

This distinction is important for several reasons; it
is related to the difference between peasants and workerpeasants.

It also touches on very old issues in the social

sciences, notions of whether the little community is
characterized by organic solidarity or mechanical solidarity"
whether its social life is a gemeinsohaft or a gesellsohaft,
whether village life is harmonious or contentious.

Some

ethnographers of Southern Europe have described the little
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community as harmonious, and characterized by mechanical
solidarity (Freeman 1970, Christian 1972, Brandes 1975, PittRivers 1961).

Others have noted that there are elements of

social stratification even in communities not characterized by
latifundia agriculture.

Aguilera (1978) observes that certain

rituals in an Andalusian mountain town stress organic
solidarity, while others express mechanical solidarity.
Aceves (1971: 42) points out the inconsistencies of the use of
honorific titles in rura1 Castile, which run counter to
community ideals of egalitarianism.
While the revisionist view of European peasants sees
social stratification in the little community, it tends to do
so with a neo-functionalist perspective.

Douglass' (1969)

engrossing account of the Spanish Basques discusses impartible
inheritance with only passing reference to the disenfranchised
siblings.

Marxist anthropologists are more ,likely to point

out the personal tragedy of the individual who does not
inherit enough resources to marry, and is never able to form a
home and a family (Bourdieu 1976, Iturra 1980, 1983).
In personal terms, the darker side of socio-economic
stratification in Penabranca was not that the poor were held
to be socially inferior to their neighbors, but that they did
not have enough resources to live the life that they felt was
minimally acceptable.

Local people claim that the only people

who really live well -are the larger farmers.

Before
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emigration began in the mid 1960s, the non-farmers did not
always earn enough to feed their children.
given to farmers as field

serv~nts.

Children would be

These children worked

without pay, often sleeping in the hay loft, without shoes.
They would be sent on lonely tasks, like goat herding, so that
they never

attend~d

school.

People who are adults now, claim

that their parents nearly starved to death trying to keep the
children at home.

After emigration began, near-starvation

poverty was traded for the pain of family separation, as men
left their families to work in France.

Families that have

sent members abroad llever quite recover from the emotional
shock of the long years of separation.

Husbands and wives

miss each other; children grow up without their fathers.
Women must assume the heavy tasks that men did.

The men in

France live in a barracks or crowded apartment, working and
keeping house for themselves for eleven months of the year, in
a hostile social environment, merely to support the families
they seldom see.

Of those who stay in Portugal, life is a lot

of hard work, and few luxuries, except for the few largest
farmers.

People complain constantly about their lives; the

work is too hard, too dirty, and they do not earn enough·
money.
The contrasting concepts of gemeinschaft and
gesellschaft, harmony and conflict, are sociological ideals,
and any community must incorporate some aspects of each. The
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wealthy peasant is distinguished economically from the poor
,

peasant, but they are both country people, and therefore
considered inferior by the elite and middle-class of their own
cities.

The social distance between wealthy peasant and rural

poor is not as great as the social distance between rural
people in general and the urban middle class.
Anthropologists should recognize that culture is more
than a ishared set of symbols.

It is also a complex of

knowledge, which is employed differently by different
community members.

Everyone in Penabranca knows a great deal

about agricultural technology.
do any given farm task.

They know several methods to

The method they choose is based on

the household's land, labor and capital resources.
Only a few of the large farm households are still
technically peasants, living off the land, .and gelling only
some farm produce.

The small farmers and non-farmers with

large gardens live by a mixed strategy of subsistence farming
and working for a wage in town or abroad.

Since the mid-1960s

Penabranca has become a suburbanized community of workerpeasants on the semi-periphery of the world economy.

The

rural population is no longer predominantly agricultural, due
to greatly increased numbers of_people, especially men,
working in blue-collar trades locally and in France.

By

diversifying their economic base, worker-peasants are able to
enjoy a higher standard of living than their parents did, and
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a higher standard of living than urban workers.

The cash

income of the typical construction worker is only about 20
contos (1984) a month, about $125

us.

It is difficult to make

a living on this much money without the contribution of women
who supplement this salary with garden produce and rabbits and
chickens, which they tend in addition to their domestic tasks.
Copper sulfate for grape vines, and other essential inputs are
purchased with money that the salaried worker brings into the
household.
Other benefits of the suburbanized countryside include
the possibility to inherit a house or cottage, or a piece of
land.

The country dweller can build a house over a period of

several years, by working on days off, with the assistance of
friends.

By not moving to the city, people are able to

maintain kin ties.

It means a great deal to men to be able to

play cards wi th their boyhood friends in the ,taverns on
Sunday, just as it is important to women to be able to' visit
their mothers.
The household that sends a man to work in town, but
resides in the rural parish of their birth is able to enjoy
the benefits of giving productive work to the elderly and
women with dependents, as well as less expensive housing, and
continued kin and friendship ties.

The modest standard of

Ii ving they enjoy' is due especially to their inventiveness,
frugality and hard work, as well as to political and economic

•
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conditions in the world outside--over which they have little
control--and to the economic rationality that they bring to
life-long decision, making.
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